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Local input session on the Rio Grande Basin
Water Plan to be held April 16
by Bea Ferrigno
The Rio Grande Basin Roundtable (RGRT) is holding public outreach sessions to receive input on
the Rio Grande Basin Implementation Plan which will become part of
the State Water Plan. Input is being
gathered from all areas of waterrelated interest such as municipal
and industrial, recreational and environmental, water administration,
education, and agriculture. Meetings have been held in each of the

San Luis Valley counties, including Saguache County at Center on
March 31. Because residents of the
northern valley might not have been
informed of that date, the CrestoneBaca Watershed Council suggested
an additional meeting that will be
held on April 16 at the Crestone
Charter School.
The purpose of each Basin
Implementation Plan is to address
the gaps identified in the Statewide
Water Supply Initiative of 2010.

The plans are being prepared under
the direction of the basin roundtables and will incorporate local input
and planning efforts. They provide
a mechanism for roundtable members and other stakeholders to work
together to overcome potential constraints, effectively implement water projects to achieve water management objectives, and address
anticipated water supply gaps.
As mentioned on the Colorado
continued on page B-5

Settlement reached in Crestone/County tax case
by Matie Belle Lakish
Two days before a trial de
Novo was scheduled to be heard by
District Court Judge Martin Gonzalez, the plaintiffs proposed a settlement agreement with the Saguache
County Assessor and County Board
of Equalization over the reassessment of their properties in the Town
of Crestone and some parcels in the
Baca Grande subdivision. According
to Elaine Johnson, one of the property owners bringing the action, the
“case resulted in a very favorable
settlement for the owners two days
before the start of trial.”

Johnson summarized the reassessment process thus: “The 2013
Valuations were the result of the
State Board of Equalization ordering a reappraisal of property in Saguache County. This process began
in October 2011, when the State
Board ordered that all residential
property in Saguache County be reappraised by the Saguache County
Assessor. Between October 2011
and October 2012 the County Assessor was unable to complete the
reappraisal. This resulted in Orders
from the State Board in November
2012, requiring that all residential

property be reappraised for 2011
and 2012. They further ordered
that there would be reappraisals
of all classes of real property that
incurred omitted new construction
and these values would be used for
the 2013 valuations.”
The Department of Local Affairs Division of Property Taxation
worked closely with County Assessor Jackie Stevens and staff to perform the assessment. A number of
State personnel were in Saguache
County for several months. According to JoAnn Groff, Property Tax
continued on page 32

Firefighters respond to a series of fires
that were set March 28 in Saguache
County. Two suspects arrested. See story
on page 8. 
photo by Talmath Lakai
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sion, we aren’t the ones that matter
to our county commissioners.
Elaine Johnson
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Editor’s Notes

What we call spring
The dust devil howled
through the yard, swirling up
clouds of dust and leaves and
trash from the neighbors dumpster that the bears tipped over—
splattering my melting frost-covered car with dirt streaks giving
it the “camo” look.
Spring is here. The bears
are back. The snow has melted
and all the junk in the yard is uncovered. Time for spring cleaning.
Time to rake up the wood splinters by the chopping block, (first
prying the rake out of the remaining ice on the north side of the
house) uncover the strawberries
and hopefully find a windless day
to spread dry manure on the garden. Last year’s “to do” list gets
pulled off the fridge and scanned
for items left undone Winter is so
long and our summer is so short
the list is longer than I’d hoped. I
add more, and my sweetie-pie always adds more.
But, like the bears, I’m hungry to be outside. To put on my
work apron and grab a wheelbarrow, hammer or mitigation saw—
to brave the dusty winds and be
grateful for renewal.
Our bees are out and about,
hovering over tree buds, buzzing them to blossom. Columbines are up and tulips almost
to bloom. Nest-building birds are
grabbing bits of straw and tufts
of fur from Peggy Sue’s shedding
winter coat. It’s a full circle and
the start of a new year.
As we welcome spring, remember these winds and warm
days are drying—so keep up on
your mitigation projects, be careful with fire, keep welcoming rain.
As you read this month’s Eagle, you’ll see we’ve also thawed
a bit and regained a sense of humor—hope you’ve regained yours!
From the top of the Rockies
on a blustery spring day,
—Kizzen

www.crestoneeagle.com

Opinions on education
sought
Property tax settlement
may have wider value

Dear Editor,
As many are aware, the Saguache County property tax case
was settled two days before the trial
date. Saguache County agreed to
give each of the plaintiffs exactly
what they would have sought from
a judge.
Unfortunately, under Colorado law, there can be no automatic
changes in property values for those
who were not plaintiffs. The law
is very favorable to taxing authorities and creates a number of technical steps that must be precisely
followed. A failure, at any step,
prohibits an owner from becoming a plaintiff. We remain hopeful, however, that the settlement
we reached will be of value to other
property owners.
If the case had proceeded
to trial, the evidence would have
proven that the Division of Property Taxation of Colorado, and not
the Saguache County Assessor, conducted the valuations and assessments. This is in violation of the
Colorado Constitution. The citizens
of Saguache County were deprived
of a constitutionally protected right
to have a local, duly elected official
conduct the valuations and make
assessments.
The evidence would have
shown that the valuations themselves were conducted in violation
of Colorado statutes. These values resulted in a 370% increase in
residential values ($7000/50’ lot)
and a 1058% to 2116% increase in
commercial values ($40,000/50’ lot).
In the settlement, based upon substantiated calculations, residential
lots were valued at $910 to $3,637
and commercial lots were valued at
$3,125 to $12,500. Plaintiffs who
had properties in the Baca would
have proved that there was discrimination in that these property owners were treated differently from
others who had the same or similar
properties. The county agreed to
reduce the values and change designations of property for these owners. In total, the land values for
fifty-one (51) lots were reduced by
$325,619.00.
As I have learned more about
and participated in this process over
the last year, I am astounded by the
lack of rights for taxpayers and the
manner in which the Colorado Division of Property Taxation handled
the valuations and assessments
in Saguache County. I am disappointed beyond description that the
Saguache County Commissioners,
who have a legal duty to protect us
in this process, chose to stand by the
Colorado Division of Property Taxation over their friends and neighbors in this community. Our town
remains in a critical situation where
businesses are closing and longtime residents will be forced from
their homes. When it comes time
to cast your votes, please remember
that when it comes to a critical deci-

Dear Friends,
Please take a moment to share
your opinion about of an ideal education. Your ideas are important,
whether you have children or not,
whether you are a home school advocate, a Moffat or Charter School
supporter, or embrace other educational paradigms. I am hoping to
compile our top 5 priorities community-wide. Read on for why!
My three children have attended the Moffat and Charter
schools and been home schooled.
We were involved in the nascent
years of Charter School and my
youngest graduates from Link
Charter High School in May. My
middle child graduated from Moffat as valedictorian. I have taught
at both schools, been route and activities bus driver for Moffat School,
and organized our community soccer program, cooperatively involving kids from all over the northern
valley, from three schools and home
schooling families. I have collaborated with many parents, teachers
and community members without
children.
I believe the attention and
diverse input from all these adults
has made all our children’s community and educational experiences rich and supportive. A part
of the original concept forming the
Charter School was that parents
and community members would
be included in visioning, governance, activities and education. This
makes a powerfully effective program, where our place becomes the
school room, our students are each
and every community member, and
the benefits of knowledge gained
and forged into wisdom in daily life
are available to all.
Some of the many changes at
the Crestone Charter School are:
a new location creating more community interaction; funding and
taxing impacts community-wide; a
new director; and a renewed focus
from parent participants on governance and policy.
Community input is wanted
to assess shared values and goals,
and use them to vision a dynamic
program that allows students to
develop the tools to thrive in the
adult world.
Please reflect and write a description of your educational ideals. Ask, What should we learn in
school? Why? Maybe write down
the most important thing you
learned. Perhaps the best stuff you
learned happened out of school.
Write that down! Have an opinion
about how teachers should role
model or guide? An innovative curriculum idea? Imagine the ideal education for today, and write down 2
to 5 points.
And by the way, if this opportunity to think on education
inspires you to get involved in our
local school programs . . . by all
means, join in!
Thanks so much,
Robin Blankenship
Please send your feedback description to: communityfeedback@
crestonecharter.com

Thanks to the Elephant

Dear editor,
I would love to express my
deep gratitude to Benji, Michelle
and all the wonderful folks at Elephant Cloud Market. How very
blessed we are to have your sweet
new store in our midst! Your dedication to natural health, to our
Crestone/Baca community and to
our precious Mother Earth is so
very beautiful. Thank you!
Kathleen Willow

Rapid response

Dear Editor,
I want to express my thanks
to the new Baca Fire department
for their quick response to a carbon
monoxide scare at my home at 4am
in the morning. From the time I
called 911 until someone was at my
house was 15 min., in spite of the
fact that the 911 operator gave them
the wrong address. Three additional
people were there 5-8 minutes later.
They had the proper equipment and
I felt very confident in their expertise at handling of situation.
I feel very safe with the new
members of The Baca Grande Fire
Department and see no reason to
change to a special fire district.
Juliana Quinn

Later for litter

Crestone Eagle,
This is to people who like this
area, but not enough to save their
trash in their cars until they can
dump it proper!
To these litter-bugs, I give
this message: Since I don’t know
who you are, I crush your cans in
remembrance of you, and stomp
them flat, since you don’t care
enough to.
Save this beautiful place, and
keep your litter ‘til later!
Mark Townsend

BGPOA compromise
affirms fair elections

Dear Editor,
While the divided BGPOA
board cannot agree on much, in
the recent settlement signed as a
result of court-ordered mediation,
they did agree on a detailed process for the 2014 director election
and subsequent elections which is
consistent with applicable law; and
also in accordance with the association’s governing documents.
This election process will reduce further disputes regarding
the secret ballot requirement and
other disputes regarding the 2012
BGPOA election. The plaintiffs
have also asked for two declaratory
judgments about indemnification
issues and conflicts of interest, ongoing sources of debate and confusion for the current POA board.
The agreed-upon election process affirms the right of BGPOA
members to fair, transparent, and
verifiable elections. It is important
for the peaceful governance of a
community association to make
sure there is always a validly elected board of directors.
Voting is the first act of building community. The second act is
to get more involved, rather than
giving up. It’s our government, and
the most important thing we can do
for ourselves, our family, our com-
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munity, and the future, is to make
it work for all of us.
Real community happens
when people tell the truth to each
other, and they don’t always have
to agree.
Many thanks to the POA
board members (Treat Suomi, Russell Schrieber, Matie Belle Lakish),
the plaintiffs (Janie Thomas, Nigel
Fuller, Bruce McDonald, and Diane Dunlap), and Robert Garnett
for spending the sixteen plus hours
on the difficult task of hammering
out an agreement and settling the
lawsuit.
Lisa Cyriacks

Why go to a POA board
meeting?

Dear Editor,
Board meetings are notorious
for having the double entendre of
board/bored meetings. Well, make
of it what you will but they don’t
have to be boring . . . controversial,
yes, and in this community (and I
would dare say others, too) confrontational, but nevertheless quite consistently—informative. But boring,
no.
The Baca Grande POA is facing some pressing issues: ﬁre department budget cuts and staff reductions, a possible restructuring of
dues assessments for consolidated
lots and other properties, requests
for dispute resolution hearings and,
now with the lawsuit settled, a new
election in November.
In my limited forays into selfhelp jargon one thing I came away
with is to make note of the worse
thing that could happen if you didn’t
take action. In this case, imho, without an engaged community we could
have a failed POA (limited services,
a financially unsound organization,
a place where not only would property values go down, but where you
would no longer want to live).
But as the Woody Allen quote
goes, 70% of life is just showing up.
You don’t have to “do” anything.
Just your presence to show you care
(and I know you do). And then see
what happens . . . you just might
surprise yourself.
Sugandha Brooks

Let somebody else do it

Dear Editor,
When Mary and I lived in
Oklahoma we attended a Community Building week end with Scott
Peck. After returning to our community we rolled up our sleeves
and got to work. It took a long time
and intense effort, but it was very
satisfying and well worth it. Consensus works! When we arrived in
Crestone we found board members
of the POA throwing chairs at each
other. Now they are throwing lawyers at each other.
To form a strong Baca community it takes three or four board
members with good will, common
sense, and a dedication to the common good. At the same time! Five
would be great, one or two won’t
cut it. I believe there are more than
that here, but the attitude seems to
be “let somebody else do it”. Complacency reigns. Well somebody else
showed up, without good will, and
certainly without common sense
and wrecked the fire department
in addition to stirring up a lot of

trouble and animosity. It will take a
great deal of time and effort on the
part of many well intentioned community members to unravel this
awful mess. But, it can be done if
there is enough good will and sustained commitment. You gotta be in
for the long haul. Participate. Somebody ring the bell.
I and a committed group
worked our butts off for the fire district only to see a handful of opponents bring it down by two votes. All
the while we were and still are sitting in a self-evident tinder box. Our
pants are down and we are in serious trouble. We could get our butts
burned badly. And the fire district
isn’t the only thing needing fixing.
We all have stuff to do. But for
me, I’m counting on enough people
with good will to change the attitude of “let somebody else do it”.
Vince Palermo

Mud puddles

Dear Editor,
I’ve been experiencing and
participating in the recent crises at
the POA board meetings (recently
summarized at crestoneconglomerate.com).
Having observed the “emotional density” and “abysmal lack of
clarity” at the POA (as reported by
others) I ask myself this basic question: What is the “balance of power”
relationship between the members
and the board of directors?
The answer, simply put, is that
the power of the members, like any
proactive democracy, lies in the elections and voting process, while the
power of the board lies in the freedom to represent and act upon the
“best interests” of the community as
a whole.
However, this ideal balance
of power relationship works only
among mature adults who can demonstrate clear thinking, openness
to the needs, values and interests
of others, emotional intelligence,
and big-picture vision. This applies
equally to the board and to community members.
The board is actually a projection of the membership. So when
we blame the board we are blaming
ourselves.
When we allow people who behave like “adult children” to run the
board, then we also act like adult
children ourselves for not seeking
out, electing and supporting mature
board directors.
To that end, some people are
talking about organizing a members’ forum of 8-20 people, a sort
of committee or political party, who
will identify, seek out, recruit and
promote mature and vetted candidates . . . and pledge to support
them through their board service
as our professional representatives.
Another suggestion is to change the
number of board members from five
to seven or nine in order to reduce
precipitous turnover and increase
institutional memory.
If these or other proactive
ideas speak to you and spark your
interest then talk them up and let’s
see if a positive forum can gel for
supporting responsive and mature
board members. What do you think?
When members exercise our
full power during elections and voting, we might avoid emotionally
dense mud puddles in the govern-

ance arena. Such happiness, kindness and clarity are possible when
you decide what’s important to you,
and act on it. Complaining is not
democratic, helpful or healthy.
“The revolution is not about
putting a different kind of person in
power; it is about awakening a different kind of power in people.” —
Stephanie V. H.
Paul Shippee

Long running soap
opera

Dear Editor,
Every month when reading
the “letters” section of the Eagle
I’m reminded how long the Baca
POA melodrama has been running
. . . 15 years since I’ve been here
and counting. Nothing essentially
ever changes. Just different people
doing battle over an assortment of
silly, mindless issues. The POA is a
flawed organization that’s never really had the support of the membership or the community as evidenced
in part by numerous realty ads
quick to state as a positive selling
point “Not in the POA”. The POA is
little more than a continuing bad
habit and an irritant, like a zit on
our bottom-side, and together with
all the chronic headaches it provides to the membership needs to
delegate to other appropriate agencies the few real services it provides
and just quietly go away.
Chad Harris

A commission form of
government

Presented at the Baca Grande
Water & Sanitation District Board
meeting March 21.
Given the difficulties happening with the present POA board,
and the frustration at the lack of a
cordial, democratic situation, I offer
this proposal for your consideration.
Historically there are five
forms of municipal government:
council-manager,
mayor-council,
commission, town meeting and representative town meeting. A current trend is that local government
services are increasingly being supplied by special districts which expand to take on more civic duties.
Often a commission government
begins with a district such as our
Baca Water and Sanitation District (BGWSD), which enlarges its
responsibility through a tried and
true process:
• Voters elect individual commissioners to a small governing
board, typically five- or seven-member.
• Each commissioner is responsible for one specific department, such as fire, water, police,
public works, finance, etc.
• One of the commissioners is
designated as chairman or mayor,
who presides over meetings.
• The commission has both
legislative and executive functions.
The commissioners perform a
variety of functions which may include roads, fire protection, conservation, sewerage, solid waste, water, utilities, and finance; in short,
a commission form of government
evolves.
The commission plan of city
government is the oldest form of
government in the U.S. It is uti-

lized in 3,000 local governments in
35 states mostly with populations
below 100,000, but even Portland,
OR uses the commission system of
government. Portland is very cooperative in making information
available about the process it used
to form its commission government
which functions as a direct democracy providing for initiative, referendum, and recall.
The Baca has grown beyond
the scope of a property owners’ association. While the present mission
of the (BGWSD) does not encompass this type of governance, it is a
logical point from which to begin to
establish a commission form of government. It has earned the trust of
Baca residents because it functions
in a productive, positive, and transparent manner. After their election
in May, we can urge them to explore
the possibility of becoming the nexus of a commission form of government as the next evolutionary step
in our growth.
It’s a worthy, doable goal which
will provide a positive alternative to
the present untenable government.
It’s spring. We can begin with the
first step of planting the seed, the
idea. Way leads to Way. Let the conversation begin.
Sandia Belgrade

Nelson-Cox announces
for assessor

Dear editor,
Hi, my name is Janet NelsonCox. I am announcing my candidacy
for Saguache County Assessor in
the upcoming 2014 election.
I moved to Saguache County
after getting married to Shane Cox
in 2009 and have been privileged
to call the Cochetopa my home for
the past 5 years. I have a Bachelor of Science Degree in Business
from University of Colorado with
an emphasis in marketing. I was
fortunate to have worked my way
through college without loans. I
have worked since I was 14 and
believe that working for what we
need and want is key to self worth
and purpose. I believe in continuing
education and training at all stages
of our lives and believe that we can
learn something from everyone we
meet. It is a good day when we
learn something new.
I am the mother of a son who
works in landscaping and snow removal in Manitou Springs and a
daughter in her second year of college in Alamosa. As a family growing up, we were involved in 4-H,
FFA, Boy Scouts, school activities,
and church. I worked at a busy
doctor’s office in Castle Rock, while
running a horse boarding and riding lesson business out of our home.
None of those things would have
been possible without the help of
a great community of people working together for the common goal of
making things better for our kids
and community.
I believe that Saguache County is such a community and I would
like to serve as your assessor. I
can promise 100% effort and hard
work. I am actively reaching out
to learn the job and its importance
to the county residents. The assessed property values assigned by
the Saguache County Assessor are
continued on page 4
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Letters
continued from page 3
an important part of creating the
Saguache County budget. This is
why it is necessary to get all of the
property in Saguache County on
the tax rolls, so that we all pay our
fair share. I have homework, from
surrounding assessors, to start
working on and I will be attending training classes recommended
by those folks early this summer
in preparation for the position. I
look forward to serving Saguache
County and ask for your vote for
Saguache County Assessor. Feel
free to contact me at 720-341-1177
or jnelsoncox@aol.com.
Thanks for your support.
Janet Nelson-Cox

Tristan VanZalinge
Sheriff candidacy
announcement

Dear Editor,
I am announcing that I will
be running for position of Saguache
County Sheriff in the 2014 election
as a Democrat.
He graduated from Trinidad
State Junior College Law Enforcement Academy in September, 2005,
with honors. He went to work as
a police officer with Center Police
Department in February, 2006. He
was hired by the Saguache County
Sheriff ’s Office in March of 2007.
While working with Saguache
County Sheriff ’s Office, He served
as a patrol Deputy for four and a
half years and was promoted to
Patrol Sergeant. He served as Patrol Sergeant for approximately
9 months and was appointed Undersheriff on July 6, 2012. He continues to serve as Undersheriff.
His duties as Undersheriff include
scheduling and supervision of all
the patrol Deputies, jail, approving reports, administrative duties,
making forms, etc. As well as carrying His own case load.
He has advanced computer
skills which hasve enabled him to
convert almost all of the Sheriff ’s
office forms and paper work to a
computerized format for better efficiency. With those skills he has
converted their criminal filings to
a computerized e-filing format required by the 12th Judicial District.
He has changed the filing process to
be more efficient along with helping receive trainings, equipment,
and multiple other responsibilities
which will help their agency and
community on a higher level.
He has and continues training in the budget process, trainings
within the county and has a good
understanding of the administrative duties of the Sheriff.
He has a dedicated work ethic
and wishes to continue his law enforcement career as Sheriff of Sa-

Mary Alice Johnston
Nov. 9, 1921 - March 2, 2014

Mary Alice Johnston died
Sunday, March 2, 2014, at home
in San Ramon, Calif. She was 92.
She was a former much-loved resident of Crestone.
Born to George Henry Boyce,
M.D., and Esther Stavrum Boyce
on November 9, 1921, Mary was
raised in Iron Mountain, Mich.
She attended college at Miami,
Ohio and completed her undergraduate studies in physical therapy at the University of Wisconsin in Madison.
During World War II Mary
served as a physical therapist
in the U.S. Army in Texas and
at Barnes Hospital in Santa Fe,
NM. The experience led to her to
become an activist against war
and violence. In Santa Fe she
bought her first Eastman Kodak
box camera and began a lifelong
love affair with photography.
After the war, Mary attended
Columbia University where she
met Richard Johnston. They married in 1948. She and Richard took
a deferred honeymoon to France
in 1950 and remained in Paris and
later the United Kingdom until
1963. In 1951, Mary, Richard and
friend David Eakin completed a
three-month, 3,000-kilometer bicycle tour through France, Spain,
Italy and Germany on a budget of

guache County. He would appreciate the support of the citizens of
Saguache County in his endeavor
to become the next Sheriff of Saguache County. He will work “With
the Community”.
Respectfully,
Tristan VanZalinge

Mountain biking
impacts on trails

Dear bicyclists,
Use of bicycles on hiking trails
causes rapid soil erosion especially
during the spring mud season,
which is already here. So, mountain bikers, please take pause to
think about your impact. Although
bicycles are clean and green, here’s
what happens to hiking trails when
bicycles join the fray: the sharper

   
 
   


  
  

Mon. - Sat. 8 am - 7 pm * Sun. 8 am - 6 pm
Telephone: 719-655-2616
616 Gunnison St., Saguache, CO 81149

a dollar a day.
During eight years in Paris,
Mary studied at the Sorbonne and
worked as a freelance photojournalist, accumulating a portfolio
of daily Parisian life in the 1950s
that would later become the subject of exhibits of her work and a
book. Black and white remained
her preferred medium. A collection of her photographs, PARIS:
Photographs Across Time from an
Island in Paris, was published in
2011.
Mary loved word play and
had a particular interest in philology and translated documents
dating back to the French occupation of the Louisiana territory
in the 1700s. She taught French
at schools in London, Albany, NY,
Springfield, IL and Crestone, CO.
Mary was an active member of the Women’s International
League for Peace and Freedom
and a dedicated advocate for civil
and human rights. She supported
a variety of Native American education and health organizations.
She was an active member of The
Open Space Alliance in Crestone.
Friends and family will long
remember her quick, often irreverent, wit. A few days before
her death, a hospice nurse asked:
“How do you feel Mary?” With a
mischievous smile she shot back:
“Usually with my hand.”
Mary is survived by her husband Richard; son Don and wife
Erika; daughters Linda and Kay
Johnston; brother George Boyce;
sister Margaret Ryder; granddaughter Katia Johnston; grandson Stephane Johnston and his
wife Emilie; and many admiring nieces, nephews and friends
whose lives she touched as a role
model and through her art.
A celebration of her life will
be held in April, 2014. For more
information, contact donjohnston@yahoo.com.

curves in the trail can widen and
become banked and gouged out.
Sometimes when a rider is unable
to maneuver over an obstacle, especially with our rocky outcrops,
he (she) goes around it, often onto
fresh ground. Early or late in the
year, snow and ice may be present.
To avoid the ice or sometimes deep
mud there are more detours. In a
relatively short time, and depending on how many bicycles pass
through, a small footpath can become a small road. Deep tire marks
and an eroded path are an enduring reminder, which touches more
on aesthetics.
Mountain biking is a mixed
bag with respect to environmental ethics. I have seen it in many
places over the years, as I too am a
cyclist. Most popular “singletrack”
areas, places where bicycles can
ride on hiking trails, I think of as
sacrifice zones, or soon to become.
Maybe this is one reason I am not
such an avid mountain biker these
days. In the summer, Crested Butte
is a mountain biking mecca. In CB
most local hikers avoid areas where
off-road vehicles are allowed access,
which on some trails also includes
motorcycles. So far, Crestone is less
attractive to these tourists. Being
a bicycling enthusiast myself, I
know that no matter what we do,

Lionnell Covert

July 17, 1942 - Feb. 28, 2014
Lionnell Covert, 71, a resident of Moffat, CO passed away
at home on February 28.
Lionnell was born in
Cleveland, OH July 17, 1942
to Seward and Jane Covert. He
graduated from Shaker Heights
High School in 1962 and from
Ohio State University with a
Bachelor of Arts in 1968.
He served time in the Ohio
National Guard as a cook. He
loved to cook and bake. He also
liked to make people laugh.
He joined the spiritual
group Subud after college. Subud is a spiritual organization
that allowed him to develop a
deep personal relationship with
God.
He taught middle school
English for a year, and the went
into sales. He sold everything
from magazines to light bulbs
to vacuum cleaners. He then
went on to study and graduate
from the Pacific College of Oriental Medicine with a Masters
in Acupuncture in 1991.
His first musical love was
classical music, followed by
folk, blues, rock and jazz. He
loved all kinds of music.
He was a beloved husband, father and friend. Lionnell will be greatly missed.
Lionnell was preceded in
death by his father Seward, his
mother Jane and his two brothers, Geoffrey and Christopher.
He is survived by his wife
Loretta, his son Remington and
his daughter Nicole.
Memorial/celebration of
life services will be held at the
Colorado College Auditorium in
Crestone, April 5 at 3pm.
In lieu of flowers donations can be made to:
Susila Dharma USA,
a charitable part of SUBUD
USA to SDUSA in care of Rifka
Several, Administrative Asst.,
50616 Hwy. 245, Badger, CA
93603; or Neighbors Helping
Neighbors, PO Box 822, Crestone, CO 81131.
there is an environmental impact.
On the small scale, Crestone scale,
hiking along a trail one notices the
small changes to this special, natural place that is our backyard. So,
if you insist on riding your bike using the hiking/horse trails in the
Baca, especially the South Crestone
Creek trail, please stay tightly on
the existing trail even if it is rocky
and difficult to navigate. This is an
outstanding, aesthetically beautiful trail which deserves to be taken
care of.
Respectfully yours,
Wade Lockhart
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Prescribed burns planned at Baca
National Wildlife Refuge
March 25-April 21
Weather permitting, the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service will conduct prescribed burns on the Baca
National Wildlife Refuge during
the period of March 25 through
April 21. Specifically, areas of
the refuge along Upper Deadman
Creek and Willow Creek have burn
prescriptions in place for spring
burning to contribute towards fuels reduction and wildlife habitat
improvement. The burns will be
conducted by professional fire personnel from the San Luis Valley Interagency Fire Management team.
Exact burn dates will depend on
weather conditions and other prescription requirements.
Neighbors and towns adjacent to the refuge should be aware

of large plumes of smoke temporarily generated as a result of the
prescribed burning, and that some
burn units have the potential to
smolder for several days. All burns
will be monitored until they are declared completely out. Signs will
be posted along the nearest major
roads, including Saguache County
Rd. T and Colorado State Highway
17. Any neighbors or individuals
that may require special consideration or assistance in the event that
unplanned smoke issues arise are
encouraged to call Refuge Manager
Ron Garcia at 719-256-5527.
For additional information,
contact the Baca National Wildlife
Refuge at 719-256-5527.

New Mike Rust website to help find missing man
Mike Rust went missing outside Saguache 5 years ago, ruled foul play by
the authorities. His family is still desperate to know what happened to him, or
at least to be able to find his remains. They realize people may be hesitant to
call in, so they have set up a new website to allow people to send in tips anonymously by email. It’s completely untraceable and the website does not allow
the Rust family to know who sends email in to the website. This is a way for
San Luis Valley people to send tips and tell the Rust family what they know
without ever having to give their name or any contact details. It’s completely
anonymous. The website is www.MissingMikeRust.com.
The Rust Family is still offering a $25,000 cash reward for information
that solves Mike Rust’s case. To be eligible for the reward, you would need
to submit your contact details through the website or by calling the Saguache
County Sheriff ’s Department at 719-655-2544. However, you can request that
your identity remains secret if you call in as well.
Please help the family of Mike Rust find some peace by helping them
find out what happened to their brother. www.MissingMikeRust.com.

Saguache County Crime report
by Mary Lowers
The eastern side of Saguache County was the focus of increased
patrols for speeding and other infractions in March. According to Undersheriff Tristan Van Zalinge, patrolling in the town of Crestone was
increased at the behest of the town board who saw citizens were ignoring traffic regulations—particularly not stopping at the signs on Golden
Ave. More tickets than usual were given out on Hwy. 17 and County Rd.
T last month. Evidently folks are driving more circumspectly. The usual
high number of speeding violations was reported on Hwy. 285 north and
south of Saguache, mostly to folks from other parts of the state.
The Saguache County Sheriff ’s Department increased patrols in
March around Casita Park. There had been complaints regarding loud
and excessive partying and speeding vehicles in the area. Undersheriff
Van Zalinge said, “We sat there for two hours at a time and never saw it.”
The Sheriff ’s Dept. is helping Crestone /Baca residents getting together
Neighborhood Watch groups.
The only subject still at large for the series of robberies that plagued
the eastern side of the county this winter, Patrick Gillespie of Moffat, has
been sighted in the area. Undersheriff Van Zalinger told me, “His warrant’s outstanding but we have leads.” It sounds like this arrest is only
a matter of time.
Center schools and Head Start were locked down as what Center Police Chief Lucero called a precautionary move. The threat passed
without incident.
An Arvada woman was arrested and taken into custody in Saguache. She was held on $500.00 bail for failure to appear and failure to
report to authorities.
A Crestone woman was taken into custody and released without
bail for violation of a restraining order.
Third degree assault and domestic violence landed a Saguache
woman in jail.
A Saguache man is being held on $10,000 bail for driving under
the influence, operation of an uninsured motor vehicle and driving with
excessive alcohol content.
A homeless man originally from Wyoming was taken to jail for
menacing and third degree assault in Saguache. As the weather warms
up more transients have been sighted countywide.

Knock, knock.
Who’s there?
Police.			Police who?
Police hurry up, it’s chilly outside!
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who has a special situation such as
the single store, station and restaurant in Sargents, can apply
for a Conditional Use Permit, which may be granted
if certain conditions are
met. Wright noted that
Gunnison County has
not chosen to allow
retail sales, and he
and his family are
considering
relocating across the county line into Saguache County. Both he and Diane
Dunlap mentioned the potential for
tourism created by the Saguache
County Commissioners’ allowance
of retail sales.
Wendi Maez, Land Use Administrator, noted that the county
would be requiring application fees
for permits, and those fees have not
yet been set. Fees cover the costs of
processing applications and doing
needed inspections.
When asked what the county’s
role in enforcement would be, Sheriff Mike Norris stated that the state
would handle enforcement inspections, but county law enforcement
officers could join in doing compliance checks. Norris said that state
officials are fairly overwhelmed
at the moment. He noted that, although Saguache County has one
dispensary, front-range cities like
Denver have hundreds.
Assessment dispute settled
Commissioners met as the
Saguache County Board of Equalization to formally approve the settlement agreement with plaintiffs
Steve McDowell, Elaine Johnson,
MJ Investments, William and
Julie Folk, Patricia Zinn, Eileen
Sisemore, the Estate of Robert
Sizemore (deceased), Lisa Cyriacks and Curtis English. The suit,
which contested the assessment
amounts for properties in the Town
of Crestone, as well as some parcels in Casita Park and Chalet I
of the Baca, is discussed in detail
elsewhere in this issue of The Crestone Eagle. The values were considerably lowered on the plaintiff ’s
properties, resulting in $8,957.55
less to taxable entities within the
county. Commissioners, as well
as the state, agreed to the figures
presented by the plaintiffs and approved by Judge Martin Gonzales.
Water plans discussed
Tom Speeze, of DiNatale Water Consultants, presented commissioners with information on the Rio
Grande Basin Water Plan. This is
part of a statewide effort, promoted
by Governor Hickenlooper, called
the Statewide Water Supply Initiative (SWSI) to deal with the significant statewide water shortfall that
is only expected to get worse as climate change and population growth
collide. Speeze noted that the state
is now experiencing a 500,000 acre/
ft. shortfall, and that is anticipated
to rise to a million acre/ft. shortage
by 2030. And by 2050, Colorado’s

Saguache
County
		 News
by Matie Belle Lakish
Saguache County Commissioners joined Retail Marijuana to
the County’s Medical Marijuana
regulations at their meeting on
March 11. Following the state regulations on all areas in which the
state has jurisdiction, they added
only a few local requirements. According to Section IV.7 of the Land
Development Code, “Medical Marijuana Centers, Optional Premises
Cultivation facilities, Infused Product manufacturers may also operate
under dual licensing with correlated Retail Marijuana Centers, Retail
Marijuana Cultivation facilities,
and Retail Infused Product Manufacturing, and Testing Facilities.”
Since state regulations are extensive, county regulations are, at the
moment, minimal. Commissioners
noted that this is a new field of regulation for everyone, and they may
choose to expand regulations in the
future if unexpected scenarios play
out in the county. Aside from Alamosa County, no other valley counties
have issued regulations or allowed
retail facilities.
Growers are subject to the
county’s Conditional Use Permit
requirements, as well as the newly
adopted regulations. Regulations
include guidance on parking, lighting, and water and sewage disposal permits, and location relative
to other services. Section IV.7.2.4
states, “No artificial lighting for
cultivation purposes shall be visible
from outside, if located in an area
that directly affects neighbors.” Regarding proximity to other services,
Section IV. 7.2.3. states, “These uses
shall not be located within 1,000
feet of an alcohol or drug treatment
facility, a licensed child care facility,
or an educational facility with students below the college grade level,
liquor stores and places of worship
including facilities in the unincorporated County or substantially similar facilities in an adjacent municipality, as measured from the closest
point of the subject parcel lines.”
In addition, Section IV.7.2.5.1 says,
“An approved copy of the State MED
(Marijuana Enforcement Division)
License must be supplied to the
Land Use Office within 10 days of
receipt from the State of Colorado
Department of Revenue.”
Josh Wright asked about the
proximity to liquor stores, as his
store in Sargents sells 3.2 beer and
he would like to include marijuana.
Commissioners replied that anyone
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population is expected to double,
from about 5 million to about 10
million. All river basins in the state
are experiencing shortages.
The purpose of the Rio Grande
Basin Water Plan, according to the
website, is to “detail past priorities and efforts of the Rio Grande
Roundtable, known water needs,
identified projects and future priorities for the Rio Grand Basin.”
This work will then be incorporated
in the statewide plan for meeting
future water needs for the state.
Speeze stressed that this is meant
to be a collaborative process focusing on solving long-, as well as shortterm water needs for the state’s
citizens, as well as natural resource
and recreational needs. He said
that most of the state’s residents
are not water right owners. 80% of
residents live on the Front Range,
and they are the majority of voters.
While the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation is the water law now, that
could change if voters chose. He also
said that the governor is very concerned about the “buy and dry” pattern that allows cities to buy agricultural water rights and dry up the
landscape forever. He is looking for
an alternative to drying up agricultural land forever, perhaps a leasing
program.
The Rio Grande Basin Water
Plan has five committees tasked
with studying and making recommendations for the plan. They are:
Public Outreach and Stakeholder
Involvement, Water Administration, Agriculture, Municipal and
Industrial, and Environmental
and Recreational. These are tasked
with getting input from citizens
and recommending actions that
will help meet the needs in the specific areas, and incorporating recommendations into the basin, and
statewide plans.
A meeting to gather local citizen input is scheduled for the Crestone area on Wednesday, April 16,
at 6pm at the Charter School. Please
attend and share your thoughts on
future water planning.
SolarReserve
SolarReserve announced at
the beginning of the year that they
would not be building their power
tower project in the valley, as the
Public Utilities Commission did not
require Xcel to purchase power from
the project. However, they have decided that they want to keep their
application open in case the political
climate for their large-scale project,
or perhaps another project with a
different technology such as solar
panels, were to make the project
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feasible. Commissioners decided
to allow the company to keep their
permit open for two years, and relax
the reporting requirements to once
a year instead of every six months.
New septic regs
The San Luis Valley has a new
environmental health professional.
Lyneea Reynolds informed the commissioners of the valley-wide collaborative effort to update septic
regulations. Septic tanks are required for any residence that is not
connected to a central sewer system, and starting soon, outdated pit
privies, which are basically holes in
the ground, will probably no longer
be allowed to be built. Vault privies,
which must be pumped, will still be
allowed, but septic tanks with leech
fields are preferred. One change is
that perk tests, as a way to test the
effectiveness of the soil to filter organisms, are going away and will be
replaced by a soil profile hole. Specific recommendations for the soil
type will replace it. Requirements
for capacity of tanks and leech fields
are being reviewed and updated.
Permits are available through the
Land Use Office and will be good for
one year.
Seniors’ food programs cut
Saguache County Department of Social Services (DSS) administers food programs for the
citizens of Saguache County. With
the passage of the Farm Bill, Social Services received word that
Senior Commodities, or Commodity Supplemental Food Program
(CSFP) has been cut from 147 seniors to only 70 seniors per month.
Saguache County is working to fill
the gap in food resources for local
seniors, as their state and federal
food support has shrunk. The Dept.
of Social Services maintains the
Emergency Food Bank in their offices in Saguache. It will now be
staffed and open on Fridays during
the hours of 11am-2pm effective
April 4, in order to make it convenient for those needing supplemental
foods to visit. Exceptions will be
those Fridays that are county holidays. The Emergency Food Bank
will continue to be available as always, on a 24/7 basis for those in
need, and after hours, it may be
contacted through the Saguache
County Sheriff ’s Office. The food
bank is supported by private donations of money, food and time,
as well as grants from Saguache
County and SLV Food Network. Donations and volunteers are always
welcome, and DSS staff may be
reached at 655-2537 if assistance is
required.
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Bonanza still a town—at least through summer
Does one person make a town—‘Ghost’ or not?
by Matie Belle Lakish
The Town of Bonanza, with
a total of 4 registered voters and 1
full-time resident, has received a
reprieve from dis-incorporation, at
least until September 1. A Saguache
County town since the 1880s when
it was a thriving silver-mining district, the population has continued
to shrink in recent years. As more
and more services have disappeared
and elected officials either moved
or passed away, the need for a town
structure has been questioned, both
by the state and by the county. However, when a proposal was presented to dis-incorporate and have the
county take over the last of the town
functions, objections arose. Several
area residents felt that insufficient
notice had been given for the dissolution of one of Colorado’s landmark mining towns. Although there
is only one full-time resident, they
claim that over 200 landowners will
not have had a chance to voice their
opinion on the subject, if the county
and State Department of Local Affairs followed through with plans to
dis-incorporate early this year.
Although the state posted notices in the town, opponents of dissolution say that property owners
who live outside the area should be
notified. According to a letter addressed to commissioners by local
residents, although not Bonanza
town residents, Jim Shepherd and
Lisa Cyriacks said:
“From the start it has been our
hope that this proceeding would be

delayed until such time as all the
property owners received a notice of
this action and were provided with
an opportunity to meet with county
officials. Thus allowing concerned
participants the time to assist with
the necessary research to determine
the viability of the town for self-governance and to explore all the options available to them from incorporation to abandonment as well as
all other options in-between.”
Although the county was unable to find any recent evidence of
official actions by Town of Bonanza
officials, Shepherd and Cyriacks
note that their research revealed
that public officials do exist for the
town. “What we have uncovered
is that the town currently has a
mayor, Mrs. Betty Ashley, and had
a clerk up until Thursday, April 2,
2009 when Gail Holbrook passed
away. Thereafter, according to Mrs.
Ashley, another lady took over
Gail’s duties as clerk up until about
2-3 years ago.”
In requesting another extension, which the county has granted,
Cyriacks and Shepherd write, “there
is a general lack of understanding
on the part of these property owners
in terms of 1) what are the grounds
that are being asserted for this action, 2) what the viable alternatives
to incorporation might be, 3) why
their opportunity has been denied
to participate in open discussions
prior to this action being taken, and
4) why the opportunity to present
reasons for this action to either be

withdrawn or completed has also
been denied.”
County commissioners, in the
“Eye on the County”, say, “the disincorporation of the legal status of
the Town is being considered by the
Colorado Secretary of State’s office
(SOS). During an extension granted
by the SOS, the County explored
options and issues with DOLA, the
Department of Local Affairs. DOLA
works with municipalities and
counties in fulfilling their local government roles and responsibilities.
There is ample evidence corroborating an extensive history, beginning
in the 1990’s, of response by County
and State agencies to Bonanza’s
lack of capacity to function as a municipality and provide basic services
needed for the Bonanza community
to grow.
“The initial extension, and a
second one, were urged by a citizen
of the nearby ‘Bonanza Road’ community; a Crestone/Baca resident;
and one owner of property inside
the Town who raised questions
about what dis-incorporation means
to the Town of Bonanza’s 200 landowners, and seeking additional time
to reach out to them. The current
extension by the SOS runs until
September 1, 2014, and allows them
time to connect with the dozen or so
summer residents of Bonanza, and
the bulk who have vacant land and
do not live in the area, perhaps unaware of the status of town functions,
and dis-incorporation proceedings.
“The hitch in either Bonanza

continuing as an incorporated town,
or, identifying some other option to
dis-incorporation, is that the Town
has to be functioning to legally act
on them. The seasonal residents
number in the teens, and only 1
person lives in Bonanza year round.
The number of registered voters
in the Town is: 4—an insufficient
number to hold elections, and resume maintaining town finances
and functions. This is the core issue
to be resolved. Whether Bonanza
citizens would like to retain their
Town status, or consider annexing a
larger area encompassing Bonanza
Road turf, or enacting some other
type of district.”
Eye on the County continues:
“It seems most community-minded
to give Bonanza property owners
additional time to muster internal
communications and learn about
the Town’s status. It’s true though,
that both the County and State
hesitate. As DOLA representative
Jarrod Biggs noted – ‘. . . we do recognize that non-functioning municipalities are problematic in a number
of ways and would prefer the direct
responsibility by a county in an area
rather than a non-functioning municipality’. If Bonanza became an
Unincorporated Town, services long
unavailable there could be provided. Most critically, County provision
of building and septic permitting,
would resolve some alarming detrimental impacts of Bonanza still
being incorporated, while not able
to function. Unable to obtain these
needed permits, property owners
are blocked from installing proper
sanitation on their land, building a
home, and obtaining a mortgage if
needed.”
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Crestone Fire Protection District
plans outreach

Firefighters, with the help of heavy equipment, work to put out a burning haystack.

Saguache
County Fire
Depts. called
out for a
series of fires
on March 28.
Two arrested
by Mary Lowers
A call from a concerned citizen around midnight March 28 reporting “a suspicious person and a
possible fire” along with the quick
and efficient response of emergency
responders stopped a series of arson fires from decimating the county. According to Lieutenant Dan
Warwick investigating officer for
the Saguache County Sheriff ’s Office, there were more than ten fires
set late at night along Hwy 17 and
County Rd. T between Moffat and
Villa Grove.
Two Moffat men in their
twenties and thirties, Clinton Jett
and Brendan Arndt were arrested
at the scene. Neither man had prior arrests for arson. Motive for the
crime is not known at this time. Jett
is being held on $50,000 bail and
Arndt on $5,000 bail. Before being
caught in the act these two were
cruising the area starting fires in
no apparent pattern. According to
Undersheriff Tristan VanZalinge,
the largest of the blazes was in a
hay pile on County Rd. AA west of
Hwy 17. One fire along County Rd.
T ignited a utility pole causing a
power outage in Saguache.

Happy Birthday Diane!
You work at The Eagle,
and other places too.
The skills you bring,
We’re so lucky for you!
Diane, you’re a star,
you shine at DanZen.
And your puppet shows
make happy children!
I hope that for you,
this year rocks incredibly.
When you come to work,
may your lunches be

heavenly.

The call went out to emergency responders at 12:30am. According to Wesley Moores Chief of the
Northern Saguache County Fire
Protection District, the Crestone,
Moffat, Villa Grove and Saguache
fire departments were called immediately to fight the fires. Necessary
backup given the number of fires
and distance between them was
provided by the Baca and Center
fire departments. Lieutenant Warwick credited the quick and efficient response on the part of the
fire crews allowing the sheriff ’s to
hunt down the perpetrators and
take them into custody.
Most of the fires were extinguished quickly. The hay pile
set on fire on County Rd. AA was
still being mopped up late Saturday March 29. Chief Moores said
his fire departments were “glad to
work with Saguache County Sheriffs who will be leading this investigation forward.”
Deep appreciation is expressed
to all the firefighters for their quick
& professional response.

Small earthquake
in southern Colo.
reported March 26
KOAA News Denver: The
U.S. Geological Survey’s National Earthquake Information
Center in Golden, Colorado says
an earthquake shook the eastern
San Luis Valley Wednesday.
The 2.7-magnitude earthquake occurred just before 10:30
Wednesday
morning
March
26. Its epicenter (the ground’s
surface immediately above the
earthquake’s center) was about
22 miles east-northeast of Alamosa and very near Blanca Peak.
It was 65 miles southwest of
Pueblo and occurred at a depth
of about 2 miles. No damage has
been reported, and no reports
have been received that anyone
felt the tremor.

by Earl W. Sutherland
The regular monthly meeting
of the Crestone Fire Protection District (CFPD, also know as CrESD,
the Crestone Emergency Services
District) was held at the Crestone
Town Hall on March 13. The meeting, scheduled to begin at 6:30pm,
lasted two hours. Future meetings
will be held on the third Thursday
of each month to avoid conflict with
those of the Property Owners Association (POA). The meeting mostly
involved two topics.
Guest Christian Dillo of the
Crestone Mountain Zen Center
provided an update about the fire
management systems at the spiritual centers. Of the many such
centers, five are especially active
in this process. Many of the others, while interested, are unready
to commit themselves to active engagement for a variety of reasons.
The involved groups are working
with Kundalini Fire Management,
which now houses its fire truck at
Shumei International Institute.
From each involved center volunteers are being trained in the
management of wildfires and four
of them are now qualified to operate the fire engine. Insofar as each
center has few residents, their
training has been intentionally
slow, to accommodate their other
responsibilities. Telephones have
been ordered and communication is
being developed within themselves
and surrounding fire agencies. The
active centers each now contribute
up to $1500 annually plus the time
and effort of individuals to provide

the basics of fire prevention and
protection for themselves. Certain
of these tax-exempt (by federal
law) centers voluntarily contribute
to the POA amounts equivalent to
the dues paid by ordinary property
owners. A request by the Spiritual
Alliance to ascertain if this contribution entitled member spiritual
centers to fire protection by the
POA has never been answered,
Dillo said. The spiritual centers
would be covered by the Crestone
Fire Protection District when it
gains access to fire equipment and
funding.
An important proposal was
put forth by CFPD Board President Frederick Dunets. He noted
that the Crestone Fire Protection
District Board seems uniquely
situated to convene a forum of regional fire managers, including the
federal agencies, to discuss among
ourselves, and particularly before
the concerned public, issues related to fire. Such meetings could occur as often as monthly. In addition
to serving as a more concentrated
focus on our mutual support issues,
concern is arising of how our region
is especially being adversely affected by climatic change, leading to
the catastrophic fires of last summer and deteriorating evaluations
by fire-insurers. The CFPD seems
especially suited to sponsor such
an educational endeavor because
of its populous boundaries and variety of fire risks. The CFPD Board
unanimously approved going forward with this community effort
for our region.

Wildfire Course for Community Members
Due to the great concern in the community about fire response, we are
offering the basic wildfire course known as S-130/190. We recommend
this course for anyone living in wildfire country, primarily for safety
reasons. As our community fire service is in the process of being reorganized, we are providing this course so that any able-bodied citizen
can be trained in order to respond to a wildfire in the community, if
safety allows. In keeping with our mission of supporting self-reliance,
self-responsibility, and progressive land management, we are offering
this 4-day course in May. Cost is $160 and includes course materials
and instruction. This course will run if there is enough interest.
Scholarships may be available for those in need.
Please respond to: e3stewardshipnetwork@gmail.com
Thank you, E3 KFM Kundalini Fire Management

Company of Players Presents

Radio Daze ~ KSTN 420

Satire, Comedy, Music, and Local News (!?)

Saturday, May 10th ~ 7pm
Sunday, May 11th ~ 2pm
Crestone Charter School

Suggested donation: $10 for adults, $5 for students
No one turned away.
Benefit for class trip of 2015 graduates

10% off Mother’s Day Brunch at the
Yak N Cracker and the Desert Sage
for Radio Daze ticket holders.
Reservations suggested.
Call 256-4909 for Radio Daze Tickets
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by Deputy Clerk
Gretchen Nelson
Happy spring!
Replacement of Alder St.
bridge
The town received notification
of receipt of a grant from the Department of Local Affairs (DOLA)
in mid-March. DOLA is awarding
this grant for replacement of the
Alder St. bridge. Resolution 0052014 was adopted allowing the
town to receive these grant funds.
In early 2013 the town was
notified by a state engineering inspector that the girders supporting
the bridge were failing. The town
investigated all available sources
of funding and could not afford the
cash match for most grants. The
town obtained a planning grant
from DOLA and hired a structural
engineer to develop a design for
an affordable replacement bridge.
The new bridge will consist of three
5-foot diameter culverts, each 40
feet long. Demolition and construction will begin in early April and
detour signs will assist people in
travelling to the north end of town.
The only way to get to the Spillway Road will be to travel north
on Cottonwood St. and turn right
on either Iron Ave. or Granite Ave.
The project should take 2-3 weeks
to complete and we apologize in advance for any inconvenience.
The total project cost is anticipated to be $30,512; DOLA is
contributing $18,047, the town is
contributing $3,625, and Saguache
County Road & Bridge is providing an in-kind donation of $8,840.
Once the culverted portion of the
project is complete, Saguache

County Road & Bridge will rebuild
the road, which will not be paved
until this summer.
Other resolutions adopted
Each year the town has to
designate its officials and posting
places. Resolution 006-2014 was
adopted reappointing the clerk,
treasurer, attorney, administrator,
judge, and designating the town
hall and post office bulletin boards
as official posting places for meeting notices. Resolution 007-2014
amends the Board of Trustees Procedures and Rules of Order, and
Resolution 008-2014 provides a
one-time waiver to certain hiring
provisions.
These are big shoes to fill!
Jim Hollmer will be retiring
from his multiple positions with
the town at the end of March. Jim
has been serving the town for many
years providing public works services, and water system delivery,
and has also been a trustee on the
town board for the past 8 years.
Ann Bunting began working
in February as the Water Services
Technician and will perform the
water system functions when Jim
is gone.
Karl Grose began training
with Jim in November as the Public Works Assistant and will be responsible for all public works functions beginning in April. Karl is
also the town’s Code Enforcement
Officer.
The town is planning a big
retirement party for Jim when
the weather warms up. Look for
details for this party in the future
town news articles.

The bears are back!

The bears have woken up hungry from a long hibernation. Already
there are reports of bears getting into trash cans. Everyone is reminded
to keep their garbage inside a secure building or shed until the morning
of trash pickup. Take down bird feeders. Don’t leave animal food outside
and don’t leave food in cars and trucks. If camping, do not leave food in
your tent. It is time once again to be Bear Aware. The Colorado Division of
Wildlife says “Bears that find food around homes, campgrounds and communities often lose their natural wariness of people. Even though black
bears are not naturally aggressive and seldom attack or injure people, they
are still strong, powerful animals. A bear intent on getting a meal could
injure someone who gets in its way. Every year bears that have become too
comfortable around people have to be destroyed.”
The Town of Crestone has enacted new regulations for food-serving
businesses in order to lessen the bear problem. For more information on
this, contact the Crestone Town Hall at 256-4313.
If you have a bear emergency, call 911. For more information on “Living with Bears” visit www.wildlife.state.co.us/bears. You’ll find fact sheets,
a homeowner’s checklist, information on safe camping, hiking and more.

Saturday, April 5
7:30 p.m. @ Elks Lodge in Alamosa
Admission is FREE
Featuring performances by Bittersweet
and Pedro and the Pistons!

& Sanitation District.
Some of the reasons cited for
this request by Casita Park residents
was a desire to stop paying POA
dues for services they don’t feel they
receive, to no longer have to abide by
POA covenants (which they feel are
a special hardship to those who live
in a trailer park—clothesline rules,
dogs running at large and time deadlines on construction completion
were mentioned), and the feeling
that they were looked down on by
the greater POA membership. “We
always come last” said Heart, adding
“we don’t feel it’s fair that we pay the
same amount in dues as those with
much larger lots and fancy homes in
the Chalets.” Another Casita Park
resident, Rob Alder, said to loud
applause, “We’re really tired of the
disfunction of a homeowners’ form
of government. We’d just as soon be
governed by the county and be part
of a real American democracy!”
This issue was not brought before the POA board as Casita Park
residents first want to see what the
Saguache County Commissioners
have to say, as the county may not
even want them. Commissioner
Andersen said that he didn’t believe
this was real. “Every April The Crestone Eagle becomes unreliable with
their stupid April Fool’s jokes and
this has got to be one of them!” And,
ya know, he’s right folks. But, other
than dusty roads, what do you get?

CREATIVE HEALTH CENTER, LLC

Daniel Terres, N.D.
Naturopathic & Iridology Consults
Cleanse, Detox & Homeopathy
Nutrition, Herbology & Biofeedback

Vinette Terres

Counseling, couples & individuals
Mediation, NLP, Trauma, Grief
CranioSacral Therapy & Massage

719.256.4370
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Rock Against Rape

Crestone—After a series of
community meetings and a hearing
before the Crestone Baca Regional
Planning Commission (CBRPC), a
group of Casita Park residents are
moving forward with a plan to withdraw Casita Park from the jurisdiction of the Baca Grande Property
Owners Association (POA). The
next step will be for them to appear before the Saguache County
Commissioners to see if they will
grant the request to dis-incorporate. According to their presentation at the CBRPC, Casita Park was
platted two years after the Baca
Corporation established the Baca
Grande Subdivision. It was separately formed, then later included
in the subdivision when it was decided that low-income housing was
needed. Later it was absorbed by
the POA. However, Casita Park
residents argue, Casita Park is its
own entity and should be allowed to
dis-incorporate and withdraw from
the POA and come under Saguache
County jurisdiction.
Spokesperson Kelman Heart
explained that all the property in
Casita Park is private property. The
roads were deeded over to the county decades ago, and, with the exception of a park and playground at the
entrance to Casita Park, there is
no property actually owned by the
POA. Water and sewer services are
provided by the Baca Grande Water

bair
mdiane

ALMA and Tu Casa Present...

Casita Park residents explore option to
become part of Saguache County
& withdraw from POA

6-5912

719-25
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Abruptly shortened POA meeting; call for communication
by Earl W. Sutherland
The Board of Directors of the
Baca Grande Property Owners
Association (POA) held its semimonthly meeting on March 13. The
number of directors was diminished
by one as the result of a legally
mandated requirement for Russell
Schreiber to resign. This was part
of what might be described as a
momentous agreement hammered
out earlier in the week by a courtordered mediation effort by the participants in an acrimonious lawsuit
questioning the legality of the October, 2012, POA board elections. (see
addition article on this subject) As
a result of the mediation this lawsuit has been withdrawn and legal
fees beyond the POA’s $5000 deductible will be paid by the insurance company. Director Schreiber’s
deteriorating health was also cited
by Director Lakish as a factor in his
resignation. In addition to the relief
of the tension precipitated by the
lawsuit, the agreement stipulates
that the board position of Director
Lakish will be put on the October
2014 ballot. Thus, three of the five
board positions will be up to the
voters this fall, since Director Garnett’s position is term-expired and
the as-yet unappointed replacement
for Director Schreiber will also be
up for election. The agreement did
not conclude whether the disputed
election was or wasn’t legally conducted, but that question seems laid
to rest.
In further business, the job description for the next Baca Grande
Fire Chief was discussed. It is similar to the old one, but now specifies
that the candidate be rated a Fire
Fighter 2. This rating is the standard required in large urban fire departments and necessitates skills
in both wildland and structural fire
management. A new feature of the
job is the requirement that hiring
and firing of volunteers be approved
by the POA board. Objections were
raised from the audience against
• Energy Healing • The Journey®
• Herbal Medicine
• Classes & Herb Walks
• House Clearings

Dorje Root,
RH (AHG)

Herbalist /
Intuitive Healer

719-937-7786
dorjeroot@yahoo.com
www.rootsofhealing.com

46 Camino Baca Grande

Sun Studio
Crestone, Colorado


August 8 thru 12
Color Art Retreat

August 22 thru 26
Landscape Art Retreat


sunstudio.thomson1@gmail.com

www.jenniferthomson.net

this seeming “micromanagement”
usurping the responsibility of the
Fire Chief. However, Interim Chief
Johnson and Assistant Chief Chris
Botz endorsed this change. Botz especially supported the POA board’s
oversight in helping to rule out undesirables and former felons. Botz
called the present POA board a
“Fire Board” and disparaged former
volunteers who resigned for “political” reasons. He gave a stirring
endorsement of the commitment of
the current Baca volunteers while
noting that of the Crestone Fire Department staff as well. Botz said,
“we are covered”, “we want to go
forward” and “meet the fire on the
ground”.
Director Fuller resigned his
position as treasurer and was re-

placed by Board President Garnett
until another replacement is found.
At this point this reporter had to
leave, but it turned out that the
POA meeting ended shortly later.
The next agenda item was
“Rescinding Resolution 2010-14”, a
topic about which many in the audience of about thirty knew nothing.
In brief, the resolution stated the
2010 board’s approval of the Crestone Fire Protection District (also
known as the Crestone Emergency
Services District, CrESD). This resolution followed at least two paidfor studies which had recommended
the adoption of fire management
under a special district. Director
Lakish expressed that there had
been inadequate evaluation and exploration of many of the provisions

of the resolution. In response to a
query from Judy Gilbert, Community Manager Ecklund answered that
disposing of the resolution relieved
the burdens of paper with which a
new manager was overwhelmed.
Mark Jacobi reacted to this in
what became a poorly regulated
exchange with Director McDonald.
Within moments President Garnett
arose and angrily announced that
the meeting was adjourned. The
meeting stood adjourned and soon
a representative of the Sheriff ’s office appeared, although this seemed
unnecessary. The much-anticipated
agenda-scheduled discussion of
a letter of concerns witnessed by
some 90 POA members was never
broached. These unexpected actions
left many members stunned, according to those I later spoke to who
were there.

2nd POA board meeting: Everyone’s talking now?
by Earl W. Sutherland
The Baca Grande Property
Owners Association (POA) Board
held its regular semi-monthly meeting on March 27. The four board
members were present as well as
Hammersmith Management representatives Nicole Armstrong and
her supervisor, Davina Anderson.
A sheriff ’s deputy was also present.
More than 50 were in the audience,
many there to witness for the members’ requests of the board. The
meeting went from 5:15 ‘til 8:30pm.
After the minutes of the March
13 meeting were approved, over the
objections of Director Lakish (who
felt the reasons for the abrupt adjournment of that meeting were
exaggerated), the agenda turned to
departmental reports, the most significant of which was that of the administration. Throughout his tenure
as a director, Bob Garnett has had a
passionate interest in the financial
doings of the organization. He believes there is as much as $200,000
or more unreconciled in the current
accounting and looks forward to a
soon-to-be-conducted thorough audit. Manager Ecklund presented a
member’s plan for payment of his
past due obligations, but the plan
was such that it seemed unlikely
the debt could ever be paid. Director Fuller believes that the involved
party has been paying his county
taxes. The question was then raised
of whether the guilty party didn’t
meet his POA obligations because
he believed the consequences were
slight. He’ll be warned by a letter.
It came to Director Lakish’s
attention that a letter to the Saguache County Board of Commissioners was recently sent by Manager Ecklund under the direction of
Director Garnett. Director McDonald was also aware of the letter, but
Director Lakish was not until well
after it had been sent. Although its
content seems important, Director
Fuller couldn’t remember if he’d
seen it before it was sent. The letter reportedly urged the commissioners to cease their support of the
Crestone Fire Protection District.
Director McDonald said the letter
was basically the original lengthy
version of the terse note sent by the
POA board to the board of the Crestone Fire Protection District unequivocally stating the POA board’s
rejection of the district (Crestone
Eagle February, 2014). There was

never a public vote or airing of this
important communication to our
county government. It was agreed
this wouldn’t be done in the future.
Evidently, no present consequences.
Under New Business:
1.A sum of up to $500 was allotted the Baca Grande Stables to
support a summer program for juvenile riders from the community.
2. Questions have arisen about
the administration of 401(k) benefits
among volunteers for emergency services. Manager Ecklund reports that
General Counsel Schweisow told
her that neither he nor others in his
firm had the expertise to resolve the
issue and suggested using another
attorney. Ms. Ecklund therefore
requested the authorization of the
board to retain attorney Dino Ross
for this purpose. Director Garnett
believed that one of the members of
Schweisow’s firm did have the requisite knowledge and should be directly consulted. He further stated that
if the general counsel’s firm didn’t
have the knowledge to settle this
seemingly typical issue of an organization such as ours, that perhaps
we should rethink our relationship.
This view was strongly supported by
the comments of a member who is a
retired attorney.
3.Resolution 2010-14, “A Resolution To Support Formation Of A
Special District For Fire Protection
And Emergency Medical Response”,
was rescinded by a 3-1 vote. ( A copy
of this document is available on the
POA website, viewable by typing it
into the upper right corner on the
Documents page.) Director Garnett
said the action was undertaken
to relieve paperwork and because
the resolution was completed . . .
there is now a fire district. Director Lakish countered that the five
actual resolutions by the board at
that time have not been completed
and so the resolution is not effete
and should be retained until acted
upon. The three men of the board
disagreed. Among the uncompleted
resolutions was one to, “(c)all a Special Meeting of the Members in accordance with the Bylaws to vote on
the transfer of fire and ambulance
assets at such time as a Special District is approved by the electorate in
a County election, at no cost to the
Special District”.
4. Two resolutions which are
now moot were rescinded, those
structured earlier this year forming

litigation committees. Happily, the
litigation has ceased, eliminating
these committees’ necessity.
5. Recording by audio or video of POA meetings has been proscribed since 2008, although formerly allowed. In this meeting it
was proposed that the POA board
may allow recording by its own
staff; recording by the audience
would remain prohibited. Recently
a video of the moments of abrupt
adjournment of the board meeting
of 3/13 appeared on social media.
The cause of free recording of meetings was argued by Larry Calloway
(blog-author of Crestone Conglomerate). Recordings allow prompt
reportage of the meetings, often
weeks sooner than other media, and
offer detail and accuracy that may
not be possible otherwise. The matter was tabled for the future.
The final agenda item concerned a series of Member Requests
of the Board in a letter signed by
about 85 members and read by Director Lakish. The document will
be attached to the minutes of the
night’s meeting which should be
available after the 4/10 POA board
meeting. The document was the
product of two community meetings
(see Crestone Eagle, March, 2014)
and focused on what’s proven to be
the highly inter-related issues of
communication, membership/residency issues, and fire protection.
The audience was eager to
discuss these issues, but clearly
more time would be needed. Director Fuller suggested the board meet
with only a few people to explore
the topics, but overwhelmingly the
members wanted an open meeting.
Paul Shippee and others suggested
that a skilled mediator direct such
an assembly. Director Fuller noted
that the issues raised in the requests were difficult and unsolved
by previous boards: What were the
members’ solutions? It seemed to
this observer and several others of
his acquaintance that there was
suddenly an almost palpable change
in the room marked by impassioned
support for talking together. The
board seems likely to convene a
special meeting to move these sentiments forward.
Lastly, the former Chief of the
Baca Grande Fire Department, Ben
Brack, read a moving account of the
events culminating in his departure. Blame for all, including self.
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Contending parties forge agreement
on POA lawsuit
by Earl W. Sutherland
On March 13 the District Court judge signed an agreement, the
product of a court-mandated mediation, ending a contentious lawsuit
affecting the Baca Grande Property Owners Association (POA). The
complaint (“13CV7”), lodged in January, 2013, by Diane Dunlap, Nigel
Fuller, Bruce McDonald, and Janie Thomas, asserted that certain board
members acted to cause an illegally conducted board election in October, 2012. The initial defendants were Russell Schreiber, Treat Suomi,
and William Folk. Matie Belle Lakish, elected to the board in the same
October 2012 election, was later added to the list of defendants. Two
of the plaintiffs were defeated in the 2012 board election. To the list of
plaintiffs was added the entire POA (see the minutes of the POA board
meeting of Dec. 12, 2013) in a startling action moved and approved solely
by Board President Garnett. His action proved untenable and the court
soon found the POA membership must instead be listed as a defendant
for what some saw as obvious legal reasons, despite Garnett’s unilateral
attempt to have the POA named as a plaintiff.
The agreement includes some three pages of instructions on the
conduct of this year’s election and those subsequent. Essentially, these
state that all voting at the Baca POA Annual Members’ Meeting must be
by secret, written ballot. This rule applies not only to the voting for directors, but also to any other matter brought up at the annual members
meeting. This latter part clarified the past argument that new issues
could be brought up and voted upon at the members meeting. They can’t,
because they must be approved by a quorum of 20% of the membership.
The handling of proxy ballots in the 2012 election was a major concern of
the plaintiffs. Proxy ballots, in which an eligible voter designates someone else to exercise his/her vote, is well established in our governing
documents as well as in the state itself. However, this topic is not at all
addressed in the Agreement, although the word “proxy” appears twice
but in a sense whose meaning is unclear. So, one of the most problematic
aspects of the election process may remain unsettled.
The plaintiffs had also sought to withhold the state-mandated insurance coverage of the director-defendants so that the defendants would
have to pay all costs out of their own pockets, but the agreement affirmed
that they were indeed covered by the insurance. A further agreement by
the parties was the “Stipulated Dismissal with Prejudice” which means,
among other things, that no part of the cases can be litigated again.
It was further agreed that Director Schreiber should resign immediately and Director Lakish would be obliged to step down in October,
2014, but could run for office anew at that time. This seemed little more
than a nod to the question of whether the board election of 2012 was
illegal or not. The lawsuit cost the POA membership about $5000 (the
deductible) and some $25,000 was absorbed by the insurance company.
It very likely also led to the dismissal of the POA by the original insurer
and the imposition by the new insurer of a $20,000 deductible. Even
more expensive have been the ill feelings generated. All in all, little was
changed. Still, one is relieved that the resolution of the lawsuit has led to
some clarification of our election process. And spring beckons.

Spring is here! And with it come the magnificent storms over the Sangre de Cristos.
This photo was taken the afternoon of March 15 just off of Highway 17 heading north.

photo by Lori Nagel

BGWSD awarded grant, election
update, capital project priorities
by Cindy Reinhardt,
Director
With the coming of spring, district staff and board are preparing
for the election of directors in May
along with the implementation of
several capital projects and annual
system maintenance protocols.
The biggest news is approval
of an $89,760 grant from the Colorado Department of Local Affairs’
Energy and Mineral Assistance
Program for water meter replacements. The project represents a
significant part of the district’s ongoing water conservation project,
designed to reduce excessive leakage in the water distribution system. The grant amount is 50% of
project costs, with the balance coming from bond funds approved by
voters in 2008.
At its February meeting, the
board accepted the resignation of
Parvin Johnson, thanked Johnson
for his many years of service, and
appointed Michael Scully to fill
the position until the May 6 election. Scully has regularly attended
board meetings for several years,
so was a natural choice to fill the
vacancy until the May election.
The district election is Tuesday, May 6 and ballots will be
mailed in April. There are three
open positions, two four-year terms
and one two-year term (the remainder of Johnson’s term). As of the filing deadline, two candidates, Martin Macaulay and Michael Scully
had filed for the two four-year term
positions. Two candidates filed for
the two-year term: current board
president Vicki Matthews and Ste-
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phen Smilack. Instructions for voting by mail will be included in the
ballot package. Or, locals can vote
in person on May 6 at the district
office, 57 Baca Grant Way South,
from 7am to 7pm. Many thanks to
the many citizens who volunteered
to serve as election officials.
In other business at the February meeting, the board reviewed
and adopted a proposed system developed by staff and the district’s
engineer for prioritizing capital
improvement projects.
Highest
priority projects are those needed
in response to a system failure or
imminent failure and which would
have a major operational impact or
financial consequence.
Following this system, three
projects were designated “Priority 1”: the water meter register
replacement project, pump replacement and well rehabilitation
at Well 18, and pump upgrade at
the Stables Lift Station. With the
award of the grant for the meter
project, work on all three will begin
this spring.
In other district news, General Manager Steven Harrell was
designated Operator of the Year by
the Colorado Rural Water Association. The Colorado Department of
Health and Environment approved
the district’s Corrosion Control
Study and designated soda ash
as the “optimal” corrosion control
treatment.
April’s board meeting will be
held on Friday April 18, 8am at the
district office. An agenda and information will be available on line before the meeting.

SHAKTI SHARANAM
yoga shala

Now offering:
Ayurvedic oil treatments
Community classes by
donation
Private instruction and
consultation
Yogic cooking
Therapeutic and custom
courses of study

annie

256-5668

shaktisharanam.com

Valley Visions Art Festival
Friday, May 2 4pm- 7pm
SteamPlant Annex

Perfect for casual public appearances and community meetings!
Available in sizes to fit any ego - children’s sizes also available!
☞ Coming to a store near you on April 1st! ☞

 40 artists
 People’s Choice Awards

 Gourmet appetizers
 Music, cash bar

Suggested Donation $5
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Fire Puja of the Red Garuda and
the 10 Paramitas of Bon shared
by Geshe Nyima Kunchap in April
Geshe Nyima Kunchap will be
visiting Crestone from Dolpo, Nepal, land of ancient Zhang Zhung
and Bön, to share with participants
the cleansing Fire Puja of the Red
Garuda on Saturday April 26 at
Colorado College; and the Ten Paramitas, or great perfections teachings, on Sunday April 27 at Chamma Ling.
A fire puja is performed to
clear away obstacles and to forestall
impending difficulties and illnesses
which have manifested themselves
through dreams and omens. The
ritual purifies the environment, bestows blessings on the participants,
and promotes peace and harmony.
The Red Garuda is a Wisdom
protector manifestation of pure
awareness. One of the most important Bön deities, Red Garuda represents the fiery power of energy. This
deity protects against obstacles of
the outer, the inner, and the secret,
transforming the five poisons, and
liberates sentient beings from suffering.
The Red Garuda practice is
highly effective physically, emotionally, and spiritually. The 10 Paramitas, or ten “perfections,” are wise
principles leading to self-mastery
that enable us to live our lives to
the best of our ability. Many of
these transcendent qualities appear
across the world’s many great spiritual traditions. We will explore the
meanings of these perfections and

learn direct methods for transforming our habits and behaviors according to these inspiring models. The
ten Paramitas are: generosity; moral conduct; patience and restraint;
effort and diligence; processes and
concentration; wonderful strengths;
great compassion; perfection of aspiration; the supreme method; and
great discrimination.
Geshe Murig Nyima Kunchap
Rinpoche is a master of Sutra, Tantra and Dzogchen of Bon tradition.
He is the founder of Dolpo Bon Society and the Nepal Bon Religion
Association and is head lama of the
Nepal Bon Religion Association and
Dolpo Yungdrung Committee, which
was founded by him. Rinpoche received his Geshe degree (doctor of
philosophy) in 1994 from HH 33rd
Menri Trizin after many years of
studying major philosophical text
and sciences of astrology, astronomy, poetry, Tibetan language and
literature, measurement of mandalas, thangka painting and stupa,
ritual instruments, and performing
ritual offerings.
The teachings are April 26-27,
convening at the auditorium of the
Colorado College. We will meet at
8:30am on April 26 and begin teachings at 9am on April 27. The cost is
$155 for the weekend. For further
information, www.chammaling.org,
or to apply for a work study position, vpijoan@hotmail.com.

Fire Puja of the Red Garuda
and the 10 Paramitas of Bon

Geshe Nyima Kunchap
to share these practices

April 26-27, 9am-5pm
Saturday and Sunday
Colorado College and
Chamma Ling

$155 for weekend
www.chammaling.org

Colorado River Overlook. 

photo by Martin Macaulay

Martin Macaulay is Shumei’s featured
artist for April; Symposium April 6
Martin was born in Scotland in 1951 and moved to the USA in 1987.
He established his home base in Crestone in 2002. A symposium with Martin will be held on Sunday April 6, 3-5pm. A reception will follow. His exhibition will run the entire month of April.
As a dedicated amateur, photography is an ongoing passion and hobby for Martin. His first camera was a Brownie 127 at the age of 10. In 2000
he bought his first digital camera and this exhibition is a brief survey of his
digital travels over the last 14 years, from the Antarctic to the Southwest
and from Patagonia to Namibia.
The symposium is free to the public. Please visit www.shumeicrestone.org or call 256-5284 for more information. The Shumei gallery is
open every day 9 to 5pm.

Sraddhalu Ranade is a scien-

tist, educator and a leading scholar
of the profound teachings of the late
Indian sage, Sri Aurobindo. He has
spent his life at the Sri Aurobindo
Ashram in Pondicherry growing up
under tutelage of M.P. Pandit, one of
the close disciples of Sri Aurobindo
and the Mother. He leads retreats
and offers discourses and workshops
on a range of themes including
Vedic philosophy, ecology, integral
education, Indian culture, science
and spirituality and the evolution of
consciousness. Sraddhalu has spoken
all over the world -- and at many
colleges and universities throughout
India. Through his depth of understanding he is able to express complex spiritual matters in a language
that is accessible to seekers.

The Awakening Heart
A special event for the
Crestone–Baca Community
Location: Blazing Mountain
Retreat Center
2541 Carefree Way
Wednesday April 9th, 2014
at 6pm

6:00 PM Reception:
Tea and cookies
7:00 PM Talk: Sraddhalu
Ranade
‘The Evolution of
Consciousness’
8:00 PM Concert:
Songs of Love and Longing
with Davod Azad,
Classical Iranian Sufi
Musician
Free to the community or
by donation

Davod Azad is an accomplished

classical Iranian Sufi musician.
He sings, composes and plays the
ancient instruments of the Sufi
tradition of his native region. His
songs speak the universal language
of love through the poetic words of
Rumi, Hafiz, and Shams of Tabriz.
Davod has collaborated with musicians of many genres and styles
and has played in many places
around the world including international world music festivals.
Co-sponsored by the Global Peace Initiative of Women & Manitou Foundation
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Ruthie Foster; Charles Neville &
Youssoupha Sidibe; Paper Bird
to headline this year’s
Crestone Music Festival
by Tom Dessain
The 16th Annual Crestone
Music Festival is lining up another
great show with world-class performers! The festival will be held at
Challenger Golf Club in Crestone
on August 1, 2, & 3. The festival is
a three-day, two-stage, multi-genre,
multi-cultural event with a Kids’
Zone, family activities, all-age contests, arts & crafts, international
cuisine and great libations. We are
proud to announce this year’s headliners!

Award winning “Female Blues Artist of
the Year” Ruthie Foster will be this year’s
sensational Saturday night headliner at
the Crestone Music Festival!

Friday night features Paper Bird. This seven-piece band
has been playing its joyful blend of
indie folk, roots grass and Americana to delighted audiences nationwide. Featuring dynamic songwriting, their unique sound is a
combination of energetic rhythm
intertwined with effortless musicianship and flowing harmonies.
They also possess a general allergy to all limitations and trends.
Their rare and beautiful approach
to music led them to be featured
on NPR’s All Things Considered
and were voted in the Top 10 Best
Underground Bands by the Denver
Post three years in a row, as well as
being 5280’s Top of the Town “Top
Local Band.” Most recently, Paper Bird was featured in February
2013 in The New York Times in a
story about up-and-coming Denver
bands. Their third album of four,
“Carry On” became the name and
score of a collaboration with Ballet Nouveau Colorado. This will be
another accomplished, young and
unique band for our Friday night.
Saturday night will be
something special with Ruthie
Foster. Those who have followed
her know she can burn down any
stage with her combustible blend
of soul, blues, rock, folk and gospel. Ruthie’s astonishing voice has
taken her on an amazing ride. She
came from humble church choir beginnings in rural Texas and ended
up in Austin, Texas. Ruthie’s list of
achievements are many and include
2012 and 2009 Grammy nomination for “Best Contemporary Blues
Album.” She won “Best Female Vocalist” in 2007, 2008 and 2013 from
the Austin Music Awards. She won
the 2010 and 2013 Living Blues
Music Award Critic’s Poll for “Fe-

male Blues Artist of the Year.” She
won the Koko Taylor award at the
recent Blues Music Awards Best
Contemporary and Traditional
Blues Female Artist of the Year.
Ruthie’s latest CD was nominated
for a Grammy in 2013 for “Best Traditional Blues” album. Ruthie is a
favorite with festival-goers all over
Colorado and it’s an honor to have
her come to Crestone.
Sunday features legend
Charles Neville and Youssoupha Sidibe. They team up to create something new, different and
exotic. Before achieving world-wide
fame as a founding member of New
Orleans’ greatest band, The Neville
Brothers, Grammy winner Charles
Neville was already known as the
“Boy Wonder of Sax.” This stemmed
from his time playing saxophone in
the bands of greats like Ray Charles,
BB King and James Brown. The
Neville Brothers achieved unparalleled success, selling millions of albums and performing throughout
the world. Charles has now formed
a partnership with the legendary
Senegalese kora player, Youssoupha
Sidibe. Youssoupha attended the
Senegalese Conservatory of Music
where he developed virtuosity as
an innovative Kora player combining elements of Western, Reggae,
and African music. He has collaborated with other famous folks like
Michael Franti, Bela Fleck, String
Cheese Incident and Midnight. A
recent Grammy nominee, he brings
the spirit of Senegal, Africa with
him wherever he goes. Together,
Charles and Youssoupha, along
with the Mystic Rhythms Band,
have been astonishing audiences
with their new kind of high energy
music.
This year looks to be very exciting and loads of fun! For more information visit crestfest.org or call
our office at 719-256-4533. Be sure
to check the May Eagle for regional
act information.

Extra Early Bird discounted festival tickets go on sale; Aprilonly deal!

The 16th Annual Crestone
Music festival is all a go! We are
having, for the first time ever, an
April “Extra Early Bird” deal that is
no joke. Ticket prices go up May 1
but, for April only, you can buy tickets at last year’s Early Bird prices.
You can take advantage of this special only by calling our office at 719256-4533. So shake the feathers out
and get your April-only deal!
Extra Early Bird ticket
prices
Single Day: Youth (15 to 19),
one price, all the time, every day,
$10; Seniors (60 and up), Friday
$13, Saturday $18, Sunday $13;
Adult (19-59), Friday $22, Saturday
$32, Sunday $22
Weekend Pass: Youth $25,
Seniors $40, Adult Early Bird $65

Sunday night’s headliner is legend Charles Neville and Youssoupha Sidibe. This is gonna
be a great show and fantastic festival!

Crestone Music Festival puts out calls—
attention performing artists
The 16th Annual Crestone
Music Festival is now accepting
entries from local Saguache County performing artists for the 16th
Annual Crestone Music Festival.
Local means 50% of the group
must live, rent or have a home in
Saguache County. An application
must be filled out and are available
on line at crestfest.org, at Crestone
area businesses or by calling our office at 719-256-4533 for more information. Send applications to: CMF
Local, P.O. Box 6, Crestone CO
81131. Entry deadline postmarked
by May 10, 2014.

Attention vendors

The 16th Annual Crestone
Music Festival wants local vendors.
If you have arts and crafts, food, information or something else, please
apply. Applications are available
online at crestfest.org, at Crestone
area businesses or by calling our office at 719-256-4533 for more information. Send applications to: CMF
vendor, P.O. Box 6, Crestone CO
81131. Spaces are limited so please
apply! Entry deadline postmarked
by May 10, 2014.

Crestone Performances and Aventa team up
for youth!

CPI and Aventa Credit Union are offering scholarships to
Saguache County students who
want to further their education in
the performing arts. This includes
music, theater, voice, dance, or
other. The scholarship must be
used for performing arts costs
and expenses for instruments, lessons, camps, workshops, etc. The
scholarship applications are available online at crestfest.org, at our
office (call 256-4533) or at local
businesses. Each school has also
received applications for students.
Guidelines are:
1. Be in 8th-12th grade.
2. Be a resident of the San
Luis Valley
3. Submit a short, typed, es-

say of 300-500 words. The topics
of the essay should address your
performing arts background and
interests, your goals, and how you
would use your scholarship money.
4. Two letters of recommendation from a teacher, mentor or
other. No parents please.
5. The cover page must be
typed and include your name, address, name of your school, grade,
and a parent or guardian’s signature. Please advise us if you are
being home-schooled.
• Essay quality is important.
• Applicants may be interviewed.
• A written follow-up report
will be required.
• Awarded applicants will be
notified by June 15, 2014.
• Purchase request detailing
use of the funds will be required.
• Parent or guardian’s signature is required.
• One submission per person, per year.
The deadline to apply is Saturday, May 10, 2014. Incomplete
applications will not be reviewed.
For questions call 719-256-4533 or
e-mail us at crestfest@crestfest.
org. Mail the application to Crestone Performances Inc., P. O. Box
6, Crestone, CO 81131.

T-shirt design wanted

T-shirt designs are now being accepted for the 16th Annual
Crestone Music Festival. We pay
$200 for the accepted entry plus
one weekend pass to this year’s
festival. We also feature you in The
Crestone Eagle and the festival program. The design is usually used
for the program cover also. It does
not have to be fully completed for us
to review it. The general idea and
look will be enough to start with.
Entries should be post-marked
by May 10. For more information
please call 719-256-4533 or drop by
our office at the old Secret Garden
across from Aventa.

NAOMI LAKE
Crestone
719 937-7803

WEAVING the TAPESTRY of
CONSCIOUS HEALTH

Santa Fe
505 982-1183

naomi@naomilake.com ~ www.naomilake.com
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The Secret Garden
welcomes new
chef Ram Ji

The Crestone Performances Inc. (Crestone Music Festival) board at CPI’s new location in
Crestone. Front row: Robin Rosenberg, Assistant Director; Tom Dessain, Director; Peter
Taylor; Akia Tanara, Vice President; Steve Westra, Secretary; Dennis Neuhaus. Back
row: Eli Dokson, Treasurer; Dan Pearlman; Kizzen Laki; and Aaron Conrad, President.

Crestone Performances has a new
office & new board members
by Tom Dessain
Crestone Performances has moved! Our new office is at the old Secret
Garden in the newly remodeled Silver Crest Palace. If you need to drop
something by or pick something up, pull on the string and come on in. We
usually have coffee brewing and stories to tell. We love the new place and
it’s good to be in town. CPI has also grown and welcomes two new board
members
Peter Taylor and Dan Pearlman have joined the fray. Peter is a retired videographer for the federal government and continues to work in
local video production. He would really rather just play the blues. Dan is a
retired doctor who still works part time at the Salida Medical Center. He
would really rather just ride the bike he won in our raffle. Both newbies
are excited and have that recognizable rookie energy that’s just so humorous and sweet! They don’t rank very high yet and don’t have full clearance
so don’t ask them for any festival favors. If you see them say hi. Board and
staff are, actually, all looking forward to another fun, successful year and
hope you join us!

Scholastic Book Fair at Moffat School
happening April 14-19
Moffat Schools will host a
Scholastic Book Fair on April 14-19,
from 7am-5pm Monday-Thursday
and 10am-1pm Friday & Saturday. Funds raised will help purchase books for the media center,
classroom libraries, etc. Families,
faculty, and the community are
invited to attend this fun reading
event that helps inspire children to
become lifelong readers.
The Book Fair will feature
special community event times on
Friday and Saturday with fiesta
activities:
refreshments, readalouds, book-talks and door prizes
on Saturday and Sunday from
10am to 1pm.
The Book Fair offers specially priced books and educational
products, including popular series, award-winning titles, new releases, adult bestsellers, and other
great reads from more than 100
publishers.
Book Fair customers may

help Moffat School build classroom libraries by purchasing books
through the Classroom Wish List
program. In addition, the Book Fair
will feature the All for Books™
program, where kids can share the
thrill of reading by donating loose
change to purchase books from the
Book Fair for the school library
and for kids who can’t buy a book.
Scholastic matches monetary donations with a donation of up to one
million books, which go to national
non-profit organizations dedicated
to helping families in need, such as
the Kids in Distressed Situations
and Kids In Need Foundation.
This event is open to all Moffat/Charter School families and
community members
For more information please
contact Patricia Reaves-Smith,
Librarian, at 256-4710 ext. 20, or
download the free book fair app at
www.scholastic.com/app/bookfairs.

Crestone End of Life Project

Promoting informed end-of-life choices and supporting their fulfillment
Call 719.588.7415 or 719.937.7802 for information/materials

www.crestone-end-of-life.org • email: ceolp.info@gmail.com
In one grain of r ice li ve a hundred har ve sts
In the human he art is a whole wor ld contained.
- f rom the Islamic Sufi tradition

Attend our meeting Tuesday, April 8th at 7pm, at the Topping house, 33 Sunset Overlook
(first left behind Century 21 office). Call 256.4247 for information/directions.

Shambala, The Secret Garden Cafe in downtown Crestone
on the corner of Golden & Cottonwood welcomes new chef Ram
Ji. Ram Ji recently moved to Crestone from the Hanuman Temple
in Taos, New Mexico where he
cooked and ran the kitchen. Ram
Ji spent six months in India on a
spiritual journey. He has been a
chef for over 20 years and is excited to bring his food and skills to
Crestone.
He offers a new affordable
menu at the Secret Garden featuring breakfast and lunch, open
from 7 am to 3 pm. He encourages
people to come enjoy his breakfast
biscuits and gravy and lunch menu
of Pannini sandwiches. Vegetarian
options are also available. They

Ram Ji, the new chef in town.

also serve fresh baked goods including cookies, gluten free cookies and banana bread They continue to serve fine espresso coffee.
Free wi-fi internet is available at
The Secret Garden.
Ram Ji invites you to come in
for breakfast and lunch and meet
him and his friendly staff.

Leigh Mills joins
The Crestone Eagle
The Crestone Eagle welcomes
Leigh Mills to the Eagle team as an
advertising sales person assisting
ad manager Dee Rudoff. Leigh is
a well-known community organizer, who created and manages
the annual Seed Exchange. She
writes the Eagle column “As the
Worm Turns” and has many years
of experience in sales. She will be
visiting regional businesses and
spreading the word on some great
Eagle summer advertising deals!
Please welcome her.

Leigh Mills joins The Crestone Eagle as
an advertising sales person. Hooray for
us to have this talented woman join our
team.

CEOLP registration party planned
for April 12
Crestone End of Life Project (CEOLP) will host a registration
party on Saturday, April 12 from 11am-1pm at the old Painted Skye
Café at the corner of Galena and Alder in downtown Crestone.
CEOLP registration packets, 5 Wishes and Your Right to Make
Healthcare Decisions pamphlets will be available. Volunteers and an
on-site notary will be there to answer questions. Refreshments will be
provided. Forms are also available for download at crestone-end-oflife.org. Call Lorraine at 937-7802 or Stephanie at 588-7415 for more
information.
Look for locations around town to purchase beautiful notecards
which benefit CEOLP. The cards are illustrated with a reproduction of
a Jo Anne Kiser painting and come in packets of 10 for $10.
April 8, Tuesday at 7pm will be the next monthly open meeting. It
will be held at the Topping House, 33 Sunset Overlook, first left behind
the Century 21 office. If you are interested in learning more about
CEOLP services, please plan to attend. Call Wayne at 256-4247, for
directions and information.

Shambala Secret Garden
Welcomes Chef Ram Ji
Now Open
7 am to 3 pm

Serving Breakfast and Lunch!
at the corner of Golden & Cottonwood in Crestone
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HAPS
Crestone-Baca Watershed
Council monthly field day
April 10

The Crestone-Baca Watershed Council will meet at Willow
Creek Park on Thursday April 10
at 12:30pm. The Watershed Council will demonstrate restoration
practices during a hike along the
streamway. Come and learn about
fish, frog and bat habitats. Bring a
snack, water and a camera.
The CBWC thanks those who
attended the “Share the Love”
event in February. Plan to attend
the 3rd annual Crestone Waterfest
on May 10 for more fun and games.
The theme of Waterfest 2014 is
“Thinking like a Watershed”.
For more information email
crestonebacawatershedcouncil@
gmail.com or call 719-256-4182.

Recipes needed for Saguache
County Museum Cookbook

Your favorite recipes are
needed for the Saguache County
Museum Cookbook! This is a way
to preserve those precious recipes.
Please include a short story or the
tale that follows the dish; for example, my Grandma made these noodles every Sunday for our family
dinner. A funny anecdote would be
great as well as long as it relates to
the recipe. Be sure to include your
name and phone number with your
recipes. The deadline is April 15.
You can deliver your recipes
for this cookbook one of three different ways:
1. Mail recipes to the Saguache County Museum, P.O. Box
569, Saguache, CO 81149.
2. E-mail recipes to stagnerd@fairpoint.net with Museum
Recipe in the subject line.
3. Hand-deliver your recipes
to one of the committee members
listed below.
Committee members are Judy
Bunker, Mary Morfitt, Linda Stagner, Trish Gilbert, Deb Grubbs,
Dorraine Gasseling, Jeannie Ewing, and Connie Rapalski.

2nd Annual ElemtsCamp for Kids
KEYSTONE AVATAR TRAINING

July 5 – 10
BACKPACK July 11 – 13
Ages: 7-12
Contact: Peter – 588-1888
Frederick – 588-0102

GAIA Camp

Girls Activation Initiation Alliance

July 14-19 - Ages: Girls 13-18
Contact: Lyndsay – 480-0832
Lisa Bodey – 480-5925
Camp Manitou

Donations tax deductible

CB Village potluck at YES
building

Come join Crestone Baca Village members for a community
potluck on Sunday, April 27, starting at 1pm. This will be held at
the YES building, which is the old
Charter School next to our library
on Road T. Besides enjoying some
fine home cooking (bring whatever
feels right) you can find out more
about CB Village as well as YES
programs. There will also be a table about gardening to help bring
spring into focus.

Living Wisdom survey

A survey developed by Living
Wisdom will be coming your way
via email to understand the demographics, needs and ideas of our
community members about desirable environments surrounding aging. Paper versions will be at the
library and Crestone Mercantile.

Dragon and Fairie Fest &
Parade

The whole Crestone community is invited to gather downtown
and celebrate our love of life, the
green warm season, and each other.
All ages are invited to dress up and
enjoy the fun! There will be relaxing lawn lounging, music, stories,
games, puppetry, dress up, face
paint, and building fairie houses
in the grass. Everyone is encouraged to dance, sing and join in the
parade. The parade will start at
3:30pm on Silver Ave. Parade culminates with potluck and music at
the Community Building. Anyone
interested in contributing contact
Allison Wonderland, littlerustyworksgirl@yahoo.com.
Let’s all come out and express
our great joy of being together in
this wonderful place on May 10
from 11am to 5pm. This a free
event, rain or shine.

Robin
Blankenship
719-256-4909
www.earthknack.com
PO 508 Crestone, CO 81131

Making
survival
fire

24th Annual
Primitive Skills
Family Camp

Prior Easter celebrations

Earth Knack Easter
celebration April 20
Come one! Come all! Join us
once again on April 20 around the
Earth Knack fire pit to share food,
music, and the fun Easter hunt in the woods along the creek! Remember to dress warmly, bring something to hide for the kids, your musicalinstruments and dishes. Starts at 1pm. For directions, go to www.
earthknack.com. See you all there!

Rio Grande Basin Plan local
input meeting

Local residents will have
a chance to weigh in on the Rio
Grande Basin Plan which is to become part of the Statewide Water
Plan ordered last year by Gov. Hickenlooper. On April 16 at 6pm, Judy
Lopez, Rio Grande Basin Roundtable Education Liason, will meet
with the Crestone-Baca Watershed
Council and the public at the Crestone Charter School. Judy will describe the plan and receive input on
local concerns and feedback about
the draft plan, which can be seen at
www.riograndewaterplan.com.

Lunch Buffet 11am-2pm
Dinner-Cocktails-Take-Out
Now serving choice of brown rice with
every meal.
New Sushi Bar @ Alamosa Location
Sushi Hour: Lunch 11:30am-2:30pm Dinner 5pm-9pm
Largest Vegetarian & Healthy Entrees
Alamosa: 589-9002 Monte Vista 852-2002
Twitter @GreatEats_SLV
Menu: www.ehunans.com • www.east-westgrill.com

E X PE RT L E G A L HE LP F OR HUM A N BE I NG S

June 21st - 25th
(Sunday - Wednesday)

www.earthknack.com
for more info & pricing

Special rates for local residents!

Law offices of Curtis Ramsay
C I VI L . M E DI AT ION . C R IM IN A L .
(720) 490-1968
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Community Calendar—April 2014

Get the details at www.crestoneeagle.com // NOW UPDATED DAILY ONLINE!!!
If you would like more information on any of the below events, please consult our
online calendar at www.crestoneeagle.com/calendar.

calendar listing, with a discount for Eagle display advertisers. For more information call us at 719-256-4956.

It’s free and easy to place an item on our online calendar any time of month. Just
fill out the form at www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent.

To list your event in the upcoming edition of the Eagle, please submit it by the
22nd of the month via our website, www.crestoneeagle.com/myevent (preferred)
~or~ e-mail to: events@crestoneeagle.com ~or~ submit in writing to PO Box 101,
Crestone CO 81131.

The print calendar is free for non-profit events; for-profit classes/events are $5 per

Monthly Events
Tuesday, April 1
• Crestone Municipal Elections – Crestone Town
Hall All Day 719-256-4313
Thursday, April 3
• Sufi Dhikr All Welcome – 4:00 pm-6:00 pm free
or by donation nurashkijerrahi.org 719-256-4290
Saturday, April 5
• Recycling pickup – Secret Garden parking lot
10:00 am-2:00 pm By donation
• Memorial Service for Lionnel Covert – CO College Auditorium 3:00 pm
• Marcus Daniels Folky Blues – Yak N Cracker Cafe
6-9pm www.chokureiranch.com 719-256-4700
• Rock against Rape – Elks Lodge 7:30 pm-10:30
pm Free www.almaonline.org
Sunday, April 6
• Sunday mass at Nada Carmelite Hermitage
Nada Carmelite Hermitage 9am 256 4778
• Children’s Day during Navratri followed by Indian feast, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram 11am12:30pm www.babajiashram.org 719-256-4108
• Worship service at Little Shepherd – Little Shepherd in the Hills 2:00 pm-3:00 pm
• Symposium w/photographer M. Macaulay, Shumei Gallery, 3-5pm Free www.shumeicrestone.org 256-5284
Monday, April 7
• Town of Crestone Planning Commission Regular
Meeting – Crestone Town Center 6-8:00 pm
Tuesday, April 8
• New Moffat Consolidated School Informational
Meeting, Crestone Charter School 5-7:00 pm
• Crestone End of Life Project Monthly Open
Meeting – Topping House 7:00 pm-9:00 pm
Wednesday, April 9
• Veteran’s Benefits Information – Y.E.S. Building
10:00 am-4:00 pm free 719-655-2680
• The Awakening Heart, Blazing Mountain Retreat
Center 6-10pm Free or by donation 719-588-3210
Thursday, April 10
• Crestone-Baca Watershed Council Monthly Field
Day, Willow Creek Park 12:30-2:30pm free 256-4182
• Baca Grande POA Board of Directors meeting
POA Meeting Room 5pm bacapoa.org 256-4171
Friday, April 11

• Golda Meir performance by Helen Trencher, Steam
Plant Ballroom 7:30-8:30pm $15 centralcoloradohumanists.org/events.html 719-966-5010
Saturday, April 12
• Saturday Prayer Breakfast – Crestone Baptist
Church 8:00 am-10:00 am
• Chaffee Home & Garden Show, Chaffee County
Fairgrounds 9am-5pm chaffeehomeandgarden.com
• Crestone End of Life Project registration party –
old Painted Skye Cafe 11am-1pm 256-4247
• Teddy Brumm – Yak N Cracker Cafe 6:00 pm9:00 pm www.chokureiranch.com 7192564700
Sunday, April 13
• Sunday mass at Nada Carmelite Hermitage
Nada Carmelite Hermitage 9am 256 4778
• Shumei’s Monthly Sampai, Sanctuary 10:30amnoon Free www.shumeicrestone.org 256-5284
• Chaffee Home & Garden Show, Chaffee County Fairgrounds 11am-4pm chaffeehomeandgarden.com
Monday, April 14
• Town of Crestone Board of Trustees Regular
Meeting – Crestone Town Center 1:30-6:30 pm
• Passover Seder Dinner – Crestone Baptist
Church 6:00 pm-9:00 pm
• Lunar eclipse – 11:30 pm-1:45 am
Tuesday, April 15
• Deadline for recipe submission Sag. Co. Mus.
cookbook – Saguache County Museum All Day
• Full-moon Fire Ceremony followed by Meal, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram 10am-noon www.
babajiashram.org 719-256-4108
Wednesday, April 16
• Rio Grande Basin Plan local input meeting –
Crestone Charter School 6:00 pm
Thursday, April 17
• Rumi Study Circle. All welcome. – 4-6pm Free
or by donation nurashkijerrahi.org 719-256-4290
• Baca Grande Board of Directors meeting, POA
Meeting Room 5-7pm bacapoa.org 256-4171
• Holy Thursday service at Nada – Nada Carmelite Hermitage 7:00 pm-8:15 pm 719 256 4778
Friday, April 18
• BGWSD Board of Directors meeting, Baca Grande
Water & San building 8am bacawater.com
• Good Friday service at Nada Carmelite Hermit-

age 3:00 pm-4:00 pm 719 256 4778
• GMO Free Benefit Concert & DJ, Yak N Cracker
Cafe 5pm-10pm www.chokureiranch.com 256-4700
• CrESD/Crestone Fire Protection District –
Crestone Town Hall 6:30 pm-8:30 pm
Saturday, April 19
• Simpler Times Music – Yak N Cracker Cafe
6-9pm www.chokureiranch.com 7192564700
• Recycling pickup - Secret Garden parking lot,
10am-2pm, by donation
Sunday, April 20
• Easter morning service Nada Carmelite Hermitage 5:00 am-6:30am 719 256 4778
• Easter Sunday Services – Crestone Baptist
Church 7:00 am-noon
• Earth Knack Easter celebration  1pm Free www.
earthknack.com
Tuesday, April 22
• Earth Day – All Day
Thursday, April 24
• Baca Grande Board of Directors meeting POA
Meeting Room 5-8pm bacapoa.org 719-256-4171
• CCS Performance of Hamlet – Crestone Charter
School 7:30 pm-9:30 pm $10
Friday, April 25
• Fiji Acoustic – Yak N Cracker Cafe 6:00 pm-9:00
pm www.chokureiranch.com 7192564700
Saturday, April 26
• Fire Puja of Red Garuda & 10 Paramitas, CO
College & Chamma Ling noon-5pm $155.00
www.chammaling.org
Tuesday, April 29
• New-moon Fire Ceremony followed by a meal
– Haidakhandi Universal Ashram 10am-noon
www.babajiashram.org 719-256-4108
Thursday, May 1
• Sufi Dhikr All Welcome – 4:00 pm-6:00 pm free
or by donation nurashkijerrahi.org 719-256-4290
Saturday, May 3
• Recycling pickup – Secret Garden parking lot
10:00 am-2:00 pm By donation
Sunday, May 4
• Eucharist – Little Shepherd of the Hills Episcopal
Church 2:00 pm

Daily/Weekly Events

The Crestone Eagle does not carry events over to the following month automatically.
Daily
• Morning Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
7am, 256-4108, www.babajiashram.org
• Sampai & Jyorei, Shumei Sanctuary, please be
seated by 7:50am and 5:50pm, 256-5284
• Tours, gallery and Jyorei, Shumei, 9am-5pm,
256-5284
• Evening Aarati, Haidakhandi Universal Ashram,
6pm, 256-4108, www.babajiashram.org
Sunday
• Sunday Bible School and Service Crestone Baptist Church 10:00 am-12:00 pm
• Alcoholics Anonymous open meeting Crestone
Town Hall 7:00 pm-8:00 pm 719 937 7769

Monday
• DanZen with Diane, Elephant Cloud (Jillian’s)
Studio 10:45 am-11:45 am $7.00 719-256-5912
Tuesday
• ContinuingAshtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti Sharanam
5-6:45pm By donation shaktisharanam.com 256-5668
• Narcotics Anonymous open meeting marijuana
users welcome Baca library back door 7:30 pm8:30 pm crestonena@gmail.com 970 309 0710
Wednesday
• Yoga Fundamentals & Refinements Shakti Sharanam
8:30-10am By donation shaktisharanam.com 256-5668
• Wednesday Night Bible Study & Potluck
Crestone Baptist Church 6:00 pm-8:00 pm
• Zumba Fitness Birch street studio 9:00 am-10:00
am www.angela108.zumba.com 7192564040

Crestone Community acupuncture
WEDNesdays and Thursdays • 10am-3PM
Sessions $50 - appointment necessary
Private sessions available

719-480-3516

Thursday
• DanZen with Diane Elephant Cloud (Jillian’s)
Studio 10:45 am-11:45 am $7.00 719-256-5912
• Continuing Ashtanga Yoga, Mysore Style Shakti
Sharanam 5-6:45 pm By donation 719-256-5668
• Free psychic readings Ghost Horse Gift Gallery
All Day First 15 minutes free 719-256-5609
Friday
• Gentle Flow Yoga Elephant Cloud Studio 11:00
am 719-298-0360
• Zumba Fitness - Abs & Glutes! Birch St. Studio
9-10am www.angela108.zumba.com 256-4040
Saturday
• Lakota Song Classes The Singing Stone 3-5pm
www.thesingingstone.com 719-256-5307

Daniel B. Flemming, D.C.
Quantum Chiropractic Care
719.337.6633

Integrating structural, emotional, nutritional health in one treatment

For local appointments, call Annie: 719.256.5668
http://quantumchiropractic.org
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The View From Here

Neighbors Helping Neighbors

March Madness

The winds of change
by William “Buck” Winters
It’s April, and the Fool has visited the Valley in his usual springtime
foray. Not for us the lovely, cherryblossom-scented and tulip-bedecked
springtime scenes of milder climes.
Nope, here it’s the annual migration
of the Walmart bags, and time to get
out your dust mask.
How did we get so lucky? Some
say it’s the price we pay for those
pristine high valley winters. Others insist it’s the result of bad karma caused by water export via the
Closed Basin Project. And there’s a
small contingent believin’ we’re just
not prayin’ hard enough.
My sympathies go out to the
folks livin’ away from the mountains,
in the center of the valley where the
dusty winds howl unchecked by tall-

er vegetation. Here up against the
mountain, I can always find refuge
among the piñon and juniper trees, or
by parkin’ myself next to a creek for a
bit of respite.
What I’m suggestin’ as a possible remedy is intended for the
ears of the Full Moon Drumming
Circle. Let’s make a suitable offering to the SLV wind spirits, burn it
in the fire, and see what happens.
Not quite sure what is appropriate. Maybe we could all burn last
winter’s windbreakers, hopin’ that
the spring winds will be appeased
and gentler weather arrive. But
I’m sure that with all of the creative folks in town, a more suitable
and propitious offering could be devised.
As for me, I’m off to buy a kite!

from top down: all photos by Lori Nagel
The girls enthusiastically perform a Zumba routine at the Neighbors Helping Neighbors (NHN) Cabin Fever event on March 8.

brother’s keeper.”

NHN presented Robin Rosenberg with an “Unsung Angel
Award” at this year’s Cabin Fever event. This is a very special
award that has been given to very few people in our community. It reads: “In honor of generous and selfless service
to your neighbors in the Crestone-Baca community. I am my

Rowan Lyford holds a fabulous chocolate torte while Tom Dessain runs the cake auction.
The entire audience boogies it up to the “Flash Mob” Hokey Pokey, led by Diane Barstow.
Peter Taylor, aka Father Guido, was the special Guest Emcee
(all the way from Rome!).
This scrumptous pie, baked by Renee Hill (right), raised
$105.25 for Neighbors Helping Neighbors at the Cake Auction.
A gentleman in the audience was bidding against NHN founder
Lynda Kucin (middle), and they kept bidding and bidding, until
finally the top bid was $105. The high bidder rasied it an extra
quarter, and then turned around and gave the pie to Lynda.
The President of NHN, Bon Delegar (left), happily poses with
Lynda & Renee for the photo op.
Roy Gould happily performed a mime routine.
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Crestone Artisans Gallery news

The Central Colo.
Humanists to
sponsor Golda
Meir, choices &
chances April 10
& 11 in Salida
Helen Trencher as Golda Meir.

eral public, $10 for members of the
Central Colorado Humanists, and
$5 for students (middle and high
school). Tickets can be purchased
at the Steam Plant (719-5397508), by contacting Mary Lou
Church (719-539-7508) or online
on the Central Colorado Humanists website, events page (centralcoloradohumanists.org/events)
We hope you will join us for
this entertaining and educational
production. It promises to be a
wonderful event. “In her performance as former Prime Minister of
Israel, Golda Meir, Helen Trencher truly captures the spirit of one
of the most important women
leaders of the 20th century.” —Dr.
Norman Provizer, Founder and Director of Golda Meir Center for Political Leadership at Metro State
College of Denver.

Nature’s Super Tonic
Healthy Aging & Longevity Superfood!
Immune Boosting & Immune Modulating
Neurological Repair & Improvement
More Strength, Energy & Vitality
Natural Anti-Inflammatory
Free Radical Nuetralizer
Cardiovascular Support

http://NaturesSuperTonic.com
719-937-7684
Available at Elephant Cloud

Modern Day Bodhisattva
Training
A 2-Day Program Featuring Practical
Meditation Techniques for Everyone

May 9 & 10, 2014 • Crestone, CO • $15
A bodhisattva is someone who recognizes that the greatest personal
happiness is found through developing kindness and compassion
for others.
In a series of short contemplations and meditations well suited to the
busyness of today’s world, Modern Day Bodhisattva Training brings
out our innate capacity for kindness and compassion.

Register: http://unbouncepages.com/mdb-training-crestone/
758 Camino Baca Grande. Contact: Nicholas at 719.588.2003

by Karl Grose
We enter the spring by having
to say farewell to Autumn Brooke
Grinath, Galaxy Earth Dancer, and
Lori Nagle. Lori and Galaxy will
be pulling back and taking less
time and space in the gallery. Autumn is moving on to bigger and
better things and although we will
miss her we wish her god speed and
all of the luck in the world. This
leaves us with some shoes to fill.
So we are putting out a call to any
local artists who may be interested
in becoming a member. The media
is not really important as much as
quality and willingness to be involved in the running of the gallery.
With all of that said, the gallery is well stocked with all forms
of art and accessories and remains
well stocked and reasonably priced.
Karl Grose has added to his line
of woodwork, Moira is bringing in
more of her breathtaking fabrics.
Nancy, Robin and Dancing Elk Design have or are planning to bring
in more work. Bob Adler has added
some interesting sculpture. Some of
the new pieces of whimsical woodwork by Barbara H. are a delight
to experience and would be a colorful addition to any interior. Joanne
Kiser is on retreat and will be coming back with more of her beautiful watercolors. Kaia Dercum has
been adding to her space regularly
and has some fascinating work on
display. Beatris Burgoin has hung

more of her engaging portraits and
impressions that are looking for a
forever home. Rose Burek and Allison Wonderland have some very
unique and tasteful sculpture for
the interior or exterior of your
home. Helen Martin has some elegant pottery that is as functional
as it is beautiful. Sasha Lovelace
has recently joined the gallery and
has brought in some very intriguing
handmade cards that are all frameworthy—these are cards that you do
not discard. So please do yourself a
favor and visit the Crestone Artists
Gallery and perhaps find something
that will enhance your space and
bring a little joy to your heart day
after day.

Wed - Sat: 11-5
CornerMon,
of Cottonwood
& Galena
Sunday: 10
-4
in Downtown
Crestone
Closed
Tuesdays
719-256-5280
ThankApril
YouHours
Crestone!
Wednesday
- Sunday
11 - 4
November
Hours
September
14th
Closed
Monday2&- Tuesday
Reception
4
pm
Open Daily 11-5
Closed Easter Sunday, April 20th

meet the
artists, refreshments
& music
Closed
Tuesdays
Crestone Artisans Gallery
represents 24 local artists & craftspersons
Crestone
Artisans Gallery
Thank You for shopping locally!

719.256.5280

Corner
of Cottonwood
& Galena
represents
24 local artisans

downtown
Crestone
& craftpersons.

Join us for our

Clay Art

During this one-hour event
performed by Helen Trencher, a
Denver-area actor and educator,
you will have the rare opportunity
to meet the former Prime Minister
of the State of Israel, Golda Meir,
as she reflects on the early years
of her storied career: 1914-1948.
The 45-minute monologue will be
followed with a 15-minute Q&A:
first as Golda Meir (nee Golda
Meyerson), finishing with a Q&A
with the scholar/presenter, Helen
Trencher. Golda Meir was one of
the most influential woman leaders of the 20th century. Her hope
and vision for the Jewish people—
to exist as a sovereign state and to
live and thrive in peace with their
Arab neighbors—is as vital today
as it was then.
Helen Trencher is an educator, musician, and performing
artist. She has performed and
conducted workshops for libraries and schools, and for a variety
of festivals and special events. In
addition, she has been in several
independent films and local commercials and currently performs
two versions of her living history
on the early years of Golda Meir:
Golda Meir: Choices & Chances
and A Visit with Bubbe (Grandmother) Golda.
Ms. Trencher will be performing during the day at Salida and
Buena Vista elementary schools on
Thursday and Friday, April 10 and
11, followed by her evening performance at the Salida Steam Plant
Event Center Ballroom on Friday
evening, April 11 at 7:30pm.
Tickets are $15 for the gen-

A call for artists

New work byWinterfest
Lynn Drake
Reception
“FROM THE EARTH”
Series
Dec. 6th,
2-4 pm

Stop by Clay Art...
You never know what you may find.
Downtown Crestone ♥ 588-1681
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Library relocation process keeps
moving forward, group tours libraries

The band came out and played a song in the middle of the audience at Cloud Station.

Cloud Station music & performance
venue opens with a sold out show
by Mary Lowers
All righty Crestone at last we
have again a dedicated music/performance venue with room to dance
dance dance! The family collective
of Ben Byer, Michael Byer, Michelle
Beelendorf-Byer and Sunia Beelendorf, who are also proprietors of the
Elephant Cloud Market, are behind
this enterprise called the Cloud Station. “We were inspired by community demand, support of arts and
music and the fun of community
events.” Located at 200 Cottonwood
on the corner of Silver Ave in Crestone, “the Cloud Station is right
by the gas station”, Ben quipped as
we visited about the soon-to-be open
business.
Using the third of the building
not utilized by the market, the entrance on Cottonwood takes you to
a long, high-ceilinged room. Ben told
me they are “experimenting with
acoustics and stage lighting, getting
things as pro as Crestone can get.”
Tom Dessain of Crestone Performances is assisting “with tech stuff.”
Locals are employed on the remodel.
All tickets were sold in advance
for the opening gig March 21 featured
eastern slope-based bands, Chimney
Choir and Ark Life. Chimney Choir
likes to get into “how messy the creative process can be.” They evolved
from bluegrass folk roots to include
synthesizers and electronic percussion. Many of their shows include

performances by guest artists from
diverse genres. Ark Life a quintet
from Denver is known for their vocals and has been compared to The
Band. Both performances were
geared to the diverse demographics
of the northern SLV audience. Serving the entertainment needs of such
a musically divergent community is
challenging.
“We want a sell-out place where
we have a show and people come
‘cause they love it.” Ben said. Right
now how the space will work, when
there will be shows and what sort of
shows will be on the bill is open for
discussion. For most shows the venue will be kid-friendly. Cloud Station
may approach the town to get a beer
and wine license. Ben would like
to feature local specialty brews. He
says Cloud Station’s very interested
in featuring local musicians and promoting local music. “We are looking
at maybe some sort of house band
jam which is sort of an open mic
plus.” Friday nights is when most of
the bigger gigs will happen.
“Tickets will be priced according to the show and bigger bands
cost more. We appreciate and encourage local suggestions.” Ben shared.
They are open to doing private parties, shows and benefits. Benjamin’s
phone number is 719-588-1278
and the Cloud Station Crew can be
reached online at info@thecloudstation.co that’s right co not com!

by Sarah Koehn Frey
The beginning of the year has
been busy for the Baca Grande Library’s relocation process.
January was road trip month.
Burt Wadman, architect; Suzanne
McGregor, library branch manager;
Thom Ontko, Friends of the Baca
Grande Library president; Kim
Smoyer, Northern Saguache County Library District (NSCLD) Board
of Trustees member and head of the
Facilities Committee; Marika Popovits; and Sarah Koehn Frey, NSCLD
director, visited 10 new libraries
around the state. It is surprising and exciting how libraries are
changing, and how they are being
designed to facilitate change in the
future! No longer just warehouses
for books, these dynamic new libraries are cultural centers and hearts
of their communities—where people
and ideas come together and interact in many different ways. These
tours left the group excited and energized about creating a new library
for the Crestone/Baca community.
On February 5, around 20 people from the Crestone/Baca community met with Sharon Rowlen
and Beth Hager from Group 3 Planners to envision a new library for
our community. It was a full day
of brainstorming; exploring trends;
looking at our community in depth;
and identifying the new library’s
needs in the areas of technologies,

staff, collection, and space. By the
end of the day, everyone was excited about the possibilities for our
library. Sharon and Beth are now
back on the Front Range, synthesizing the day’s information and putting together a strategic plan and
building program report. These documents will be completed by early
April.
The building program report
will be the cornerstone for our survey of existing buildings in Crestone
that may be suitable for the library.
If none is found that is suitable, we
will begin looking at building lots
for sale. Burt Wadman, architect,
will also use the building program
report to finalize the schematic design of the new library location, as
that report will provide information
on spaces, square footage, layout
and design.
Once these pieces are in place,
the NSCLD will begin a capital
campaign. As previously noted, the
NSCLD board has no plans at this
time of seeking a mill levy for this
project.
If you have questions, please
feel free to get in contact with Library District Director Sarah
Koehn Frey (655-2551). People are
also always welcome at the NSCLD
monthly board meetings. The next
meeting will take place Wednesday,
March 12 at 10am at the Saguache
Public Library.

elephantcloud
M A R K E T

NATURAL FOODS • FRESH PRODUCE 4X A WEEK
STORE HOURS Mon-Sat 8-7 Sun 9-7

719. 496. 0966 • elephantcloudmarket.com
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Spring Navratri continues with Children’s Day on Sunday, April 6 at the Haidakhandi.

Haidakhandi Universal Ashram news
Spring Navitri continues in April
by Ramloti
March began with the fire
ceremony culminating a wonderful Shivaratri festival and will end
with the very beginning of Spring
Navratri. The middle of the month
was full with a two-week trip to India, which means many new items
in the Maha Lakshmi Shop. We
have also been doing lots of work
on the Ashram Annual on-line Auction Fundraiser and now have well
over 100 items.
The big event of April is the final seven days of Spring Navratri,

which ends on Monday, April 7.
There are daily fire ceremonies at
10am followed by discourses on the
Divine Mother and lunch. Chandan, chanting, aarati and pujas
begin at 6:15am during Navratri.
This is always a joyful time to celebrate the Divine Mother acknowledging Her for all of Her graciousness and thanking Her for taking
such good care of us. We will honor
the children on Sunday, April 6 at
11am. We invite you to join us for
any or all of the festivities.
As mentioned above, com-

ing up in May will be The Ashram
Annual on-line Auction Fundraiser, which many of you support
through your donations and bids.
We are looking for more items to
put on the auction this year so if
you would be willing to donate a
service, room, meal, or item please
give us a call at 719-256-4108. We
do accept gently used items such
as juicers, blenders, bread makers, fine jewelry, cloth items; so
if you have just cleaned out your
cupboards or are moving, give us
a call. The auction is a big part of
our funding for the year, so your
support is deeply appreciated.
Several of our local friends are
also being sponsors of the auction.

Sri Aurobindo Learning Center: A koan about religion
“We want the truth. For most
men (and women) it is what they
want that they label ‘truth’. The
Aurovilians must want the truth,
whatever it may be. . . Religions
make up part of the history of mankind, and it is in this guise that they
will be studied at Auroville, not as
beliefs to which one ought or ought
not to adhere, but as part of a process in the development of human
consciousness which should lead
man towards his superior realization. Programme: research through
experience of the supreme truth; a
life divine but no religions.”
I am hoping in this course to
move beyond the context of Auroville and to consider the philosophy of religion as such, which
means the truth of religion, whatever it may be. But this statement
of the Mother is our starting point,
and I don’t think that she was talking about the truth of political science or the truth of agronomy. She
was referring to the truth which,
in the history of religions, has led
man toward his superior realization. So it seems to me that this
statement,which some of us were
duly baffled by when she gave it

Just Arrived From India!
Toe Rings, Anklets, Earrings,
Silks, Clothes & More.
Celebrating Navratri 1/2 Price on Used Clothes
10% off for our
Crestone Eagle readers
(except all sale items)
please mention it at checkout

around 1970, is meant to be understood in a way that is perhaps not
so apparent. It might possibly be a
kind of “koan”. To help us put it
in perspective, I would like to read
a passage from Zen Buddhism, by
Maezumi Roshi, a Zen master who
taught in America in the 70s. This
is a passage about “koan” and it is
a koan.
“What is that rootless tree?
Dogen Zenji says, ‘the cypress
tree in the garden’. Some of you
must have heard about this koan,
‘Joshu’s cypress tree’. Anyway, that
was Dogen’s first answer, ‘the rootless tree is the cypress tree in the
garden’. And he said, ‘If you don’t
understand, I pick up my staff and
say, ‘This is it, the alive rootless
tree’. What does the rootless tree
stand for? We can say all kinds of
things, such as freedom, liberation,
even we can say it’s Nirvana—not
sticking any place. Easy to say, but
how hard it is. The cypress tree in
the garden.
“A monk asks Joshu, ‘What is
the most important thing in Buddha’s teaching? What is the primary teaching of the awakened?’ And
Joshu answers, ‘That’s what it is.

The cypress tree in the garden.’ ”
And that is Koan. It is a way
of teaching through stories and
sayings that are enigmatic. And
yet they are not enigmatic. They
are very easy to understand. So
this saying of the Mother about religions is like many sayings of the
Mother we have pointed out: No
exchange of money, No politics, No
marriage, No religion. If we look
around us, what we see here are
all of those things. And then we
have to ask ourselves, “What does
it mean?” after being here all of
this time, and hearing all of these
things. And we can perhaps imagine that if the divine force were
fully evolved and we were swimming in oneness, then we would
know what those things mean. But
the fact that we are not doing that,
leaves us with all of those things.
And perhaps we should not be too
surprised about that.
From The Philosophy of Religion A Lecture Series of the University of Human Unity Project in
Auroville by Rod Hemsell (2014).

You may want to consider this as
well.
Our full-moon fire ceremony
this month is on Tuesday, April 15
and our new-moon fire ceremony
is on Tuesday, April 29. The fires
ceremonies begin at 10am and are
followed by a meal. To honor the
tradition, please arrive freshly
bathed, with shoulders and legs
covered, and having refrained
from eating heavy food that morning (fruits, veges, liquids, yogurt,
nuts are all fine to eat). Moon-time
for a woman is not the appropriate time to participate in Ashram
celebrations. Morning aarati is at
7am with evening aarati at 6pm.
Each morning at 6:30am there is a
paduka puja (washing of Shri Babaji’s sandals) in His kutir (just to
the west of the temple) followed by
chandan.
The Maha Lakshmi Shop is
full of wonderful new items from
India and is open every day from
10am until 5pm. We invite you to
come in and if you mention that
you are an Eagle reader, we will
happily give you a 10% discount on
your purchases. We deeply appreciate your support. Our shop website has been updated and you may
view many items on-line at http://
mahalakshmishop.wazala.com.
Please visit our website at
www.babajiashram.org to find out
more about the ashram and its
schedule. We also invite you to visit
the Ashram at any time. We love
to share Shri Babaji’s and Mother’s
home with others. Just drop by or
give us a call at 719-256-4108.

Water from the
Heart of Nature

$199.00 (+tax)

Li vi n gVor texWater.com
• Ionized • Energized
• Oxygenated • PH balanced

Your body deserves it!
Call Anna Louise
970.290.7710
annalouise55@gmail.com
LivingVortexWater.com

Maha Lakshmi Shop

Perfumes, silk scarves, wool shawls,
jewelry, saris, incense, candles, tapes,
books, purses, bronze murtis, stone
statuary, & other great gift items too.
New Hours: 10am - 5pm Everyday
Call: (719) 256-4108
Email: shop@BabajiAshram.org
www.BabajiAshram.org

P.O. Box 88
83 North Baca Grant Way
Crestone, CO 81131
719-256-4917
sriaurobindolc@gmail.com
sriaurobindolc.org
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Moving Up Higher
What’s your heart
condition?
by Joyce Meyer
If I told you I had a heart condition, you would probably be sincerely concerned about me. However, the truth is, everyone’s heart
is in some condition right now. The
question is what is the condition of
your heart?
To put it more plainly, what
is going on inside of you? Why do
you do the things you do? What is
the motive behind your actions? We
need to be mindful of the things we
think, say and do, because what’s
in us is what will come out of us—
whether it’s good . . . or not so good.
In the Parable of the Sower
in Luke 8, Jesus taught His disciples about different “soil” conditions that caused the Word of God
to either be fruitful or unfruitful
in people’s lives. He was teaching
the value of maintaining conditions
within that will help foster our
spiritual growth and productivity.
So, let’s talk about some conditions of the heart, because in order
for the life of Christ to flow through

us,
we
should
all do our
best
to
keep our hearts in good condition.
Stand your ground against
a hard heart. A person’s heart can
certainly become hardened from
abuse, disappointments, and going through hardship, especially if
it’s been going on for a long while.
When a heart becomes hardened,
it can be difficult to have childlike faith in God. We can become
spiritually deaf, no longer hearing
from God, or selecting only what
we want to hear. When our heart
is hardened, we are unable to love
(or receive love) in the right way.
The important thing to remember
is God is with you. He promised to
never leave you. Ask Him to soften
your heart and guide you through
difficult the times.
Beware of a hypocritical
heart. A hypocrite acts one way,
but expects or tells others to behave
differently. Jesus had hard words

Addante Chiropractic, PC
Addante Chiropractic / Crestone
Specializing in: ®Toftness, Chiropractic, SOT, Cranial Manipulation,
Low Level Laser, Acupuncture, Five Element Acupuncture
Neuromuscular Therapy/Soft Tissue Manipulation, Extremity Adjusting,
Nutrition, Applied Kineseology, Biotherapeutic Drainage, and Saliva Testing
Dr. Julie Addante is seeing patients on Tuesdays by appointment
Baca Grande Professional Building - 43 Camino Baca Grande
Please call 719-539-9493 to schedule your appointment

KATHLEEN WILLOW
LICENSED MASSAGE THERAPIST

FLORACOPEIA
Essential Oils & Hydrosols
20% off through April 15th

for the Pharisees because of this:
“Woe to you . . . pretenders (hypocrites)! . . . You are like tombs that
have been whitewashed, which
look beautiful on the outside but
inside are full of dead men’s bones
and everything impure. . . . You
also outwardly seem to people to
be just and upright but inside you
are full of pretense and lawlessness
and iniquity” (Matthew 23:27-28).
Hypocrites are a lot like the fig tree
Jesus cursed; they show “leaves”
but have no “fruit.”
Be careful of a judgmental
heart. It is sad to say that many
Christians have this heart condition. People in religious communities often judge others for not believing or behaving the way they
do. They judge others’ sins, but
more often make excuses for their
own. Jesus reminds us to “first get
the beam of timber out of [our] own
eye, and then [we] will see clearly
to take the tiny particle out of [our]
brother’s eye” (Matthew 7:5). One
thing to remember is no one is perfect . . . no one doctrine, no one denomination . . . no one person.
Safeguard yourself from a
proud heart. Pride is probably the
most deceptive of the heart conditions, because most prideful people won’t admit that they are, and
therefore, won’t seek help. Pride is
an independent spirit, an “all about
me” attitude that causes people to
be rude and disrespectful, especially if they feel someone is less than
they are in some way. Sometimes
the more successful people are, the
more prideful they become. God

wants His people to be successful .
. . but we must all remember that
whatever we do well is only because He enables us to. The truth
is all the glory belongs to God.
These are just a few of many
possible “heart conditions” we can
have. Every person’s heart is in
some condition right now . . . that
is a fact. As important as it is to
take care of our physical health, I
urge you to do frequent spiritual
check-ups, as well. Go to God in
prayer and ask Him to show you
the condition of your heart. He may
put you through a test or series of
tests in order to show you what’s
in there. Be honest with yourself
about yourself, and follow the Holy
Spirit’s prescription for your success. Remember, God loves you and
He wants the best for your life.

Happy Birthday, Piper!

COMMUNITY PRESCHOOL

Vicki Matthews

719/256-5020

Joyce Meyer Article

Sponsored by the Free Spirit Christian Church
Corner of Hwy 17 and Moffat Way

Sunday Services
Bible Study Thursdays
Prayer Services Mon & Fri
Food Bank Tuesdays
Events at Sangre de Cristo Trading Post in Moffat:
"Clap for the Lord" Free Lunches ~ Tues & Fri
Prayer Breakfast every 2nd Saturday
Shabbat Celebration every 1st Friday

3:00 pm
6:00 pm
10:00 am
2-4 pm
12 pm-2 pm
8:00 am
6:00 pm

* Please feel free to call Earl LeRoy at 719-650-9737
or Tim Brenner at 588-1857 if you have any questions.

Specializing in LaStone Therapy
& therapeutic massage
with exquisite Floracopeia &
Dr. Hauschka aromatic oils

719. 256. 5469

Hands with Heart

Formerly:
Mountainside Massage & Colonics

- New name, same great bodywork!

Upstairs at 110 N. Alder - Downtown Crestone

• Chi Nei Tsang: Abdominal Unwinding
• Colon Hydro Therapy
• Therapeutic Bodywork
Anna Louise Stewart • CMT, CCT

970 . 2 9 0 . 7 7 1 0
AnnaLouise55 @ gmail.com
secondbrainwisdom.blogspot.com

Local and Organic food

Largest Bulk Foods selection in the San Luis Valley

Gluten Free and Dairy Free Products

Great Selection of Natural Supplements & Vitamins

ANNUAL MEETING ~ Sun, April 27, 5pm
Alamosa Senior Center, NW of Cole Park
Come attend the meeting and enjoy the activities!
Open Mon-Sat 8:00-7:00
Sunday 11:00-5:00
Everyone is Welcome!
All Major Credit Cards and EBT Accepted
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Freedom to age: reflections
on our Crestone elders
by Elizabeth Mattis Namgyel
My dear dad, Marv Mattis, is
getting old. He talks about it a lot,
our family talks about it constantly,
and the town folk talk about it too.
People often approach me and ask
how he is. Shawn at the POA always
checks in and tells me how much he
loves my parents. Others ask me
how he is doing but they often have
a look of concern in their eyes. I understand. I sometimes have concern
too. And yet I often ask myself: “Is
old age actually a problem?”
I guess sometimes it is. It’s a
problem when you have to ask an
elderly person, especially someone
independent like my dad, to give

Marv Mattis

up their car—their precious steed!
When his doctor told us dad was unfit to drive I tried to convince him of
the wisdom of letting go. He threatened to sue. So I had to take his car
keys (one of the worst days of my
life). A few days later he managed to
find a spare key. Finally, my brother and I had to drive the car out of

sight. I better not mention where it
is now.
The difficult part of aging—
and the most touching part—is that
it forces us to lean on others. I can’t
express how much gratitude I have
for the heroes of our community—
the EMTs that have so frequently
rushed to my parents’ aid without
hesitation, the daily care takers and
health providers who look after him
with compassion, the sweet Sophia
who picks my dad up three times
a week for a swim at Hooper Pool,
and his Friday morning brunch buddies who always remind him to put
in his hearing aids when they pick
him up. While shopping at the hardware store one day Steve McDowell
strongly requested: “Don’t send him
away.” I feel touched and surprised
how many people care. These things
mean the world to him and our family. I can’t thank you all enough.
But sometimes dad likes to
have his own adventures—he cherishes his independence. He has long
given up that great male fantasy of
riding out into the sunset on a motorcycle . . . but he can still walk!
You may have seen him strolling
through town by himself. On several
occasions his walking alone has been
a cause for alarm. Several of our
friends have called us at home worried that we were neglecting him,
thinking he seemed lost or disoriented. When I brought that up to dad he
felt surprised and said he knew exactly where he was going. Dad sometimes gets tired but most of the time
he’s crystal clear. He is resourceful
and always finds a ride home—may-

www.crestoneeagle.com
find the elderly wandering through the streets,
engaging life and looking
utterly free. When the
culture supports it, old
age provides a time when
you can actually throw
your worries to the wind.
It is a time, I can see with
dad, where you loose a
bit of propriety but make
up for it in appreciation
and simplicity of being.
In this culture we sometimes feel shocked seeing
Elizabeth Mattis Namgyel with her dad Marv Mattis.
elders alone in town, but
be you were the one who gave him
in fact, maybe that’s because we are
a lift. Thanks! I am not asking for
not used to seeing them in public
rides here . . . but if you feel inclined
alone. Maybe we feel they belong in
and are moving in that direction I’m
elderly care centers or at home in a
sure he would be much obliged.
secure bed.
Reflecting on my life I can think
I am not saying that these
of so many instances I have bought
homes aren’t the perfect solution for
lunch or given a lift to an elderly persome elderly people, but, at least for
son. Sometimes I have wondered if
now, not my dad. He’s too rambuncsome of those ladies I’ve run into—
tious, spirited and unconventional.
the ones who wield the big baskets—
He has no intention of changing, in
haven’t been the wisest and most
fact he is proud of who he is. We’re
sane people on the planet. I’ve given
probably not going to find him sitting
rides to many extraordinary elderly
in a rocker reciting Hail Marys at the
men and women in Crestone, each
end of his life . . . even though that
with a story of their own. You learn
would be a whole lot easier for us if
a lot on a ten-minute ride, and it alhe did.
ways astounds me what people have
I am not writing this story for
gone through. I always feel humbled
my dad, per se, although he is teachand inexperienced by comparison.
ing us a tremendous amount at the
If you spend time in other culmoment. I just want to put forth
tures you will see elderly people out
some open questions to my beloved
and about town. People value and
town folk. We are all getting older.
respect them. They are let to wanAnd sure, old age can be messy, conder and take in the world through
fusing and inconvenient, but it can
their wisdom eyes. In Asia I met an
also be a time of tremendous insight
old woman who found her way alone
and beauty. How do you support the
from Lhasa, Tibet to Kathmandu—
spirit of your elders? How can you ina mighty trek—because she wanted
clude the elderly as an asset to your
to do pilgrimage at the Boddhanath
community? How do you want to
Stupa. Everyone was in awe of her.
grow old?
In most European towns too you

MOON LAKE ASTROLOGY
Astrology Readings by Clare Futral.
Over 25 years experience, NCGR trained.

719.937.7693

Start the New Year with help from the stars. Find out what the celestial
energies are doing in your chart and how they influence your life.
$125 for a 6-12 month transit /progression reading. Also natal chart
consultations, career and relationship insights.

Contact me at clarefutral@icloud.com

Life is complicated, Acupuncture isn’t.
Bring in this ad for a free first visit.

$15-45 per treatment
Pay what works for you. It’s that simple.
www.OpenSkiesAcupuncture.com
719-588-7113
407 State Ave, Alamosa, CO
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Lonny Roth: Solid footing in music,
family and community
by Gussie Fauntleroy
When life bars the gate to easy
interaction with the world, engaged
involvement takes on even greater
meaning. And when circumstances
force you into thinking for yourself,
the value of independent thought becomes especially clear. That’s what
happened to Lonny Roth when he
was in his early 20s. He was living in
Boulder when a series of unexpected
and unexplainable psychic phenomena left him untethered from conventional paradigms. The rug was
pulled out from under him in what
he later would call a “difficult sudden spiritual awakening.” For a few
years he wandered through “wild and
crazy times,” much of that as a street
musician in cities around the country,
before gradually reconfiguring his
fundamental understanding of people and life.
Now, at 49, Lonny credits that
challenging period with giving him
greater open-mindedness toward
people and a strong inclination for
pragmatism in daily life. Both traits
come in handy among the multiplic-

Lonny is half of the folk/pop band,
Strange Lights, with Crestone resident
Deb Irizarry on bass and vocals.

photo by Dara Blumenhein

ity of personalities and worldviews in
the Crestone/Baca community, where
he settled in 1995. Conversely, living here—nine years in the Grants
and almost 10 in town—has further
honed his ability to more deeply understand the complexities and people
of the place he calls home.
Lonny has owned and run Crestone Creative Trade, an import, gift
and video rental shop on the corner
of Golden and Cottonwood Streets,
since 1998. (He initially opened it
with Electrum Amor and another

partner who no longer lives here.)
For the past four years he has served
on the Crestone Town Council, and
he has been mayor pro tem and on
the town planning commission since
April 2012. He is up for re-election on
the town council this month. Other
central aspects of his life these days
are family—19-year-old daughter
Molly and 8-year-old twins Eshana
and Chantrea—music, most often
with his band, Strange Lights, and
learning lapidary and jewelry making using local minerals and stones.
From “undefined” to unmoored
As a boy growing up in Grand
Junction and Boulder—his family
roots in Colorado reach back to prestatehood and cattle ranching—none
of this was remotely on Lonny’s radar
screen. The youngest in his class, a
small kid with glasses, he was “not in
the competition, so to speak,” he remembers, smiling. “I was rather undefined until I was out of high school.”
Then the first of a series of defining
experiences set him on a bumpy path
for a time. It happened one day when
he was 21, sitting quietly at home.
Out of the blue, he suddenly experienced an intense, visceral sensation
of being completely inside the mind
and body of 1960s musical star Jimi
Hendrix on stage. Lonny had never
played guitar or sung, and at that
moment he was not listening to music
on his stereo.
The experience lasted just a few
seconds, yet it blasted open his sense
of the possibilities of music—along
with the solid ground of consensual
reality. “I decided that when I had
time, I would start learning guitar
and playing music,” he recalls. He
did just that, but also went through
a difficult period of trying to integrate
often-confusing subjective experiences (including being alone yet hearing
a large group of Hare Krishnas singing) with those of the world. Gradually, the fundamental puzzle pieces began fitting together in a new way. “All
this helped me be more circumspect
and not judgmental,” he reflects. “I’m
more receptive in understanding that
there’s a vastness inside each person,
so I take more of an interest in people
and their perspectives.”
Settling in, finding a musical voice
When Lonny was 30 he decided
to leave Boulder. He bought land in
the Grants and spent the next nine
years building his house, later moving into town. In 2000 he teamed up
with Crestone resident Deb Irizarry,
a songwriter, bass player and vocalist whose stage name is Deb Zazzo—
and whose multifaceted life also in-

Unique educational toys & games - Childrens books - Travel toys - Baby gifts
Arts & crafts - Lego - Playmobil - Puppets - Fun jewelry - Novelties

Easter Eve Eggstravaganza Saturday, April 19th 10am-5pm
(see kaltoys.com for details)

12pm

Lonny with his daughters, Molly, Eshana and Chantrea, at Molly’s high school
graduation. 
photo by Lori Nagel

cludes a medical practice in plastic
ing as an alternative to the money
surgery—to create the band Strange
economy. He also views the concepts
Lights (strangelights.net). Playing
of multiple currencies and competmostly original alternative folk/pop,
ing forms of government as healthy,
the duo has performed on stage and
although he considers the Founding
at open mic events in Denver, New
Fathers’ ideology of a democratic reYork City, London, Albuquerque and
public “a superior structure. If you
around the San Luis
have good people
Valley,
including
running it, it almost
the Crestone Music
doesn’t matter what
Festival. They’ve rekind of government
corded five albums,
it is,” he observes.
of which “some were
Without competing
rough and some were
forces continually at
shiny,” as Lonny puts
work to keep things
it, adding that these
in check, he believes,
days, “we’re playing
power
inevitably
better than ever.”
leads to corruption.
With other local mu“Not enough peosicians,
including
ple in politics in the
Steve Storm, Nathan
world actually have
Good, Kelly Hart and
a connection with
Tom Tucker (Glyder),
people,” he says.
his musical journey
“The responsibility of
has taken him from
working for people is
folk to rock to shasomething very dear
Two of Lonny’s local stone
manic freestyle, and
to me.”
findings.
back to folk.
Having lived
A community role
both in the Baca and in town, Lonny
Lonny’s local community insees strengths and limitations among
volvement began with a stint on the
the people and governing systems of
Baca/Grande Property Owners Asboth segments of the community, alsociation (POA)’s Environmental and
though at this point he feels he owes
Architectural Committee when he
his political loyalty to town residents.
lived in the Grants. Currently, along
Yet in many ways, Crestone/Baca is
with his role in town government, he
one community, with qualities that
keeps his ear to the ground on Credefine it as a place, he says. “What
stone/Baca issues and events as modI’ve loved the very most about this
erator of the Crestonians Facebook
community is that there’s a non-judgpage, with almost 1,000 members.
mental diversity here. It’s allowed me
His support of the freebox, located on
a lot of growth to learn about differhis property for many years, reflects a
ent systems, and allowed me to be
strong belief in the value of competing
myself. It’s a superior thing found aleconomies—in this case, freely sharmost nowhere in the world.”
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New Moffat School building project
working on design development
by Kirk Banghart
Design work continues on the new $15.8M new PK-12 replacement
school for the Moffat Consolidated School District #2. RTA, the Architect of
Record for project, has just completed the schematic design phase and will
now be navigating the project team and Design Advisory Group (referred
to as “The DAG” and comprised of district staff and teachers as well as
community members) through the design development phase. Currently,
the team is targeting to have the design development phase complete by
April 25, which will be the third design iteration of a four-phase process.
Additionally, the Geotechnical Engineer for the project, Ninyo and Moore,
has investigated the site and is preparing its geotechnical report and recommendations for the project team to utilize during this next design phase
as well as performing some needed water and wastewater testing to use in
the mechanical and plumbing designs.
One of the major design considerations discussed during the schematic design process was the new heating/ventilation/air conditioning (HVAC)
system and how it should function. The project team initially reviewed four
different potential options, and have narrowed them down using a number
of factors including the unique location of Moffat, sustainability impacts,
energy efficiency, thermal comfort, long-term maintenance requirements,
life cycle costs, initial costs, and budget to name a few. In compiling and
analyzing the initial feedback on the importance of these factors in relation
to one another and which of the four systems meets these needs and standards best, the team is heavily considering a solar thermal system with a
radiant heat system and backup boiler, along with an indirect/direct cool-

www.crestoneeagle.com
ing system via displacement ventilation. The design team and mechanical
engineers are further detailing this system for DAG and district review.
As for the builder-side of things, Haselden/Diesslin, the Construction
Manager/General Contractor (CMGC) for the project, will be hosting an
“Interested Contractors and Vendors” meeting on April 8 at the Crestone
Charter School from 5 to 7pm. It will be an information meeting that will
begin with an overall project update, then identify the bidding process as
well as discuss the pre-qualification requirements for the project for interested contractors. If you have any questions or would like additional
information, please feel free to contact: John Diesslin or Lori Eberhart at
719-539-0855. Please feel welcome to come and join the meeting.

-JWF4JNQMZ
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Living Wisdom: Crestone’s community for seniors
—Please watch your email for survey
by Vivia Lawson,
Burt Wadman & William Howell
Many of us have seen friends
leave our community because they
were unable to find the care needed to stay on at a time in their life
when, as elders and precious resources, they had much to contribute. It is not an uncommon occurrence in a community with nearly
40% of its population in the over-65
age group.
Forced to move away from our
extraordinary international hamlet at the foot of sacred mountains,
individuals have had to give up
home and friends to find necessary
services elsewhere. In a community like ours, something is wrong
with this picture.
Recent years have found a
number of groups hoping to address this issue of keeping our
seniors here. It now feels that the
timing may be right, and a small
group is presently assembling information and developing a strategic plan for how this vision might
be approached.
This group, currently called
Living Wisdom: Crestone’s Community for Seniors, is founded on
two premises:
First, that the aging process
itself can be re-imagined in a way
that supports seniors at a time
when they are honing human cour-

age, dignity and character; and
with outcomes that can offer true
meaning and wisdom to the larger
community.
Second, that a strategic approach can be formulated to put
in place the resources and facilities to support the stages of aging
in a way appropriate to our local
culture, starting with the creation
of independent and assisted-living solutions. In the wider sense,
this commitment translates, in

time, to a fuller range of services
that can be offered in the spirit of
community.
A survey coming your way
Please participate in the survey developed by Living Wisdom,
so that we may better understand
the demographics, needs and ideas
of our community members about
desirable environments surrounding aging.
We will be emailing a survey
to many of you—with questions

HRRMC introduces...
Direct Access Laboratory
Testing every day of the
year — an affordable way
to monitor your health.

What is Direct Access Laboratory Testing?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Patients order lab tests from a set menu of tests at discounted prices.
Begins
No doctor’s order is required.
April 1
It is the patient’s responsibility to share the results with his or her doctor.
No appointment needed. Check in at the hospital's main registration desk.
Hospital Lab Hours: M–F 7:30 a.m. – 7 p.m.; Sat. & Sun. 7: 30 a.m. – Noon
A cost-effective option for the uninsured and underinsured.
No need to stand in long Health Fair lines.
Results are mailed to patients.
Payment is required up front by cash, check or credit card. No insurance billing.
Anyone under 18 must be accompanied by a parent or legal guardian.
Test Name

Price

Blood Chemistry (Lipid, CMP, TSH) (fasting required)

$30.00

Lipid Panel (fasting required)

$20.00

TSH (Thyroid Stimulating Hormone)

$20.00

PSA (Prostate Specific Antigen)

$25.00

Serum Pregnancy Test

$25.00

Blood Type (ABO/Rh)

$15.00

Glucose (fasting required)

$10.00

HgA1c

$25.00

Complete Blood Count (CBC)

$15.00

Urinalysis

$20.00

Free T4

$25.00

Women’s Health Panel (fasting required)
(CMP, CBC, Lipid Panel, TSH, Urinalysis)

Men’s Health Panel (fasting required)
(CMP, CBC, Lipid Panel, TSH, PSA, Urinalysis)

GREAT COFFEE
LOCAL ART

Open Every Day 8am to 4pm

IN MOFFAT NEXT TO THE POST OFFICE
WATCH FOR MIRAGE ESPRESSO AND
ICE CREAM OPENING IN SAGUACHE!

719-256-4357

WWW.MIRAGETRADINGCO.COM

about what you envision for such a
senior community. Please forward
the survey to friends, and make
copies for those you know who are
not connected to the internet. Paper versions of the survey can be
found at the Library and the Crestone Mercantile.
There may well be other senior-center ideas and energies in
motion in our community. Living
Wisdom is happy to work together
to make this much-needed resource
a well-respected actuality.
Do you have questions? Do
you find yourself wanting to know
more? Barbara Hoeppner invites
you to call her at 256-4320 anytime
after 10am.

$60.00
$85.00

The laboratory results of Direct Access Laboratory Testing (DALT) require additional expert interpretation and do not
substitute for medical advice, diagnosis, or treatment, which should be based on your physician's professional judgment,
including his/her review of your test results, the findings of physical examination, and the review of your personal and
family medical history. DALT laboratory results are not sent to your physician. You are responsible for distribution of your
reports to your physician and for scheduling a follow-up appointment to discuss your results with your physician.

1000 Rush Drive, Salida, CO
719-530-2200
www.hrrmc.com
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A Company of Players interview
with Kyle and Tanna Grote
Kyle and Teanna Grote, local
ranchers/farmers and owners of
the Cho Ku Rei ranch and Yak ‘N’
Cracker Cafe, are going to special
guest with the Company of Players.
They will debut in the company’s
newest production, “Radio Daze”,
at the Crestone Charter School on
May 10 and 11. Ammi Kohn (AK)
is the interviewer. The responses
of Teanna and Kyle Grote (TKG)
were combined to simplify the interview within space constraints.
AK: What will you be doing in
Radio Daze?

Kyle will also play himself
and be interviewed about important ranching issues.
AK: You are so busy farming
and ranching, it being spring and
all, how will you have time for this
play?
TKG: We do our best to make
time. It’s important to be a part of
creating culture in our community!
AK: You just passed your fifth
anniversary here in Crestone.
TKG: We love it here! It’s a
safe place to raise children, and we
feel like we were meant to protect
the hay meadows/land and water. The Yak ‘N’
Cracker Cafe is
a perfect outlet
to bring the farm
and ranch to the
community’s table. And we strive
to help our community thrive by
growing organic
GMO-free
veggies and raising
healthy yak.
AK: Any last
thoughts?
TKG: We believe in helping to
create culture in our community.
Being a part of this play is a great
outlet for us to poke fun and be silly. This script is very funny and I
believe Radio Daze will be a great
time for all ages!

Kyle and Teanna Grote

TKG: Without giving the
show away, let’s just say, Teanna
will be playing Bovine Divine and
Kyle is playing Growler who is our
13-year-old Yak bull who we are
letting live out his life.

Company of Players awarded regional
recognition with Rocky Mtn. oysters
Imagine the astonishment of the Company of Players when it was
awarded second place in the Western Regional Small Town Storytelling
Contest. Walter Drum, vice president of the region, part of the national
Storytelling Association, was traveling through the valley last December. He learned of the Storytelling Extravaganza at the Yak and Cracker
and attended the Saturday evening performance. He was so impressed
that, unbeknownst to the Company, he collected information from past
issues of the Eagle, as well as by talking with the audience after the
show, and submitted an application on the company’s behalf.
“After seeing such a great show, I really thought that Crestone deserved an award” said Walter Drum during a phone conversation with
Robin Blankenship. I. M. Tepesh, president of the national association,
also sent Ammi Kohn a congratulatory letter on behalf of the association.
When informed of the award, Ammi was completely astounded by
the prize, sixteen dozen Rocky Mountain oysters. The company plans
to serve the delicacies at the intermission of the Radio Daze production,
May 10 and 11 at the Charter School.
“Who would have believed it?”, said Ammi in absolute amazement.
“Free Rocky Mountain oysters for any Crestonian who wants them!”.
(Yeah, yeah, Ammi, we all know you’re just April Foolin’ us—the
giveaway was that it should have been first place! But, you still better
bring those Rocky Mtn. oysters! -kz)
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Colorado ranks nearly last in the nation
for state funding to higher education

CCC youth & volunteers painting during Awakening Artists class. 

photo by Lisa Bodey

Crestone Creative Council
Playing outside the lines w/ Dragons & Fairies
by Lisa Bodey
Bumping, twisting, blending
& blurring . . . the Crestone Creative Council (CCC) is stirring up
new ideas, inspiration and selfexploration for the teens as well as
myself. It’s like I’ve been given a
second chance at adolescence and
am being pushed to examine my
beliefs and patterns around beauty
and creativity.
Lyndsay Rose has been teaching a weekly Belly Dance Fusion
class for girls 12 & older and it
has been a thrill to stretch, laugh,
and dance with these young ladies:
Layla Tolian, Drew McNulty, Malana Ramadei, Uma Long, Rosalea
Anderson and Vanaiah Baca have
been some of our students. Questions of self-image, confidence and
empowerment arise through dance
movement and flow. We will continue offering this class on Mondays from 4:30-6pm through the
end of the school year. We ask for a
$5 donation to cover rental expenses, instructor fees and snacks.
If the undulations and hip
bumps weren’t enough to wake up
and excite the neurons in my brain,
then the painting classes during
our Awakening Artists gatherings
sure did! Crystal Wade and Patrick
Moore completed a 3-week painting
class with CCC youth. During the
first week we explored shapes, patterns and shading through pastels.
We then moved to individual acryl-

Radiant Flow

Massage
+ Reflexology
+ Aquatics
Massage
& Yoga Therapy

CynthiaL.L.
Nielsen
Cynthia
Nielsen
LMTLMT
RYT

“Touch that reaches the heart
and settles the mind.”

719.298.0360
719.298.0360

ic paintings with themes of unity,
proportion, movement and flow
and wrapped up the session with a
collaborative group abstract painting. For many of the teens, this
was their first experience painting,
as well as mine. We were able to
express our insecurities, comparisons, and self-judgements when
it comes to creativity and self-expression. The doorways that can
opened through dance and the arts
are exponential and I am grateful
to the above-listed instructors for
their time, patience and dedication
to their art.
We plan to catalyze all of this
energy into the 3rd Annual Dragon and Fairie Festival which will
be held on Saturday, May 10 from
11am- 5pm. The festival will be
held in Little Pearl Park with a parade that culminates at the Community Building with music and
potluck. This is a free event for all
ages and everyone is encouraged to
join in the parade. There will be a
lazy lawn lounge, games, activities,
dress up, face painting, stories,
vending and making fairie houses.
This is an opportunity to gather
together and celebrate our community; shake out our winter blues,
shake up our love of life, and shake
down with fun creativity and dancing in the streets. Dress up and
playing are strongly encouraged!
Please contact Allison Wonderland
for more information or to volunteer at 508-237-8915.
In an effort to prepare for this
event, CCC will open up our Awakening Artist gathering to the entire community on Tuesdays, April
22, 29 & May 5 to make costumes,
masks, and props for the parade.
Art/craft donations would be greatly appreciated and can be dropped
off at Town Hall marked “CCC”. If
you have further questions about
our youth program, please contact
Lisa Bodey at 719-480-5925 or
bodeycrestone@gmail.com.

www.benjaminmoore.com

A nationwide study circulated
today says that Colorado ranks fortyninth in the nation in state funding
for higher education. New Hampshire is the only state in the nation
that funds higher education less.
“This study is alarming, and
further highlights what we have
known. The dream of earning a college diploma or trade certificate is
escaping many Coloradans because
of cost. We must reverse these devastating trends, and the 2014 College Affordability Act is an important step in doing that,” said Sen.
Andy Kerr, D-Lakewood, a sponsor
of the bill.
The College Affordability Act
(SB 14-001) will allocate an additional $100 million to Colorado colleges
and put a 6% cap on yearly tuition
increases for resident undergraduate students.
“Higher education needs to be
affordable and accessible to the next

generation of Coloradans. Education
builds a strong foundation for the
economy, and our state budget ought
to reflect that,” said SB 14-001 sponsor Sen. Cheri Jahn, D-Wheat Ridge.
The report entitled, “The Great
Cost Shift Continues; State Higher
Education Funding After the Recession,” tracks the divestment of higher education after the recession.
The reports says in part, “Nationally, revenue from tuition paid
for 44% of all operating expenses of
public colleges and universities in
2012, the highest share ever. A quarter century ago, the share was just
20%. This shift—from a collective
funding of higher education to one
borne increasingly by individuals—
has come at the very same time that
low—and middle-income households
experienced stagnant or declining
household income.”
To read the Demos study,
please go to: bit.ly/1obvsdk

408 San Juan Ave.
PO Box 1630
Alamosa, CO 81101
719-589-2780

309 4th St.
PO Box 157
Saguache, CO 81149
719-655-2611

The Bliss Café

Pizzeria, Bistro & Gift Shop

Hotel Now Open!!!
M a ke d i n n e r e a s y
G ra b d i n n e r o r P i z z a to G o ! !

Open 7 days a week from 8am-10pm
Serving food until 9:00 256-6400

Accepting consignments daily
Visit our second location!

312 E. Main, Buena Vista
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Spring Hours:
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☞ Voted Best Consignment ☞ Mon-Sat 10am to 6pm
Shop of 2013!

ph: 719-539-4754 fax: 719-539-9101
ponchalumber.com

10021 West Highway 50 • Poncha Springs, CO 81242
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Moffat School News is
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Trust & Strength Since 1899

Monte Vista
852-5991

T-CAP Blues
by Virginia Drake
Moffat School rocked the TCAPS. Our plan of attack was organized by Ms. Linda Eickhoff. We
started testing on Tuesday, March 4
and finished up Thursday, March 13.
All Moffat students did an outstanding job showing up ready to
test. At the end of the first week of
testing the staff and students from
2nd grade through high school participated in an all-school freeze tag
game with staff members being “it”.
Moffat School rocked the T-CAPS. Here
During the second week of testing,
students work off test stress by taking a
“brain break.”
the students continued doing their
very best, and on Thursday, March
13, students and staff participated in “Capture the Cone” games. Much
laughter and running was involved. The brain breaks were very exciting,
so much fun, and they helped us run off those TCAP testing blues. Way to
go Moffat Cowboys!

Moffat Middle School
mathematicians compete
by Lori Lovato
In February, Moffat Middle School students competed in the Colorado
Mathematics League Contest. Each contest contained 35 “. . . interesting
or challenging multiple choice problems designed to be solved in 30 minutes,” according to contest developers. The Colorado Mathematics League
is affiliated with the national Mathematics League.
High scores by grade level include: 6th grade—Marissa Heikes; 7th
grade—Maori Baca; and 8th grade—Seth Caffrey. These students will receive Certificates of Merit.
Special recognition goes to the following 7th graders who scored at
or above a commendable rating: Maori Baca, Holly Fuller, Alyssa Chavez
and Kyle Roof. These students will receive Certificates of Commendation
according to contest coordinators.
Top scores and commendable scores have been reported to the Colorado Mathematics League where they will compete with students state-wide.
Congratulations, Moffat Middle School students, and good luck!

Welcome
to the agora
“Friends, Greeks and countrymen, welcome to our agora, also
known as our traditional ancient
marketplace,” announced, Zeus, master of ceremonies. It’s that magical
time again, April 17 at Moffat School
where we celebrate what we have
learned about the contributions of
the ancient Greeks, and pay tribute
to their gods and goddesses.
Dale Smith

Moffat students participate in Awareness Week.

Awareness Week at Moffat High
by Elise Lovato
March 17 began Moffat High
School senior Hannah Sheppard’s
Awareness Week. The Awareness
Week is part of Hannah’s senior project that focuses on depression in
teens and issues related to it. Monday’s focus was on bullying prevention, in which Hannah showed the
movie Bully that shows the profiles
of five victims of bullying. The students were encouraged to wear blue
in support of bullying prevention.
Tuesday’s focus was on suicide
and self-harm. Students were asked
to participate in a pledge against
self-harming and promote positive
attitudes towards themselves. Students were asked to wear yellow in
support of suicide prevention.
Wednesday focused on mental
health awareness. Students participated in a walk which promoted proactive dialogue about mental health
issues. Students wore green to show
their support for Mental Health

Awareness.
Thursday, the final day of Hannah’s Awareness week, where the
emphasis is on hope. A guest speaker was brought in to talk to secondary students about depression, what
it is like being a teenager and hope.
Students were asked to wear their
“Be the Change You Wish to See in
the World” Gandhi shirts or something yellow to promote hope among
our community youth.
Hannah spent a great deal of
time researching and has done an
amazing job developing her senior
project. By taking part in the Awareness Week, our Moffat students
were able to a show their support
for many great causes and they also
came together to support an upper
classman with their senior project.
We are proud of you, Hannah, and
we appreciate you opening our eyes
to depression among teens and how
we can support those who may be going through difficult times.

Moffat School Library celebrates
Dr. Seuss’s birthday
by Patte
Reaves Smith
Theodor Seuss
Gisel was born March
2, 1904, making this
his 110th birthday
celebration. He was
most widely known
for his children’s
books written under
the pen name of Dr.
Seuss.
Dr. Seuss published 46 children’s
books. His most popular books include
Green Eggs and Ham,
The Cat in the Hat,
One Fish Two Fish
Red Fish Blue Fish,
Horton Hatches an Patte Smith and young helpers at the Moffat Library celeEgg, Horton Hears brated Dr. Seuss’s birthday, which has adopted as National
a Who and How the Read Across America day, by donning Cat in the Hat hats
Grinch Stole Christ- and reading Dr. Suess books!
mas.
Gisel’s birthday, March 2 has been adopted as the annual date for National Read Across America Day, an initiative on reading by the National
Education Association. Moffat School Librarian Patte Reaves-Smith (Ms.
Patte) says, “What better way to celebrate Dr. Seuss’s birthday than by
reading to children.”
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Art & social action: An after-school
program that is changing the world
by Lyndsay Duebber
Can you change the world
through papier mâché, balloons and
toilet paper rolls? YES! Students
at the Crestone Charter School
proved this at the after-school program, Art and Social Action. They
learned for themselves that art can
be a tool for social change. Students
were guided through the creative

learned to express their vision for
change through art and then share
it with others.
Maya Casteneda, a 7-year-old
participant, did a visual representation of the destruction of sea life.
She said, “I wish people would just
open their hearts and see what is
really going on.”
Third grader Kaelen Hollyer
helped people to
see that money and
greed is out of balance with love and
sharing, by building spheres out of
money in proportion
to the love and greed
he saw in the world.
By the end
of the eight-week
program the students beamed with
pride for they saw
that what they had
created was a real
and palpable way to
Caroline Anderson with Travel Cole modeling her art piece,
create the change
a dress made with money, representing the shadow side of
they wanted to see
capitalism and the cruelty of sweat shops.
in the world. Instead
of feeling paralyzed by the overprocess to discover that within
whelming environmental and sothem was the solution to the probcial problems of our times, these 18
lems they saw in their world. They

Art and Social Action Art Show.

students now feel empowered to be
the change they want to see.
At the end of the program all
the students shared their work
with the community. Adults and
peers were moved to tears and
inspired by the vision and power
these kids had for creating positive
change.
In the words of fifth grader
Nesta Davis, “Our art work will
be the ripples that turn into the
waves, that turn into the high tides
of change.” These young citizens
will one day be the leaders of our

Matias Anderson made a paper mache
tiger to bring awareness to the species’
fragile existence.

world and there is no doubt that
they are, and will be, wise and empowered agents of change.

More Beatitudes

Blessed are the watchers, for they will inform us.
Blessed are the peaceful activists, for they will motivate
us to change.
Blessed are those with clear sight, for they challenge us
to be who we truly are.
Blessed are the linguists, for they help us to communicate
that clear sight.
Blessed are they who pray, for the obvious reasons.
Blessed are we all, for we will eventually work out our
differences.
Corrective Bodywork
for Pain Management

L I C E N S E D

M A S S A G E

256-5165
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The Washington Beat
Imperial games:
Putin on the Ritz
by David Nicholas
Chicken Kiev anyone?
It wasn’t the smartest idea
in the world to challenge Russian
President Vladimir Putin in his
sphere of interest and make the
Ukraine a test of wills, but a test
of wills it has become. When you
put together three anally retentive ministers of state, Secretary of
State John Kerry, United Kingdom
Foreign Minister William Hague,
and French Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius, you get an uncertain
outcome. These are not big picture
people. Here we find ourselves
staring down either Cold War 2 or a
bad hot war on turf which the Russian have seen as theirs, ever since
Prince Alexander Nevsky defeated
the Teutonic Knights (Germanic
Poles) in April 1242.
After much huffing and puffing, making threats they can’t really enforce (such as sanctions on
the Russian leadership’s assets
in Europe and the US and refusing to recognize any referendum
that might split the Ukraine) proRussian voters in the Crimea voted
96% in a March 16 referendum to
be annexed by the Russian Federation. Then quick as a flash the
Crimean parliament on Monday
March 17 voted 85-0 to request the
Russian Federation to go ahead
and annex.
At the same moment, in high
dudgeon that they were ignored,

the
US
and
the
European
“powers”
announced
sanctions
on 21 high
profile Russians, a list to be furnished in due course.
So why are we here?
Greed and imperial opportunism mainly. The desire was to drive
a wedge in Putin’s imperial ambitions by bringing the Ukraine into
the European Union. It was an attempt to show the Russian leader
who’s boss, mainly because he’s arguably the most dictatorial leader
of all the imperial powers who like
to exercise influence in other areas
of the world. In short, he’s the competition.
Yes, President Putin has extremely bad taste, as the Olympic Winter Games in Sochi demonstrated, and he comes with an
overbearing ego to match. But the
guy plays hardball given any set
of circumstances and doesn’t back
down no matter how long the odds.
He wields authority not unlike
Ivan Grozny (Czar Ivan the Terrible) and he bears grudges for years.
The Babushkas (elderly women)
who clean St. Petersburg Streets
with wicker brooms love him for it.
On the second point: bearing
grudges. You can trace Mr. Putin’s
dislike of NATO particularly the

√ Feeling passive-aggressive?
√ Don’t need a harmonious
community?
√ Want your neighbors to
talk about you?

We can help!
Try these tips:
• Use lots of exterior lighting with high watt bulbs. Don’t
worry about sleeping or seeing the stars.
• Crank your stereo up, with extra base, preferably with
windows open.
• Have a barking dog (or two!) that occasionally
wanders all over the neighborhood, harassing wildlife,
children, pedestrians and domestic grazing animals.
• Go ahead and leave your garbage out for the bears.
It’ll attract them to the whole neighborhood, not just
your own yard.
• Drive through the neighborhood at excessive speeds,
especially on dirt roads. The neighbors will definitely
talk about you.

Presented by the Neighborhood Trolls Association
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Udall presses Air Force, Forest Service
for refitted excess military aircraft
C-130Hs will help protect Colorado communities
U.S. Senator Mark Udall,
who has fought to strengthen
Colorado’s ability to combat
wildfires, urged the U.S. Air
Force and U.S. Forest Service
in letters today to swiftly repurpose military aircraft to help
fight future wildfires in Colorado
and across the west. Udall, who
serves on both the U.S. Armed
Services Committee and the
U.S. Senate Energy and Natural Resources Committee, said
these aircraft will help protect
Colorado’s communities, water
supplies and special way of life.
The excess military aircraft—seven U.S. Coast Guardoperated C-130Hs—were transferred to the Forest Service
through provisions in the 2014
National Defense Authorization
Act.
“We are in an era of mod-

ern mega-fires and my state has
repeatedly broken records in
recent years for the largest and
most devastating fires in Colorado’s history. Projections for
future fire seasons and the volume of hazardous fuels on the
landscape make me extremely
concerned,” Udall wrote in his
letter to the Forest Service. “Air
tankers cannot fight fire alone,
but they are critical firefighting
resources that can give firefighters time and prevent small blazes from becoming catastrophic
wildfires . . . I am requesting a
report that describes the expected timeline for the completion of
those transfers and an estimated date on which each C-130H
will be employable as a firefighting asset, as well as their expected lifecycle and an analysis
of what could possibly delay this
timeline.”

NATO decision in 2008 to place a
missile defense system in former
Russian satellite countries such as
Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia
and Hungary, ostensibly to protect
them from Iran’s missiles, should
war with Iran become an option
at some point. However, Mr. Putin
saw this as NATO putting missiles
on his doorstep, as defense against
his ambitions.
Then there was further insult to injury by Bush43 by treating him as the poor country cousin,
when Russia sought membership
in the exclusive G7 meeting of finance ministers in the world’s major economies. At the time, the G8
(as it’s now referred to) was called
the G7+1, which if you are sensitive to protocols—as he is—stuck
in Putin’s craw.
However, the balance of power
in the world is now currently tipped
toward the Russian Federation because of the fiasco of Geneva2. Geneva2 was the conference to find a
peace/truce between the warring
factions in Syria, which collapsed
with recrimination and blame going back and forth. Russia, backing
the Assad regime, came away with
prestige intact and, along with
Iran, has more influence in the
Middle East than ever before.
So comes the Ukraine last November when then-President Viktor Yanukovych backed off a signed
deal with the European Union. The
deal included a loan in return for
economic austerity similar to the
draconian deal Greece struck, inflicting pain and suffering on the
people due to the Greek government’s financial incompetence. Instead, Mr. Yanokovych went with a
sweetheart package Mr. Putin offered worth $15bn plus a discount
on Russian oil and gas.
However, in the western
Ukraine the folks who are proEuropean were angry that Mr. Yanukovych backed out of the deal.
They wanted the European goodies—high fashion boutiques and
fast food—and it got chaotic from
there. Demonstrators took to the
streets and stayed there making
Independence Square in downtown

Kiev the center of their protest.
Like most authoritarian leaders, President Yanukovych didn’t
get the drift that when middle class
folks hit the streets you need to be
more conciliatory than just sending
in the cops/armed thugs/or military
forces to break it up. The people
didn’t go away and braved most of
the harsh Ukrainian winter protesting Mr. Yanukovych, telling
him to change his mind. Mr. Yanukovych beat heads and 100+ people
died before the Ukrainian parliament dismissed him and he fled in
February, holing up in the Russian
resort town of Rostov on the river
Don.
Fleeing didn’t help his case either. When the Kiev residents saw
the opulence and grandeur of his
presidential palace—including his
personal private restaurant—he
was ousted in short order.
Now the troika of foreign ministers Kerry/Hague/Fabius, seeing
an opportunity to help out poor
helpless Ukraine, started strutting
around muttering righteous indignation. In a repeat of the Syrian
pronouncements, they ramped up
the tension. This was the height of
arrogance and incredible stupidity.
Ah, but were it that simple.
Eastern Ukrainians don’t look west
when they look to secure borders,
they look north to Mother Russia. The port of Sebastopol in the
Crimea is on the Black Sea where
the Russian Mediterranean fleet
is headquartered under a security
agreement with Kiev. As most of
Crimea and other eastern provinces in Ukraine bordering Russia are
in the main pro-Russian, when given a choice between going west into
Europe or going with Putin, they
chose Russia. Folks familiar with
Alfred Lord Tennyson’s “Charge
of the Light Brigade” may recall
it was written about the siege of
Sebastopol in the Crimean War of
1856.
President Putin, never one to
let grass grow under his feet, deliberated on the pros and cons of
bringing eastern Ukraine back into
the Russian fold and quickly decided to release his forces in Sebas-
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topol to move out into the Crimean countryside and strengthened
them with 16,000 more troops. As
his forces didn’t have insignia on
their uniforms it took several days
for the mighty troika to realize they
had been snookered and began deploring/demanding that Mr. Putin
withdraw his forces, charging that
his troop movements had been an
invasion. For all intents and purposes it was.
Invasions are generally in
the eye of the beholder. So Secretary Kerry officially declared the
Russians had invaded on March 4
and it’s been an exercise of ineptitude—now a hallmark of western
diplomacy—ever since.
So why is Ukraine so important to all the powers?
First, it’s the soil. The earth
on the steppes of Russia is jet black,
rich and fertile, the breadbasket for
the Russian Federation and 25% of
the world’s grain exports. Second,
there’s the oil, which is why Hitler
invaded Russia in the first place
in World War II and mercifully
got stuck in fighting a war on two
fronts, which ended up destroying a major part of his army. The
oil reserves on the steppes made
Russian industry under the Soviets possible from 1917 on. Third,
there’s the technical revolution
based in and around Kiev. It’s in its
infancy, which is why Ukraine was
looking west for investment.
President Putin wasn’t going to tolerate the Ukraine moving
away from the Russian orbit.
Matters became more complicated; the Crimean parliament decided on Friday, March 7, that a referendum on March 17 would decide
the matter. President Obama—acting on really bad advice—immediately came out and denounced the
referendum in Crimea as illegal.
Well, now when you think about
that, the President just uttered a
position he couldn’t back up, unless
he sends one of our battle carrier
groups through the Bosporus into
the Black Sea, and that would be a
war. Boom!
So at time of writing, new
Ukrainian President Oleksandr
Turchynov, feted by President
Obama at the White House in early
March (in order to give him a look
of authenticity as a newly appointed head of state) and the Ukrainian
parliament have not recognized the
referendum’s outcome and have
placed the Ukrainian army, such as
it is, on alert. The crisis continues
and is picking up steam.
Not letting any grass grow
under his feet, on March 21 President Putin signed into law bills
passed by the Duma—the Russian
Parliament—annexing Crimea into
the Russian Federation. Moscow
came alive with fireworks, and Mr.

Putin’s popularity in Russia hit
76%. Further, Russian troop movements on the southern and eastern
borders of the Ukraine officially
termed as “military exercises” may
signal further actions to come.
The current political narrative—the need to do something
The critics of President
Obama are becoming shrill as the
midterm election tub-thumping
heats up. Look for any excuse and
the President is to blame. Given
the opportunity, Senators John McCain (R-AZ) and Lindsay Graham
(D-NC) were quickly to denounce
Mr. Obama as being weak on the
Ukraine furor and blamed him for
the failure of Geneva2 conference
on Syria. They argue that we are
no longer preeminent as a world
power and our designated enemies
are taking advantage of what appears as our intransigence to act in
crises.
It’s an argument which is hitting home. The latest NBC/WSJ
poll has the president at 41% in
popularity, 41% at handling foreign
policy, and 41% at handling the
economy. Republicans are faring
worse and the Congressional leadership gets the bare double-digits
in approval, but Mr. Obama gets
the hits.
People want Washington to
function and govern the country,
and they are not seeing it. The
gridlock battles between the President and the Congress never ends,
as voters see it. They are going to
punish at the November midterms
those they see as responsible for
wasting time.
The Sunday talk show pundits are forecasting that if the President isn’t seen doing all he can to
make Washington work and make
the economy better, Democrats
will not regain the House of Representatives and will probably lose
control of the Senate.
There’s still a lot of water to
flow under that particular bridge
and Democratic pundits are saying just that. The national political
narrative is being influence by what
happened in last Tuesday’s Florida
election, where Republican David
Jolly beat out Democrat Alex Sink in
the first Congressional test of 2014.
Much was made of the fact
that money in Mr. Jolly’s campaign
came, in the main, from the Charles
and David Koch (pronounced
‘Coke’) political action fund. Democrats charge that the Koch brothers bought the election by flooding
the airwaves with anti-Obamacare
ads. Mr. Jolly won the election by
about 3,500 votes, getting 48.5%
to Mr. Sink’s 47%. No question the
ads had some effect.
Negative campaigns in a time
of uncertainty are very effective,

As You Go About Your Day, Please Remember . . .
The Ripples You Create Today

Support

Crestone Youth Plaza
By Shopping At The

CYP THRIFT STORE
Bring About the Changes for Tomorrow

On the corner of Alder & Galena
(719) 256-5500

The good, the bad & the ugly
—Movie recommendations
by Ish
1/ Vatel: This delightful star-studded (Gerard Depardieu, Uma Thurman, Tim Roth, et al) period piece involves an upcoming visit of Louis XIV which could mean
political and financial rewards for this poor prince. He
entrusts his meticulous and versatile steward, Vatel
(Gerard) to plan 3 days of festivities for the King’s visit.

(HHHH)
2/ The Thieves: If you’re into action films this one revs it up way
high as two teams of Korean and Chinese professional thieves work together on a caper of stealing a $20 million dollar diamond from an impenetrable casino vault in Macao. (HHHH)
3/ Tous les Matins du Monde (All the Mornings of the World):
This is a film of the love of music. A gifted viola de gamba player who
is overcome by grief from his wife’s untimely death moves into a small
house in his garden to keep himself and his two daughters safe from the
outside world. Their solitude is broken when a promising young musician comes asking to become his student. (HHH 1/2)
4/ Kiss Me (Kuss Mig): A young woman travels to the Swedish
countryside to attend the engagement party of her estranged father
while she is still celebrating her own recent engagement. Upon meeting
her stepsister-to-be sparks ignite as she finds herself unexpectedly falling in love. (HHHH)
5/ Bloodworth: This all star-cast of Val Kilmer, Kris Kristofferson,
Hilary Duff et al enriches this romantic drama. E.F. Bloodworth, a poor
aging musician, returns to his Tennessee hometown after abandoning
his family some 20 years earlier, finding their lives spiraled into a troubled mess. (HHH)
but will this be so in November?
There’s no telling yet. But I agree
with Chris Mathews of MSNBC’s
Hardball that Dems have got to
come up with something better
than blaming the Koch brothers for
the ill-wind that pervades this electoral season. That means coming
up with a constant narrative that
hits back and makes voters proud
to vote Democrat and fires them
up to come out in November. Right
now, the message isn’t there.
There’s no question that the
current political environment in
DC sucks. If you listen to the Republicans’ Tea Party drumbeaters
on Fox News, President Obama
just can’t do anything right. The
hate fest that continually beats
24/7 is unrelenting. In one breath
the President is a socialist dictator,
usurping the power of the Congress
and in the next he’s weak, ineffectual and wears mom jeans (according to Sarah Palin) instead of a suit
when he talks to world leaders on
weekends.
It’s not news that Fox is no
longer trying to be an objective
news channel, but the media narrative is being heavily influenced
by the noise coming from the cable
channel. True, MSNBC counters
with generally center to centerleft proponents, excluding Joe
Yarborough—Morning Joe—in the
mornings, but it doesn’t have the
audience numbers that Fox has,
to counter and influence the narrative. What doesn’t help is that the
mainstream networks are taking
their leads from cable networks.
So expect it to be a rough
seven months and be prepared for
negative ads and robo-calls.
Affordable Health Care
Act/Obamacare numbers
April 1 is the deadline for
whether Obamacare can be considered a going concern. As of March
17, the AHA has reached 72.7% or
84.8% of its goal with 91.8% of the
time elapsed to reach the target of
6 million—down from the original
target of 7 million signups—as re-

vised by the Congressional Budget
Office in February. Secretary of
Health and Human Services Kathleen Sibelius is reporting that the
number may be short but not by
much.
As of March 18, the figure was
5 million signed up, so it requires
another million by April 1.
The total number of folks who
had signed up for the health plans
breaks down this way:
Of those who signed up for
the Private (QHP) the figure is
4.58-5.66 million; Medicaid/CHIP
signups are 4.40-6.12 million; and
Sub26ers 3.10 million. The grand
total as of March 17, 2014 is 12.114.9 million.
CPAC conference
Kentucky Senator Rand Paul
garnered 31% of the vote in the
Conservative Political Action Conference March 14; New Jersey Governor Chris Christie placed fourth
in the CPAC poll, finishing behind
Paul, Texas Senator Ted Cruz and
Dr. Ben Carson.
Other than the inflammatory
speeches and general Democrat
bashing, the conference is a Tea
Party love fest where even moderate Republicans—when they are
invited—say stupid things that
come back to haunt them in their
campaigns for re-election. So does
it mean anything?
Senator Paul went on to win
the New Hampshire straw poll Saturday, March 15, at the Northeast
Republican Leadership Conference. Mr. Paul tallied 14.7% of the
vote this round, edging out Chris
Christie, who received 12.9% of the
vote.
Aside from straw polls, how
does CPAC play out? It gives pundits narrative on Sunday talk
shows and people like Senator
Ted Cruz another forum to air his
McCarthyist views—such as they
are—for a time, then it goes away.
Maybe next year it may mean
more. Unlikely, but then stranger
things have happened.
And the beat goes on.
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Tax lawsuit
continued from page 1
Administrator for the State
Board of Equalization, “Cherice
Kjosness was designated the supervisor of the reappraisal and Curtis
Belcher was the assigned manager
of field operations. Saguache County Assessor, Jacqueline Stephens,
worked closely with Mr. Belcher to
identify new building permits. Pete
Magee of Integrated Land Services
was contracted by the county to provide GIS support services to identify
improvements on currently designated vacant land parcels.”
The County Assessor’s office
has been hampered for some time by
internet problems, database incompatibility with state systems, and
lack of adequate assessment staff.
These factors were all mitigated by
the additional county and state staff
and equipment upgrades, and handheld electronic devices that the state
provided.
However, some residents feel
that the state dominated the reassessment process and mandated
property values that were outside of
the normal range, and especially in
the town of Crestone. Many feel that
the mandate to do mass appraisals
came from the state, and should not
have been used in Saguache County,
and especially in a small town like
Crestone, as there are too few annual sales to set a pattern for property
prices.
Valuations are done by different methods, including comparing
the sales within a class of properties, then making adjustments for
certain factors related to those sales,
such as access and utilities, and then
setting a value to the property. This
is what is known as using comparables to set values. Generally, comparables are sought from the last two
years’ sales, but can be extended
for a greater period of time. Certain
types of sales are not considered
when determining values, such as
transactions between family members, which are judged to be biased
in favor of the buyer.
In the case of the town of Crestone, there were insufficient sales
in the last two years to set a pattern,
according to state personnel. According to the documents filed in the
case, “Mike Kerrigan was assigned
the collection of data, analysis and
valuation of omitted properties. Mr.
Kerrigan identified six sales in Crestone, three residential and three
commercial, which he believed indicated undervaluation of properties
in Crestone. He made recommendations to the assessor regarding these
lots, and the assessor applied these
recommendations to valuations of
properties in Crestone. The Division
of Property Taxation instructed the
Assessor as to the values that would
be applied to the properties.” Many
local residents argue that Kerrigan
erred in discarding sales that indicated lower values and choosing
only those sales that were the highest. In addition, plaintiffs argued
that there were not enough sales in
the town to set a pattern that would
allow for an accurate determination
of value using the mass valuation
techniques. According to the state,
at least six sales in any class in any
two-year period are needed to set a
pattern. Many property owners felt
that the comparables for their prop-

erties listed by the assessor’s office
did not apply, while other sales were
excluded.
In addition, according to the
case, all residential lots had their
values raised 370%, while commercial properties were raised 1058%
to 2116%. What this means for individual owners is a dramatic increase
in taxes.
According to commissioners,
however, the Board of Equalization
looked closely at all property sales
before coming to their conclusions.
They lowered the taxes to the lowest figures possible within the range
that was allowed by the State Board
of Equalization, and noted that Crestone has had a very volatile real estate market for the last few years.
According to the case, from
C.R.S. 39-1-103(5)(a), “Despite any
orders of the state board of equalization, no assessor shall arbitrarily increase the valuations for assessment
of all parcels represented within the
abstract of a county . . . by a common
multiple in response to the order of
said board . . . such changes shall
be made only upon individual valuations of each and every parcel, using each of the approaches specified
in this paragraph, (Cost Approach,
Income Approach, and Market Approach) if applicable . . .”.
According to County Attorney,
Ben Gibbons, however, according to
the Board of Equalization statute,
assessments can’t be done on an
individual basis, although the BOE
can change the assessment on a
class or a sub-class.
According to the Eye on the
County, “The Saguache County Commissioners/Board of Equalization
(BOE), Assessor and CO Division of
Taxation have been engaged in settlement of an appeal of re-appraisal
assessments by Crestone residents
Steven P. McDowell, Elaine T. Johnson, MJ Investments, LLC, William
Henry Folk, II and Julie E. Folk, Patricia Zinn, the Estate of Robert E.
Sisemore (Deceased) and Eileen P.
Sisemore, Lisa Cyriaks and Curtis
English. Those assessments were
made in a joint re-appraisal process
required by the State, and completed
by State and County workers. Some
of the resulting figures were reduced
in rounds of review by the Assessor and CBOE. Dis-satisfied with
the process and resulting numbers,
property owners have the options of
seeking arbitration, appealing to the
State Board of Assessment Appeals,
or through the local courts. The appellants chose the latter.
“The trial was scheduled in
early March to resolve the appeal
as soon as possible. One of the witnesses endorsed by the County, a
representative of the State, submitted his report late. His report and
testimony as an expert was excluded
by the Court, not because of the lateness of the report, but on the Court’s
determination that ‘the intended
testimony would be an usurpation
of the court function as regards the
applicable legal standards’. There
were several representatives of the
County, and State, endorsed by the
County who were ready to share
their knowledge and experience of
the situation if called upon.
“Just days before that hearing, Durango attorney Jeffrey Robbins, representing the appellants,
proposed a settlement instead, presenting figures his clients felt to be
acceptable. The State Division of
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Property Taxation has since indicated acceptance of same. The final adjustments result in total tax
abatements of $8,957.55, across
the 17 parcels involved in the appeal, of which the County portion is
$1,832.17.”
According to Elaine Johnson,
“The property owners obtained the
expert appraisal services of Don
Root who provided a detailed expert
report regarding the residential values. He opined that, due to the insufficient number of sales within the
town of Crestone, that sales from
Baca Chalet I should also be utilized.
He explained that in conducting valuations, one must locate comparable
sales in an area and then take into
account differences in size, zoning,
and other characteristics including,
but not limited to, whether water
and sewer tap fees have been paid.
Mr. Root provided specific lot values
for each lot at issue, which values
ranged from $910 to $3,637 based
upon the specific characteristics of
each parcel. The County accepted
these values in the settlement with
the property owners.
“In regard to commercial lot
values, due to the lack of comparable sales in Crestone, the property
owners provided significant data regarding the character and values of
the commercial properties throughout Saguache County and specifically of the values of commercial lots in
the towns of Saguache and Center.
The property owners submitted that
the values of their commercial lots
ranged from $3,125 to $12,500. The
County accepted these values in the
settlement with the property owners.
“In regard to the Baca subdivision property, the property owners
alleged the values for certain consolidated lots in the Mobile Home
Estates and certain lots in the Baca

which contained a bed and breakfast
failed to comply with Colorado law.
In particular, the property owners
asserted that there was discrimination due to a lack of uniformity and
that the assessments were more favorable to one taxpayer than to another when the properties were the
same or similar. The County accepted the positions of the property owners in regard to their properties and
revalued and reclassified the properties consistent with the opinions of
the owners.”
According to Commissioner
Joseph, however, “it was really
the State that accepted and Assessor and Board of Equalization and
Board of County Commissioners
were certainly agreeable, if the appellants and State arrived at figures
they would both accept.”
As part of the settlement agreement, the two main issues raised by
the appeal, the question of whether
the state can value and assess county properties, and whether the mass
valuation of property is appropriate
for small towns such as Crestone,
ended up not being addressed. Johnson says, “Several property owners
intend to pursue the issue of why
the Division of Property Taxation
usurped the Constitutional mandate which provides that only the
Saguache County Assessor can value and assess properties within Saguache County.”
According to the county, “Saguache County Board of Equalizations/County Commissioners and
County Assessor are pleased with
an ultimate solution agreeable to
those parties, and completed the
Settlement accordingly. How these
adjustments relate to other parcels
in the area will be reviewed. Property Values are assessed every 2 years,
and will be assessed again in 2015.”

Property owners have last chance
to seek tax relief
by Elaine Johnson and Lisa Cyriacks
Colorado law provides an abatement process to correct taxes that have
been levied erroneously or illegally due to an erroneous valuation for assessment, irregularity in levying, clerical error, or overvaluation. If the property
value was protested for the year(s) in question and a Notice of Determination was issued, no abatement can be made on the grounds of overvaluation.
Generally, in the calendar year 2014, an owner may request an abatement or refund for tax years 2012 and 2013. However, there may be an
exception for prior years for those property owners who received retroactive increases in valuation through a Special Notice of Valuation. Special
Notices of Valuation for 2011 and 2012 were sent to many Saguache County
property owners who had previously omitted improvements on their land.
To file for an abatement or refund of taxes, the owner must complete
Section 1 of the “Petition for Abatement or Refund of Taxes”. Forms for
abatement are available at www.colorado.gov/cs/Satellite/DOLA-Main/
CBON/1251590806926
In abatement for tax years 2013 and 2014, if the market approach is
being used to determine value, the comparable sales from January 1, 2011
through June 30, 2012 are used. This period can be extended prior to this
period to obtain a sufficient number of sales.
Abatement petitions are submitted to the county assessor’s office.
While not required, it is prudent to also submit a copy to the county commissioners. The assessor will review the petition and recommend approval or
denial to the commissioners. The commissioners may authorize the assessor to approve petitions for abatement or refund for $10,000 or less in taxes
if the owner and the assessor are in agreement. If there is no agreement
between the owner and assessor, the owner must be given the opportunity
to present information to the county commissioners. A petition must be approved or denied within six months of the date of the filing. If the owner is
not satisfied with the commissioners’ decision, the decision may be appealed
to the Colorado State Board of Appeals.
As with an original protest to the County assessor, it is critical that
each step in the abatement process be carefully followed or the owner will
be forever prohibited from objecting to the valuation and assessment of
his property. As with any legal matter, if an owner has questions about his
rights or duties, consultation with an attorney is highly recommended.
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Cordwood masonry:
A green building
opportunity
by Kelly Hart
I have often admired the natural beauty of cordwood masonry
construction, with its display of log
ends stacked in random patterns
visible on either side of the wall.
It also appeals to my sense of appropriate technology for building
in our region. So when I thought
about how I might make some walls
to enclose a pantry I was building
on my homestead, my mind soon
focused on cordwood.
The pantry itself is mostly
underground, and for this portion

posting advice by cordwood guru
Rob Roy on my website, www.
greenhomebuilding.com, so I knew
what the basics were. The walls are
built upon a raised foundation that
is wide enough to support the total
width of the wall, which is usually
between one and two feet. I cut my
cordwood into 15 inch lengths to fit
perfectly on the earthbag foundation.
The best wood to use for cordwood masonry is soft, lightweight,
dry and without bark. The softer
the wood, the better the insulation
value and the less shrinkage or expansion can be expected. I made
several trips into Forest Service
land west of Saguache to collect
wood with a firewood permit, looking for dead aspen or pine. Then I
realized I could easily find dead cottonwood right here in the Crestone
area. Not only is the cottonwood
extremely light, but the rounds are
often huge (which makes for faster
wall making) and the bark falls off
easily.
The process of assembling the
wall is fairly simple. You first lay
down two strips of mortar just a
few inches thick on the outer sides
This is how two glass blocks were used
of the foundation and then start
to create daylight sources for the pantry.
laying the cut
logs across them.
This leaves a
void in the middle that is filled
with a mixture
of sawdust and
lime for insulation. As the wall
goes up you use
a pointing tool,
like a bent table
knife, to smooth
out the mortar
and press it into
the wall a bit so
that the wood
rounds
stand
proud.
Keep
dong this and
pretty soon you
have a complete
wall!
In order to
With both mortar and insulation in place it is time to start placing more cordwood pieces.
keep the mortar
from drying out
too soon, damp sawdust is mixed
I used earthbags filled with our nawith the standard cement/lime/
tive sand; the earthbag walls were
sand mortar mix. This is done in
inclined outward for stability. But
a ratio of approximately 9 parts
since I wanted to be able to walk
masonry sand, 3 parts soaked softinto the pantry from ground level,
wood sawdust (passed through a
there would be three walls that exhalf-inch screen), 3 parts lime (hytend above ground, and these walls
drated, Type “S” or builder’s lime)
needed to provide good insulation
and 2 parts Portland cement. Add
to keep the pantry from freezing. I
enough water to make a fairly stiff
had never tried my hand at cordmix that will support the wood
wood construction before, so this
without too much slumping. You
seemed like a good opportunity to
can expect the dry cordwood to ablearn something new.
sorb some of the moisture, so the
For over a decade I have been

The first course of cordwood has been laid down on the mortared earthbag foundation.
The wood in the background is stacked and waiting to be used.

damp sawdust is important to balance this tendency. A more sustainable mortar can be made with cob
(sand, clay and chopped straw), but
this may not be quite as durable.

interlocked with the cordwood that
crosses the wall in the ordinary
pattern.
One of the beauties of cordwood masonry construction is that

Two rows of mortar are ready to receive more cordwood, but first the sawdust/lime
insulation needs to be poured into place.

The cordwood wall is rising to meet the roof of the pantry.

Cordwood can be laid between
supporting vertical posts as an infill (as I did with my pantry), or it
is possible to make cordwood corners with the just the short pieces
of cordwood. This is done by laying alternate sections of cordwood
transversely in a brick-like pattern
to create a corner column that gets

once the wall is laid up no further
treatment is necessary. You don’t
need to plaster it or even coat the
wood with a sealer. It is advised
that the end grain of the logs be
left breathable to hasten drying out
if moisture should enter the wall.
This is a rather maintenance free
continued on page B-17
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Astrologically Speaking
. . . with Ananur

(mountain time zone calculated)
Mercury is not retrograde, and
with the Sun in Aries we are in forward motion. The forward motion
will be rocky and filled with unexpected conflicts. This is the month
to amp up your spiritual practice to
maintain inner peace. There will be
a lunar eclipse (Full Moon) on April
15 and a solar eclipse (New Moon)
on April 29.
April 1 the Sun and Uranus
are in a challenging aspect to Jupiter. If you’re involved in some sort
of financial speculation, be careful.
This aspect suggests problems.
This is not a good day for
making important decisions regarding your finances. Mars is in
an awkward aspect with Neptune
reminding you to pay attention.
Don’t space out. Get rest if you
need it. Don’t push yourself to do
more than you can. Venus is awkwardly aspecting Jupiter which is
about fundraising, having fun, celebrating, yet can be problematic
for your physical body if you overindulge. Mercury is in a challenging aspect with Mars which speeds
up the nervous system making you
outspoken. Think before speaking!
April 1-3 the Sun is in a
challenging aspect with Pluto and
Uranus setting off rebellion and
upheaval. Those in power who rule
without respect for the people will
be challenged. Those in power will
be reminded that they represent
us.
April 2 Venus is in a challenging aspect to both Uranus and
Pluto. Relationships are being tested and those that are shaky will
probably not have longevity. This
aspect usually brings out jealousy.
April 5 Venus enters romantic, artistic, idealistic Pisces and
remains here until May 3. Piscean
born individuals will be happy
to know that this is an incredibly
creative time for them. We’re all invited during this phase to open to
ourselves to thinking of what others need, and how we can be more
helpful.
April 6-8 the Sun in Aries is
now opposite Mars in Libra. Whoa.
Slow down. This is a time when anger bursts forth and patience is just
about non-existent.
April 8-30 Jupiter in Cancer
is in a harsh aspect to Uranus and
Pluto. The economy is having bigger problems which had not been
anticipated.
April 9-11 Venus is conjunct
Neptune in Pisces. This is an ideal
time for a spiritual retreat where
music and sacred sound is experienced. Eben Alexander, who
wrote, Proof of Heaven, about his
near death experience mentions in
his book the importance of sacred
sounds, of which he was very aware
during his near death experience.
April 10-11 Mercury is aspecting Saturn and Neptune. Focused study through thoughtful
ritual to enhance your spiritual inner connection is what is called for
with these aspects. The Sun is in

an awkward aspect with Neptune
which can bring about misunderstandings and low physical energy.
Get some rest if you need it.
April 12-14 there will be
more uprisings and upheaval due
to aspects from Mercury to Jupiter,
Uranus and Pluto. Actually Mercury is conjunct Uranus making this
mixture of aspects very intense.
The desire for change is felt globally. People seem to be more outspoken with visions of what needs
to happen for future correction of
an imbalance in power and wealth.
Once again where there are dictators there will be problems. Those
living under a dictator are going
to be taking action. This has been
a theme for the last 3 years with
Uranus and Pluto in aspect to each
other, since 2011.
April 14-25 Mars is now in a
difficult aspect to Jupiter, Uranus
and Pluto.
This is a very challenging
time for all of us. Many are angry.
Try not to get caught up in the anger; it will only add to it. Changes
will come from this time period.
April 14-16 the Lunar Eclipse
(Full Moon) is being felt and your
mood could be shaky and unstable.
Mercury in Aries is in an “opposition aspect,” to Mars, which is always about arguments and conflict.
Speaking out and not really listening to others is part of the problem. Not even being willing to hear
the other does not help. Mediation
would be ideal. Minds are quickened and words come out too fast
which can cause even more trouble.
April 15 the Lunar Eclipse
(Full Moon) takes places in Mountain Time zone at precisely 1:43am
at the same time that there is a
grand cross going on. A grand cross
is 4 planets (or more) in challenging aspects to each other, which at
this time includes: Mercury, Jupiter, Mars and Uranus. There’s
more conflict to be dealt with. What
is called for is deep inner peace in
order to see clearly and know that
out of all the chaos will come the
birthing of something new and
better. This is when meditation is
most helpful.
April 15-18 Venus is now
making some very fine aspects to
Jupiter, Uranus and Pluto. Taking
action because love is motivating

you is what feels correct to you. It’s
helpful to know that these fine aspects are taking place at the same
time as the Lunar Eclipse (Full
Moon). There’s hope for a positive
outcome.
April 18 is one of those days
that you would do better by just
turning over and going back to
sleep. Mercury is awkwardly aspecting Saturn and Neptune, suggesting that criticism and a serious
outlook aid in creating a downward
spiral mentally. Also Venus is awkwardly aspecting Mars, making it
hard to compromise or give a little
bit more in the name of harmony.
Resentment will make you stubborn and defensive.
April 19 today is the day that
the Sun will leave Aries and enter
into earthy Taurus at 9:56pm. Following through on projects that you
started while the Sun was in Aries
is what works. Taurus is so good
at being steadfast and persistent
with making sure the good ideas
that were launched remain alive
and well. During this time it’s helpful to honor your receptive side.
While the Sun was in Aries (March
20-April 19) the natural urge was
to be more assertive and gregarious. Now that has shifted and it’s
healthy to pay attention to your
surrounding and use your 5 senses
to increase your personal awareness. The Sun remains in Taurus
until it enters Gemini on the 20th.
April 25-27 there are spiritual blessings released cosmically
because the Sun is now in a positive aspect with Neptune. Praying
and meditating on world peace and
peace within each one of us is what
is called for. Music that uplifts you
will be attracting you.
April 27-30 Mercury is in
positive aspects to Jupiter, Uranus
and Pluto. This aspect is somehow
going to bring about helpful ideas
to heal the wounds of the conflicts
we’ve been dealing with this month.
Read and search for the innovative
individuals who are stepping up to
the plate and making the difference. It could be you, maybe it is.
April 28 here we go with one
more aspect (this month) suggesting tension due to impatience and
inability to really listen to what
is being said. Try your best not
to blurt out thoughts which come
from emotional wounds within
you. It may seem like you’re speaking from your principles but when
boiled down it really has to do with
your own old emotional wounds.
Observe your thoughts and think
about it. The world is a kind of mirror reflecting this back to us. All of
this is due to Mercury in a difficult
aspect with Mars, increasing impa-

tience and anger.
April 29 is the Solar Eclipse
(New Moon) at 12:14am MT with
the Sun and Moon at 8° of Taurus, also nicely aspecting Jupiter
in Cancer and Neptune in Pisces.
Here is an indicator that we are
moving into a healing phase after
having gone through so much turmoil and instability this month.
It’s time to calm down and be open
to noticing what is transpiring. It
may be better than you thought
possible.
April 30-May 3 the Sun will
be in a favorable aspect to Pluto.
This aspect when it takes place always offers the potential for transformation and regeneration. Your
life can change and become better,
much better! The last time it took
place was August 28-September 3,
2013 and the next time will be September 1-6, 2014.
Ananur Forma lived in Crestone from 1996-2003 and now lives
on the rocky coast of Rockland Maine,
just 4 hours north of Boston. Ananur can be reached at 207-594-2565
www.AstrologyWithAnanur.com
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by Kim Malville
What’s happening in the
skies this month?
April 3: The crescent moon
passes through the Hyades star
cluster, slightly above and to the
right of bright red Aldebaran (the
bloodshot eye of Taurus, the Bull).
The leading edge of the moon will
be dark and will occult (hide) several of the medium-bright stars in
the cluster beginning soon after
sunset. Binoculars will add to the
enjoyment.
April 6: The half-moon will
be close to Jupiter.
April 8: Mars is in opposition to the sun, rising at sunset,
setting at sunrise, due south at
midnight.
April 14/15: Total eclipse
of the moon. The partial eclipse
begins when the moon first
moves into the earth’s shadow

apart by cosmic inflation.
The cosmic background radiation
completely surrounds us, and it
is as close as we can come to the
beginning of our universe, using
light as a probe. An impenetrable
barrier lies at a distance of 13.8
billion light years. It is known as
the photosphere of the universe,
since it is sort of like the photosphere of the sun. It is the face of
the primordial fireball of creation
when time and space were only
380,000 years old. Beyond that
barrier the universe is too dense
for light waves to penetrate.
Gravity interacts with matter much more weakly than light,
and now it appears we have received a message via gravity
waves that originated when the
universe was roughly a trillionth
of a trillionth of a trillionth of a

South Pole Telescope.

at 11:58pm, local time. The total
eclipse begins at 1:07am when the
moon is fully in the earth’s shadow, completely shielded from the
sun. Totality lasts until 1:46am.
Don’t miss it!
April 27: Solar eclipse visible in the Antarctic.
Biggest discovery in decades: Gravity waves in the
early universe
On March 17 the newspapers
and TV stations announced the
discovery of the influence of gravity waves on the early universe.
This is a discovery that may rank
with the discovery of dark energy or background radiation of
the universe, and, if confirmed,
should result in a Nobel Prize.
I shall try to explain these
new findings because they have
such amazing philosophical and
even theological implications.
These are difficult ideas, and I
hope I can succeed. Basically the
news that lit up switchboards
around the world was that a team
of astronomers led by John M. Kovac of the Harvard-Smithsonian
Center for Astrophysics detected
ripples in the cosmic background
radiation. Those ripples were
produced by gravitational waves
when the universe was first torn

second old.
These results were obtained
by the telescope known as BICEP2 (Background Imaging of
Cosmic Extragalactic Polarization) at the South Pole. BICEP
is the building-mounted dish on
the left in the figure. Gravity
waves squeeze space in one direction and stretch it in another and
twist the direction of polarization
of the microwave radiation. As a
result a map of the polarization
of the fireball shows little arrows
going in spirals as is shown in the
insert. Polarization of light refers
to the direction of vibration of
light waves, and we all experience
its effects when wearing polarized
sunglasses.
The history of the universe showing the episode of
inflation (NSF: BICEP2 team)
Gravity waves require moving huge amounts of matter to
start the vibrations in space. That
apparently happened during the
really mysterious period of cosmic
inflation, which is the neck of the
cosmic bottle in the figure which
is not drawn to scale. The universe increased in size by a trillion trillion at that time, expanding faster than the speed of light.
Why was the theory of infla-

History of the Universe.

tion proposed in the first place?
When an astronomer photographs
a galaxy at a distance of ten billion light years, it appears as it
was ten billion years ago. If the
astronomer turns to photograph
a galaxy ten billion light years
away in the opposite direction,
he would be seeing two galaxies separated from each other by
twenty billion light years. This
means that the light from the first
has not yet reached the second,
because the 13.8 billion-year-old
universe is not old enough to allow information to pass from one
such galaxy to the other. As we
understand physics now, no information inside our universe
can travel faster than the speed
of light. In other words, there are
regions of the universe that are
visible to us, but are invisible to
each other!
Since these two galaxies
separated by 20 billion light years
cannot have shared information with each other, one would
expect that their physical properties would be different. More
generally, the universe should
have varying properties in different areas. However, the universe
is strangely uniform. The cosmic
microwave background radiation,
which fills the universe, is almost
precisely the same temperature
everywhere in the sky, about
2.728 +/- 0.004 degrees above absolute zero. This bizarre uniform-

ity presents a serious scientific
and philosophical dilemma: if the
universe had started with even
slightly different temperatures in
different areas, then there would
be no ordinary way it could have
evened itself out to a common
temperature.
The theory of cosmic inflation postulates that during an incredibly short period of time our
universe increased in size by an
enormous factor, from an infinitesimally small speck to the size
of a grapefruit. Before inflation
the universe was small enough
to be thoroughly interconnected
and temperature would have been
evened out. Inflation suddenly expanded the universe, locking in
the uniformity over today’s large
distances. That incredibly powerful expansion produced those
gravity waves that produced the
wrinkles in the ancient face of the
primordial fireball.
One absolutely stunning
conclusion of this theory is that
while our own universe has settled down to today’s comfortable
expansion, the rest of the cosmos
will continue blowing bubbles of
other universes. Creation events
should continue forever in the
vastness of the super-universe
out of which we emerged 13.8 billion years ago. One cannot imagine what wonders these other universes must contain.
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State Engineer Groundwater Rules Committee March meeting report:
Snow pack, wells, sustainability & water rights key subjects
by Bea Ferrigno
The Advisory Committee to
the State Engineer (aka Rules
Committee) that met in Alamosa on
March 12 opened with two reports
from Division 3 Engineer Craig
Cotten. First he discussed the anticipated water supply for the coming season: snowpack is better than
it was at this time in the past three
years, but still below average.
Next Cotten provided details
of how the current well policy, which
will be incorporated in the pending
rules and regulations, is to be enforced this season. There are some
6,000 regulated wells in the valley; of those, about 4,000 to 4,500
are high-capacity wells. Each year
about 100 violations occur, typically because of over-pumping, meters
not working properly, broken meter
locks, or expansion of use. When a
violation is discovered, owners and
operators first receive a letter from
the Division Engineer; in the case
of minor violations such as a broken lock, 10 days are allowed for
the repair or the well will be inactivated. For more serious violations,
the letter is followed by a cease and
desist order. Because the Division
of Water Resources (DWR) cannot
issue tickets nor collect fines, if the
well still doesn’t come into compliance, assistance is requested from
the Attorney General and an injunction is filed in water court.
Court-ordered fines can be as much
as $500 a day plus court costs, fees,
punitive sanctions and jail; the
fees and fines go to the attorneys
and water court, not to the DWR.
When violations damage another’s
water right, the injured party can
seek triple damages in water court.
After an introduction by State
Engineer Dick Wolfe to the statutes
establishing his authority, the discussion turned to the Statement of
Basis and Purpose, a “critical document that goes to the court with the
rules.” The statement “discusses
the history of water development
in the San Luis Valley, the State
Engineer’s authority to enact rules
which administer ground water, . . .
the need for the Rules and the pub-

lic process for developing them, and
summarizes how they will be implemented.” The statement candidly
mentions the “convoluted history
of water development and administration in the San Luis Valley” and
notes that “efforts to conjunctively
administer the use of ground and
surface water” began in 1969 with
passage of the Water Right Determination and Administration Act.
The March 7 draft of the statement
can be found at http://water.state.
co.us/SurfaceWater/RulemakingAndAdvising/SLVAC/Pages/
SLVNews.aspx. Wolfe discussed a
number of questions that had been
raised at the previous meeting and
then invited LeRoy Salazar of the
Solutions Subcommittee to address
the group.
Salazar is an engineer and 5th
generation farmer who cultivates
the family homestead in Conejos
County and leased land in Costilla
County. He spoke of both concerns
and optimism: concerns about the
long drought, dry pastures, dropping
wells, fewer cattle being raised, surface water users unable to complete
a crop—concerns shared by many
in the valley. He encouraged the
audience to get beyond the blame
game, explaining that multiple influences—drought, the Rio Grande
Compact, wells and sprinklers—are
all parts of the problem—and that
there’s a need to focus on changes
that will keep the valley community
alive. Otherwise 100,000 to 200,000
acres could go out of production
with drastic effects on businesses
and employment.
In the light of pending rules
and regulations, Salazar sees sustainability and replacement of depletions as two over-arching issues
that must be addressed to maintain the predominantly agricultural economy of the valley. In terms of
sustainability, he suggests changes
to farming practices such as alternate crops that require less water.
For instance, most irrigated land is
planted in alfalfa, which takes 30”,
whereas barley requires only 20”
of water in a season. Conservation
crops take 6” to 8” and also provide

WOODMAN DESIGN
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pasture for cattle.
Replacement of depletions is
the more difficult issue, especially
when augmentation water is unavailable and reservoir storage is restricted. Forbearance agreements
could help, as could use of some
unproductive junior rights—holders of those rights could be paid to
add their water to the system. The
requirement that depletions be restored in time and place may need
to be exercised with some flexibility, particularly when parts of a riverbed are dry as water added upstream of a dry area is effectively
lost.
Still, Salazar approaches
these difficulties with increasing

optimism. He remarked that at
the outset of Solutions Subcommittee work a year ago, he thought
there was a 20% chance of success;
after consideration of both legal
and technical approaches, he’s up
to 60% and hopes to get to 80% by
the time rules and regulations are
in place.
An additional, possibly final,
meeting of the Rules Committee
is expected to be held later this
month. It is hoped that the modeling for Saguache and San Luis
Creeks will be completed beforehand. Scheduled meetings, and
minutes and presentations from
past ones, are posted at http://bit.
ly/1gCVwZO

Rio Grande Interbasin Roundtable
hears from climatologist, hydrologist
by Bea Ferrigno
The March 11 meeting of the Rio Grande Interbasin Roundtable
(RGRT) opened with Chairman Mike Gibson’s report on the current
membership. The roundtable, formed under guidelines established by
the Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB), has some 32 voting
members: seven appointed by counties, seven by municipalities, six
by water conservation districts, one by the legislature, and one by the
CWCB. In addition there are ten at-large members who represent areas
of interest such as recreation, the environment, agriculture, domestic
water users, industrial water users, and owners of water rights. At present there is an opening for a representative from Saguache County to
be appointed by the county commissioners.
State Climatologist Nolan Doesken presented a capsule history
of climate in Colorado and the San Luis Valley. Records have been kept
since the mid-1800s, with the first government weather station at Fort
Massachusetts (near Blanca) in 1855. Continuous records have been collected since 1889 at Colorado State University in Fort Collins. At the
highest elevation in the country, Colorado also has an interior location
far from oceans, with complex mountain topography and exposure to
intense solar radiation, so our weather presents extreme temperature
variations—as much as 50° both daily and seasonally.
Doesken also spoke about the Community Collaborative Rain, Hail,
and Snow Network (CoCoRaHS) which engages volunteers in backyard
weather monitoring. Begun in 1998 to improve weather reporting after
a very localized storm and flash flood killed several people and caused
$200 million in damage in Fort Collins, it is now an important national network. More weather watchers are needed in the San Luis Valley
where forecasts often lack accuracy because there are few observations
from the area. To learn more, visit www.cocorahs.org
Bureau of Reclamation hydrologist Dagmar Llewellyn, based in
Albuquerque, presented a report on the “Projected Impacts of Climate
Change on Water Resources in the Upper Rio Grande Basin.” Her research is part of the West-Wide Climate Risk Assessment and WaterSmart Basin Study programs conducted under the 2009 Federal Secure
Water Act. Briefly, ocean conditions are currently similar to those observed during the drought of the 1950s, but there is now more influence
from higher temperatures. The expectation for the upper Rio Grande
basin is that precipitation will be about the same while temperatures
will rise. That will result in less water in rivers and reservoirs due to
increases in both evapotranspiration and demands. The study projected
that inflows to Colorado and New Mexico could decrease 30% by the end
of the century and that, for New Mexico, the San Juan-Chama diversion
would be more reliable than the Rio Grande.
Rio Grande Roundtable meetings, open to the public, are held on
the second Tuesday of each month from 2-5pm at the offices of the Rio
Grande Water Conservancy District, 623 Fourth Street, Alamosa.
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Water Plan
continued from page 1

Water Conservation Board website,
“Within the next few decades, even
assuming aggressive conservation
and the completion of dozens of water projects currently being considered, the state could face a shortfall
that exceeds 500,000 acre feet annually. In a single year, we have experienced severe drought followed by
severe flooding. This climactic variability in our water supply emphasizes the need to strategically plan
for the future.” The Colorado Water
Plan draws upon eight years of dialogue and consensus-building among
water leaders from across the state.
Roundtables in each basin bring together leaders and the public to map
out their needs and water future, to
engage in facilitated discussions on
water issues, and to develop locallydriven, collaborative solutions.
At present the draft of the Rio
Grande Basin plan includes 14 goals,
each with measurable outcomes.
Some of the goals being discussed
in the plan’s steering committee and
subcommittees address issues such
as sustainability of the aquifers; watershed and ecosystem health; protection of the doctrine of prior appro-

priation and of vested water rights;
compliance with interstate compacts; rehabilitation or development
of infrastructure to supply long-term
water needs; sustaining the valley’s
agricultural economy; projects with
multiple benefits; promotion of adaptive, flexible, and responsive water
management; and preservation and
improvement of natural habitats,
wetlands, and riparian areas. The
plan, while still in development, is
fairly extensive; it can be read at
www.riograndewaterplan.com.
On April 16 Judy Lopez, educational liaison for the RGRT, will
be in Crestone to discuss the basin
plan with area residents. She is the
Program Director for the Rio Grande
Watershed Conservation and Education Initiative, an educational
non-profit located in Alamosa. She
has taught science and math at the
junior high and high school levels
and has received several teaching
awards, notably for her work with
students on long-term field-based
research projects and for water and
conservation education. She has
long been active in the valley with
various water organizations and as
a representative of the watersheds
and promoter of conservation. The
meeting will be held at the Crestone
Charter School beginning at 6 pm.
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WSB Recyclers—Local company steps up
Last July, the state of Colorado implemented a comprehensive landfill ban on all electronic
waste. The City of Alamosa realized the valley faced a difficult situation. With no local providers for
electronic recycling, the state mandate in Alamosa could result in the
dumping of this hazardous waste
stream in local fields, parks, and
city streets.
Alamosa wanted to do the responsible thing but they could not
find a recycler willing to service
such a remote region of the state.
Blue Star Recyclers offered a
unique solution: if a local business
was willing to take on electronic
recycling services, Blue Star Recyclers would support that business
by teaching its model and managing the downstream processing of
the material.
In scouting for a partner, Blue
Star Recyclers ended up at the
doors of WSB Computer Services, a
locally owned and operated IT support firm. WSB invested incredible
financial and staff resources towards the effort. To help with the
startup costs, the City of Alamosa
helped finance the costs associated
with learning the recycling model
and the state of Colorado awarded
WSB an RREO grant to build an
extension on their existing facility.
After just a few weeks of preparation, the new electronic recycling
program, WSB e-Recyclers, was
officially launched in October of
2012, a full nine months before the
landfill ban was set to take effect.
A year and a half later, WSB
e-Recyclers has produced remarkable results. Prior to the program’s
launch, virtually none of the electronic waste being generated in
the San Luis Valley was being recycled responsibly. To date, WSB
e-Recyclers has ethically recycled
over 160,000 lbs. of electronics.

Along the way, WSB has partnered
with multiple disability service
providers in creating vocational
opportunities for local residents
with cognitive disabilities through
the disassembly and sorting of the
collected equipment. Bill Morris
explained the magnitude of this
development, “Prior to WSB eRecyclers, there had not been one
person with a cognitive disability
placed in a job in Alamosa in five
years. By virtue of recycling electronics, WSB is helping to change
this dynamic. The more the recycling business grows, the more vocational opportunities will become
available.”
When a local company skipped
town abandoning a yard full of toxic computer monitors and televisions, WSB stepped up to help the
landlord in safely cleaning up the
site, absorbing most of the costs
associated with the effort. Jenine
Manesiotis of WSB summarized
this commitment to the community,
“We do business in the Valley; our
employees live in this community.
We care what happens to our local
environment and our friends and
neighbors., and WSB e-Recyclers
is one way we can do our part in
making the San Luis Valley a better place to live.”
This week, Blue Star Recyclers recognized WSB Computer
Services with its annual Blue Star
Award.
The WSB e-Recyclers program is open for walk-in customers
Monday through Friday, 7:30am5pm, at 21 Craft Drive, Alamosa,
CO 81101. The program also offers a pickup service on behalf of
area businesses for an additional
charge. For information regarding
recycling fees, pickup service, and
accepted items, please contact their
friendly staff at 719-589-8940

WRITE YOUR OWN DARN ARTICLE

Have friends take turns giving you words, without having seen the story. Write the
words in the spaces provided, then read the hilarious results aloud. Have fun!

Last Wednesday, in the _____________town of __________,
adjective

name of town

a __________crowd of residents convened at the community
adjective

__________________ to discuss the latest _______________
type of building

adjective

________________.
plural noun

The meeting, _____________ called to order by
adverb

______________, was to address the __________ community topics
person’s name

adjective

of _______________ ________________ and the current status of
plural noun

adjective

the _____________ _________________.
noun

adjective

The conversation was relatively ____________ until
adjective

___________ _________________ up and said _____________! At
person’s name

past tense verb

exclamation

that point, ________ people in the audience _______________ and
number

past tense verb

_____________ until the meeting was abruptly called off.
past tense verb

The moral of this story is to always ________ others as you
verb

would like to be ________________________ .
past tense verb
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Aventa Credit Union. . . In Your Interest

Do you have a financial topic you would like us to address, a question or comment? We value your input. Please send your
feedback to messages@aventa.com.

What to Consider When
Buying a Used Vehicle
Buying a used vehicle can be a smart choice financially, but may
take a little more research and legwork than when you buy a new
vehicle. When you purchase a new car, often the biggest concern
is the price; when you buy a used car there are additional considerations to keep in mind:
1. Conduct research before making the purchase. Browse the
local paper or visit websites such as Autotrader.com, Cars.com,
or Edmunds.com to find what comparable vehicles are worth.
Read Consumer Reports or check other review sites that will
help you understand the safety, durability, and reliability of the
vehicle. Once you narrow your search, check the estimated value
of the car by checking Kelley Blue Book (kbb.com) or Nada
Guides (nadaguides.com).
2. Look for obvious damage to the body of the vehicle and any
detailing that may have been done to cover up damage. Look for
tire wear; remove the oil dip stick and inspect the oil condition.
Check the interior of the vehicle as well.
3. Only purchase a vehicle if you can test drive it for at least 20
minutes. Keep on the lookout for noticeable vibrations, whether
the alignment may be off, worn brakes. Make sure the cruise
control works as well as all buttons and knobs in the car. Make
sure the car provides the comfort, power, and size you’re looking
for. Order a vehicle history report from carfax.com or autocheck.
com.
4. Make sure the final sale is contingent on expert inspection by
a reputable dealer with experience working on the type of
vehicle you’re considering. Another option is to hire a service
such as carchex.com where an inspector will inspect the car
curbside at the seller’s home or office.
5. Consider a certified pre-owned vehicle for warranty up to
100,000+ miles typically for $1,000 to $2,000 extra up front.
The lending professionals at Aventa Credit Union are eager to
help with your vehicle purchase whether you’re buying new or
used. Stop by or call Aventa today at 800.555.6665 to inquire
about the best rates around.

No Matter When You Need Us We’ll Be There
Are you traveling for Spring Break? Aventa offers convenient
access to your accounts wherever you go:
• Mobile Banking
• Online Banking
• Bill Pay
• 5,000 CO-OP Network® Shared Branch Locations
• 25,000 Free CO-OP Network® ATM Locations
For more information about our convenient products and
services, stop by our Crestone Branch or give us a call at
800.555.6665.

Move In to a Better Home Loan
And, for a limited time, receive
up to $1,000 off closing costs!

If you’ve been thinking
about purchasing a home
or refinancing your current home, why not turn to
Aventa Credit Union? At
Aventa Credit Union we
go the extra mile to ensure
you have access to everything you need in order to
make the process simple
and more affordable.
Plus Aventa offers:
• Competitive rates
• A wide variety of mortgage options
• A simplified loan process
• Fast approvals
Our friendly, knowledgeable staff is here to walk you through the
entire loan process. Simply contact our Mortgage Department at
800.555.6665 or at mortgages@aventa.com to get started.
But hurry! These extra savings won’t last forever.
Equal Housing Lender. Must be a member or qualify for membership to receive a loan.
This offer does not apply to Second Mortgage or HELOC Loans. Rates, terms and conditions depend on credit qualifications. Some restrictions apply. This offer may end at any
time. Federally Insured by NCUA.

Home Improvements On Your Mind?
Aventa Now Offers HELOCs!
Advantages of an Aventa HELOC
includes:
• Loan amounts up to $100,000
• Use for home improvements,
vacations, debt consolidation, or
large purchases
• Members can receive checks to
use as they wish
• Interest may be tax deductible*

Open a Home Equity Line of Credit (HELOC) from Aventa by
May 31, 2014, and we’ll give you a $50 Visa® Gift Card!
Apply today by calling 800.555.6665.
*Rates, terms and conditions depend on credit qualifications. Fees and Restrictions may
apply. Must be a member or qualify for membership to receive a loan. Consult a tax advisor
regarding the deductibility of interest and charges. Equal Housing Lender. Federally Insured
by NCUA.

aventa.com
800.555.6665
Center Colorado Springs Crestone
Pueblo Saguache
Federally Insured by NCUA
Equal Housing Lender
Membership Qualifications Apply
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Chaffee Home & Garden Show
happens April 12 & 13

Moffat Family
Health Center

Vendors display their wares at the Chaffe
County Home and Garden show.

Bigger and better! Those are
the two adjectives that keep popping up about this year’s Chaffee
Home & Garden Show, April 1213 at the Chaffee County Fairgrounds.
You will find a delightful
mix of favorite vendors returning
because they had such a great experience last year, and a bunch of
new companies here for the first
time. Some of those returning
are Always Unique Wood, Butala Construction, and Pinon Real
Estate, and some brand new are
Provost Landscape from Canyon
City, Renewable by Anderson
(windows) from Denver, and Salida Stove and Spa.

545 Moffat Way
in Moffat
Please call for current
days and hours of
operation.

719-256-4025

Exciting new food vendors
are Kalamata Pit Catering, Dawgin It, WhitewaterWraps, and
Italian Ices. Come out for a fun
day and have a picnic lunch!
Elderly and infirm will be
able to enter between the two
buildings.
Hours for the show are 9-5
Saturday and 11-4 Sunday. Go to
our website, chaffeehomeandgarden.com, for a list of our exhibitors, show layouts and more!
As always, any funds raised
by this event will be put back
into the community by the Salida
Sunrise Rotary as nonprofit donations and scholarships for ongoing school expenses.

EXPECT
THE
BEST

• Trees

• Organic vegetables

• Annuals

• Shrubs

• Unmatched Service

• Perennials

www.bradyswest.com • 7121 County Rd 107, Salida

Blue Water Alchemy
Ormus
Ormus is a superconductor. These elements resonate with the primal energy, the zero
point from which all life originates and which is a quantum potential of possibilities.
Ormus is one with this endless source of energy, which can be found in the air, the soil,
plants, stones and the sea.
Gardening in the San Luis Valley, with its
short season and sandy soils, requires
gardeners to use all the best tools available
to them to ensure a successful and
bountiful harvest.
Ormus should be one of those “can’t live
without” tools!
All crops beneﬁt from the addition of the
monatomics to one’s gardening arsenal.
Always dilute Ormus with water prior to
use.
Use at a concentration at 1% strength. One
gallon of Ormus added to 128 gallons of
water equals a 1% solution. The Ormus
water mixture can be used two to ﬁve times
per growing season here in the Valley.

Tomatoes Grown with Gaia’s
Harvest Ormus
Orbitally Rearranged Monatomic Elements or ORMEs originate in the Mineral
Kingdom, and are the foundation of ORMUS. These ORMEs are captured by the salt
crystals harvested from the planet’s oceans. Some of the known ORMUS m-state
elements are Cobalt, Nickel, Copper, Ruthenium, Rhodium, Palladium, Silver,
Osmium, Iridium, Platinum, and Gold yet are NOT in their metallic form and all have
a place in our physical well being.

For more information visit us:
www.BlueWaterAlchemy.com
BlueWaterAlchemy@gmail.com
P.O. Box 1104
Crestone, Colorado 81131-1104
You can buy the Ormus at
The Elephant Cloud Teahouse

HARDEN
OME &
G
Chaffee

Sh w Chaffee
County

April 12-13

Fairgrounds

Sat 9-5, Sun 11-4
Alternative &
renewable energy
Art
Assisted living
Banking
Bed liners
& industrial
coatings
Concrete
Cabinets
Countertops
Decorating
Disaster recovery

Poncha Springs CO

Dog products,

grooming, training

Excavation
Fences
Flooring
Furniture
Gardens
Gifts
Greenhouses
Hardware
Homebuilding
Hot tubs & spas
Hunting &
firearms

Admission $2 or pick up free ticket
in advance from any participating
sponsors or exhibitors

HVAC
Interior design
Internet, highspeed
Kettle corn, nuts,
candy
Kitchens
Knives & cutlery
Landscaping
Nonprofits
Patios & pavers
Plants & flowers
Plumbing
products

A project of the
Salida Sunrise Rotary
Club. All proceeds
benefit charity.

MAJOR SPONSORS

Radon mitigation
Real estate
Recreational
vehicles
Shrubs & trees
Small engine
sales & repair
Solar energy
Water systems
Website creation
Wellness
Windows & glass
AND MORE!

G
FOOD REAT
VENDO

Make i RS!
picnict a

Altamont Landscaping . Butala Decorative Rock
Collegiate Peaks Bank . Brady’s West
Holiday RV . KW Construction and Restoration . Xcel Energy
Pinon Real Estate . Peak Solar Designs . Salida Stove & Spa
Champion Windows . GKS Insurance Agency

High-speed wireless Internet by COLORADO CENTRAL

www.chaffeehomeandgarden.com

719.539.5413
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Terry Smith
Broker / Owner
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Your Listings Are Advertised On Over 500
Websites! Members Of
The SLV Multi List
Service

719-256-4444
$495,000

PRICE REDUCTION: Established B&B Retreat Business.
Property features Main house
w/ 2 queen bedrooms, and
exquisite Master Suite w/
separate entrance.
$265,000

This professionally built home
in 2000 by Fine Design with
its energy efficient R panel
construction will steal your
heart. High ceilings in the
living room. The kitchen has
walls of cabinet space with all
the amenities.
$239,000

Completely off grid on 40 acres.
Gas stove, gas refrigerator,
dishwasher, microwave, dining
room, & living room. 2 bedrooms, and 2 baths.
$198,000

3 bedroom, 2 bath home with a
larger Master in the upstairs loft.
Kitchen features built in range
oven, refrigerator, and dishwasher.
$169,500

This home features a newly
remodeled kitchen with all new
stainless appliances. 2 bedrooms downstairs, and a loft
bedroom with 1/2 bath upstairs.
$64,900

This home is on CR CC on the
west side of the subdivision,
home features spacious rooms
with large kitchen.

$385,000

Well constructed beautiful home
with additional 437sq. ft. Studio
apt. with full bath, kitchen, and
deck, and 475 sq. ft. light filled
Artist Studio.
$259,500

Lovely contemporary styled 2
story with expansive views from
the upstairs porch. Priced well
below the last appraisal, seller is
out of country and says "sell!"

$229,500

This home has 40 acres with
Artesian Well. The lovely home
has 3 bedrooms and 3 baths.
The Master Suite has a walk-in
closet, and a bathroom addition.
$195,000

Spacious 5 bedroom, 2 bath
home with comfortable and
spacious living area. Detached, insulated and heated
garage/workshop/studio.
$165,000

Charming home in Crestone.
4 bedrooms and 2 bath, newly
painted, new wood laminate
floors in upstairs. Large green
house on the back of the home.
$62,900

Nice open floor plan, with spacious kitchen, separate dining
room, and a wood burning stove.

$374,900

$334,500

Creek meanders thru this 2.72
acre lot. New builders home
has lots of upgrades. 3 bedrooms/ 2 baths, open floor
plan. Kitchen features gas,

Amazing contemporary home
with a detached garage with an
upstairs 1 bedroom apartment.
Kitchen features all the modern
amenities.
$255,000

$249,000

Lovely contemporary home
with 3 spacious bedrooms,
and 2.5 baths. Kitchen features gas range, refrigerator,
and microwave. formal dining.

Straw bale home. New sunroom addition. In-floor heating.
Nice open floor plan downstairs. Spacious kitchen. Two
bedrooms upstairs.

$229,000

$225,000

5 bedroom 3.75 bath home
with additional room off Master
suite. Nice living room. Kitchen has plenty of cabinet
space. Attached 2 car garage.
$188,500

This 2 story stucco home has
3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths. Open
kitchen with pantry area. Appliances included. Master bedroom & a master bath.

High up on mountain strawbale home with efficient in floor
radiant heat, and solar hot
water. 2 bedrooms 2 baths.
$58,900

Great retirement home! Nice
stucco finish and sweeping views
of the Sangre De Cristo mountain range. Property sold as is.

$299,500

Lovely contemporary home on 8
acres. Creek runs thru the backyard, greenhouse, studio apt.,
open floor plan, exceptional
price for this beautiful property.
$245,000

Large contemporary style
home. Additional studio. 2
bedrooms and 2 full baths with
2 propane fireplaces and one
wood hearthstone fireplace.

$215,000

New construction, backs to
Cottonwood Creek. Upstairs
and downstairs in new no
maintenance decking. Bathroom has a garden tub.

Amazingly beautiful creek lots2.08 acres bordering Cottonwood Creek. Home is contemporary open floor plan with one
large bedroom.

$179,900

$179,000

Walking distance to Dharma
Ocean Institute-High up on the
mountain with amazing panoramic views of mountains from
upstairs deck.

$159,000

Use Our Free Phone App.
Text C21 to 87778 or
Input app.c21.com in
your web browser
Search Listings Nation
Wide On Your Smart
Phone

$129,000

Very cute and quaint adobe
home with full bath downstairs,
great room floor plan. Upstairs
is one large room, could be
converted to 2 bedrooms. Newer gas stainless range/oven.
$29,500

3 bedroom/ 2 bath with nice
woodstove in living room,
additional storage shed.

Complete remodel on this home
in 2011, new windows, roof,
exterior siding, and interior
remodel. 4 bedrooms and 2
baths.
$90,000

Great ranch style home with
oversized 3 car garage, barn,
horse fencing, storage trailer,
and loafing sheds. Home features 4 bedrooms 3 baths.
$29,500

Shirley Motz
Broker
Top Producer 2013
Available 7 days a
week

$289,000

5 acres with north Crestone
creek running through it just
north of the town. With a 960 sq.
ft home secluded near the creek.
About 200 feet of creek. Call
$239,000

The kitchen features, concrete
counters, with all appliances,
and separate dining, and living
room area. 2 spacious bedrooms, and bathrooms.

$199,900

Spacious 3 bedroom/ 2 bath
home has a loft area with a
secluded office attached. Kitchen with all the amenities. Master
Suite with an adjoining full bath.
$179,000

Great 5.25 acres for your horses
or dogs. Backs to willow Creek
greenbelt for trail riding.
Thoughtfully built strawbale, 3
BR, 2 B home.
$64,999

New roof, new carpet, new paint
on this bank owned manufactured home on 1 acre of land in
Lazy KV subdivision. Spacious
living Room, and open kitchen.
$27,000

Mobile home needs TLC but
backs to farmland and great
views of the Sangre De Cristo.

We will be relocating to downtown Crestone to better serve our clients.
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Foolishness gone but not forgotten
they would return with two wagons
by Mary Lowers
to get the grain.
While April is the month of
The wagons pulled in just a
the year given over to unusually
bit before sunset to Uncle Dick’s
foolish behavior, an examination
place. Legendary for his hospitality
of the history of foolishness will
the mountain man insisted the solshow that this sort of action upon
diers let his men take the wagons
the part of human kind knows no
to the field to load up with the corn
season. I will allow that springtime
already shucked and in piles in the
brings out a bit of the fool in all of
field. The tired troops were given a
us after a long winter. Here a few
bunkhouse, fed a good supper and
tales true and silly from our region
then invited to a dance where Uncle
which I will hope make us all grin
Dick provided plenty of Taos Lightand behave just a little foolishly.
ening Whiskey. The soldiers were
A corny tale
already well lit up when the wagThe first tale was related from
ons full of corn pulled
the memories of Nick
up to the bunkhouse
Deaguerro, a New Mexiafter dark. Despite the
can who served at Fort
late night Uncle Dick
Garland with Kit Carroused the troops at
son. At this point around
dawn reminding them
1858, the fort was at
of the long ride over La
the edge of the frontier
Veta Pass to the fort.
newly acquired from
The men left quickly, if
Mexico. The supply ofbleary eyed, and sure
ficer was having a hard
enough did not make
time getting enough
it to Fort Garland ungrain for the horses and
til after dark.
mules housed at the fort. Uncle Dick Wooten.
The next day
The grain the army had
when the wagons
stockpiled for the cavwere unloaded they discover they
alry had to come a long way to the
were filled with half corn on the top
SLV, either from Santa Fe, NM or
and pumpkins on the bottom half
Fort Leavenworth, KS.
of each load. The supply sergeant
Negotiations for a purchase of
was furious and vowed to fix Uncle
the much needed grain were begun
Dick who had grown the bumper
with Uncle Dick Wooten, a famous
crop of pumpkins alongside his
mountain man who held much incorn. When Uncle Dick appeared to
fluence in the Trinidad and Cuchacollect for the corn the commanding
rra areas at the time. He had a good
officer and supply sergeant lit into
crop of corn that year in the Huerhim for giving the US Cavalry such
fano Valley just on the east side of
a dirty deal. Wooten laughed long
the mountains from Fort Garland.
and hard telling the officers that he
The supply sergeant took a small
knew the troops would want pumpdetachment of cavalry over to buy
kin pie and lots of it at Thanksgivgrain and Uncle Dick agreed to
ing and he had sent enough for the
sell. The supply sergeant, pleased
whole garrison. Besides he only
with the quality of the corn, said

wanted
payment
fell on the road difor the corn—the
rectly in front of the
pumpkins were a
Star’s rear tires,
gift. This tale is
flattening them.
likely true as Uncle
A Crestone
Dick Wooten was
finale
notorious for his
The final fooltall tales and for beish tale I will reing a prankster.
late occurred in
Ft. Garland stockade, circa 1857.
Mail nailed
the mining camp
in Moffat
of Crestone around
Closer to home and later in
1881 when the newly platted town
the valley’s history, foolishness
invited folks to a “get to know us”
held up the post. In 1882 the railevent with free food and drink as
road reached Moffat, making that
incentives to attend. One Juan Fertown the terminal for the Saguache
nandez became the first death in
and Crestone mail service. Freight
town due to overindulgence. Juan,
lines using wagons took the mail
according to reports, ate three cans
from Moffat to its destinations.
of pig’s feet, three cans of baked
For a number of years a
beans and two
fellow called Jute Lawcans of salmon.
rence handled this job.
He proceeded
For a while he used a
to top this off
short coupled Studewith free liqbaker truck for this puruor. Then he
pose. Loads would often
dropped dead.
protrude far beyond the
One Windy Bilend of the truck which
ly was Juan’s
caused the front wheels
graveside orato leave the ground. By- 1880’s salmon. The doomed Juan
tor. He said,
standers would stand the Glutton ate two cans of this,
“To
Juan’s
on the front bumper un- plus way too much other stuff .
veracity
all
til Jute turned the corcan bear testiner heading for Saguache where he
mony, to his capacity, sad to relate
got traction.
there was a limit.” Juan, hereafter
Later in his career he bought
known as Juan the Glutton, put a
a Star truck from Luher Campbell,
damper on events with his foolish
a car dealer in Moffat. After awhile
consumption. His epitaph read:
the vehicle kept getting flat tires.
“Here lies the body of Juan,
The mail was always late. Jute was
the glutton
afraid he’d lose his job. It turned
who could eat a beef and a
out that the linoleum running
couple of mutton.
board coverings were held in place
To fame and fortune quite unby the equivalent of roofing nails
known,
which quickly worked their way
he brought a famine to Creout with the truck’s motion. They
stone.”

PREMIUM BUILDING LOTS FOR SALE
CH I: 860, 1480C. 1493, 1537, 1548, 1554, 1848C, 1869C
CH II & III: 2638C, 2841, 3921C, 4083, 4106C, 4112,
4136C, 4200, 4224, 4478C
GRANTS: 1205C, 1210, 1250C, 1363C, 1365C, 1448
Call for more information: 303.440.4431 / 720.480.2066

CRAIG ELECTRIC
STEVE DOSSENBACK
ME29753

Home 719-256-5951
Cell 719-588-9626
sdossenback@gmail.com

The CAMINO de CRESTONE
Five pilgrimages in 2014:
Jun 14-21 Jul 5-12 Aug 9-16
Sept 13-20 and Sept 20-27
www.caminodecrestone.com

“Life-affirming and life-transforming”

P.O. BOX 1178
CRESTONE, CO 81131

2-collector domestic hot water solar system
Starting at $7995 for roof mount.
Includes: 2 collectors, racking,
80-gallon high performance tank,
pump station, glycol, piping,
controller, & warranteed installation.

New
Gen
Energy

Plus, you can use
the 30% tax credit!
Visit energystar.gov

Talmath Lakai • (719) 588-8276 • future@newgenenergy.com
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As the Worm Turns
March planting

by Leigh Mills
“Reduce, Reuse, Recycle” is
a phrase most of us have heard
during our lives. As gardening
becomes more popular, the number of gadgets and accessories you
can buy increases, too. It’s funny,
folks think of gardening as “getting back to the earth”, however,
when all these things are being
created from toxic materials to
use in growing healthy food, isn’t
there a paradox? In addition to
being potentially toxic (when being made), these assorted objects
and amendments also cost money. I like to practice “do nothing”
gardening at the Heyokah Homestead, which could translate as
“buy nothing”, too.
When I started gardening
years ago, I had very little money,
a few packs of seed, and lots of ambition. That’s when I discovered
that plastic egg cartons, juice and
yogurt containers make great little planting pots, so do Styrofoam
and other assorted plastic food
containers. Just punch holes in

the bottom for drainage and fill
with choice of planting medium. If
you need liners to catch the water,
use the lids from old, big, square
plastic tubs. Big planting containers are very welcome in our garden
and finding new ones can be hard.
Asking landscapers for their castoff pots would be a good place to
start, as well as the county dump.
These pots will last for many years
and add extra growing space to
any garden, porch, or patio.

SHAVANO IMPORTS
& DOMESTICS

Tagging all the little seed
pots can be costly if using storebought plastic signs. I know folks
who use tongue depressors and
popsicle sticks to mark their pots,
but even those need to be purchased and only used a couple of
years. Toothpicks could work, but
are too short. When I found some
bamboo skewers in one of our
kitchen drawers
that first gardening year, I knew
I had my answer.
I cut each skewer
into three sections
and then folded
pieces
masking
tape around the
skewer, making
sure they were
long enough for
the plant name.
These homemade
plant indicators
are very inexpensive,
reusable,
and fairly waterproof. You can make as many as
you need for pennies and use them
year after year.

The true “do nothing” gardening practice doesn’t advocate
using animal fertilizer and relies
mostly on the natural process of
time to age and mature the soil.
However, our soil is so poor that
I’ve used some forms of fertilizer over the years. Store bought
fertilizer can be very expensive.
We’ve been fortunate to have had
animals on our homestead and
their manure and bedding straw
is a wonderful amendment. I do

like using fish emulsion when
transplanting and a quart bottle can last for a few years before
needing a new one.
Living in a rural setting does
help with “green” gardening practices. We can get manure and soil
amendments from trusted sources; locally grown, non-hybrid
seeds from our neighbors and annual seed exchanges; and organic,
weed-free straw for mulch. Joining a community garden or sharing garden spaces can lower the
impact of buying, too. When gardening this year, think “Green”!

Serving all your automotive needs in the valley!
Hours: Monday through Friday 8am - 5 pm

249 F Street, Salida

719.539.2195

High Altitude, High Desert Gardening,
Seed Saving and Off-the-Grid Living

TheInfiniteBee.com

EXCAVATING SKOGLUND
PIT
Water/Sewer/Elec
Septic & Leach
fields

Custom inoculated soil amending and fabrication ~ always organic.
PO BX 996, Pinedale, AZ 85934

Green Spot

Roadwork
Driveways

ww

w.k mo
ens re
kogat
lun

Pit Run
Cobble
Drain Rock
Road Base
Fines & More

Ken Skoglund
Owner/Operator

d.c

om

Main 719.256.4447
Cell 719.588.2367

Garden Center & Antiques

We Have Garden Stuff Galore!

On Sale in the Month of April

Kopa Naturals Soaps and Lotions ~ 20% off
Melissa & Doug Puzzles ~ huge selection ~ 20% off
All Garden Seeds ~ 20% off
In-Stock Fountains ~ 25-50% off

MICHAEL BERTIN, ARCHITECT
25 years, designing in Crestone
in Crestone: (719) 256-4854
phone: (303) 415-1618

Coming Soon!

email: michael@architecturalharmonics.com

Grampa's Gourmet Honey & A Kitchen Store

website:
www.architecturalharmonics.com

711 State Avenue • Alamosa 589-6362
Mon-Sat 9am-5:30 pm • Sun 12pm-4pm • 7 days a week
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There’s No Such Thing
As A Weed


Crestone

by Dorje Root

Horsetail
(Equistum arvense)

Vivia Lawson
REALToR ®

More care...
Your goals...
Best price...

(719) 480-9384 - cell

Vivia works for you.

MLS MeMberShipS:

• San Luis Valley Board of ReaLtoRS®, Inc.
• ReaLtoRS® of Central Colorado, Inc.
• Denver Metrolist, Inc.

Must See inside!

1615 WilloW crEEk Way: 2-3 br, 2 bath, 1600
sf. Bright, well-maintained, hot water heat, carport,
fenced yard. On greenbelt. Protected on both
sides, includes lot 1616. Great value! $165,000

Baby fertile stalk and baby sterile “horse tail.”

Since spring is undoubtedly
here, let’s resume talking about
spring herbs. No, you won’t be
able to harvest Horsetail in April,
but if you tune in you can feel it
begin to get ready to send forth
new shoots! Horsetail is one of the
earliest herbs to come up in the
spring. The fertile stalks look like
little brownish asparagus shoots,
and the sterile “horsetails” look
like, well, green horsetails. Both
have a smooth, glassy feeling surface because of the high silica content of the plant.
Horsetail is an ancient species. In ancient times they grew
as tall as trees, which is kind
of thrilling!
Imagine walking
through a forest of horsetail, being
dwarfed by a medicinal herb. Now
they grow along creeks and in wet
areas.
Horsetail has some very interesting uses. It is known to
strengthen connective tissue and
also any cells that have an elastic quality. These include certain
cells in the lungs, liver, and kidneys. With this background, let’s
look at some specifics. Horsetail

strengthens hair, nails and keeps
skin soft and pliable. It strengthens ligaments and bones, and can
benefit joints. It can restore areas
in the lungs, liver, and kidneys
that have been damaged. Energetically, think restoration, pliability, and flexible strength.
There are so many other
ways that Horsetail can benefit us.
It has been used in urinary tract
infections, enlarged prostate, excess bleeding, and cases of incontinence or bed wetting in children,
to name just a few.
Use the sterile horse tails
in tea to benefit from the mineral content. It can also be tinctured. Horsetail is used in small
quantities, usually in a formula
with other herbs. When harvesting, take from around the outside
of a stand to avoid trampling the
wet ground in the middle. As always, take only a small portion of
what is growing. It’s best to harvest Horsetail in spring and early
summer; later in the season it can
be irritating to the body. Because
Horsetail absorbs minerals from
the water where it grows, be careful not to harvest downstream
from fertilized fields or places
where animals graze.
Next time you see this unusual plant, imagine yourself in an
ancient Horsetail forest!
Dorje Root is an herbalist and
natural healer, also working with
Plant Spirit Medicine, Intuitive
Energy Healing and ‘The Journey’
cellular healing. For an appointment call 719-937-7786 or visit
www.rootsofhealing.com

reduced! now $159,000!

165 canyon ol: 4 br, 1.5 bath, bright with
beautiful views! 2 balconies, patio, screened porch,
greenhouse; private location on cul de sac. Near
hiking trail, park and creek. $182,000 now $159,000

Beautiful Views! Stupa house

N ew

4236c tranquil: 2,160 sf, 4 br, large office
or 5th bedroom, 3 bath on 2.6 acres. Expansive views, secluded, high on mountain near
retreat centers. Walk to Stupa! Seller finance
option. Must see! $335,000

C
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207 Foothill ol: Act now on this planned
2 br, 1 bath energy efficient home. Work with
builder to add your own design touches! 952 sf
with attached greenhouse on private cul-de-sac,
off paved road near trailhead & park. $149,000

reduced! $182,000

Dr
958 MEditation ol: 1,363 sf, 3 br, 1.5 bath,
built in 2007. Quiet location, meticulously
maintained, energy-wise, bright, creative
touches. Solar in-floor heat with electric
backup. $195,000 now $182,000

on!
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120c SkyViEW Way: 3 br, 1.5 bath, 1235 sf,
newly renovated. Stainless kitchen w/granite
counters. Beautiful, maintenance-free wraparound Trex deck. Newer windows, wood stove,
double lot with trees. $159,000 now $139,000!

reduced! $174,000

Great Value at $119,000!

196c EVErGrEEn: 1,532 sf, 3 br plus office,
1.75 bath. Warm elegance with vaulted ceilings,
Tuscan faux-finishes, & great-room design. Quiet
cul-de-sac location on 1.3 acres. Walk to trails,
greenbelt & park. $184,000 now $174,000

3510 EnchantEd: 3 br, 2 bath, 1833 sf.
Spacious kitchen, living, and master. Two
tankless water heaters for hot water & central
heat. Beautifully refinished interior, new roof
with warranty. Nice location & lot. $119,000

Chalet I

Great land Values!

276 Chaparral Way - $3,000
403 N. Chaparral Way - $8,500 Tap paid
404 N. Chaparral Way - $8,500 Tap paid
1223 & 1224 Brookview - $15,000 Tap paid
1912 Lone Pine Way - $5,000 Tap paid. Reduced!

town of crestone

Grants

1111 & 1112 Camino del Rey - $10,000 Reduced!
1160-1163 Camino del Rey - $12,000 Reduced!

I can see c

Nick’s
Professional
Call
Nick Drake Window
256-4790
Great Local
References Washing

learly now!

Town of Crestone

Block 58, Lots 1 & 2 - $40,000 Owner will carry!

See all our land listings at

www.crestonerealEstate.net

512 E. Mica: 1 br, 1 bath. Own a piece of
paradise with this adorable off-grid cabin in town.
Private location, 2/3 acre. Well, garage. $92,000

Now Offering Buyer’s Agency for New Construction!

From interviewing your builder and negotiating your contract, until contract completion, I’ll be your local onsite representative and advocate
through the entire building process. Give me a call for details.

www.CrestoneRealEstate.net

Tel (719) 256-5800

116 S. Alder Street, Suite D
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darlene yarbrough real estate
Darlene
Yarbrough
Owner/Broker

Helping people move forward in their lives

APRIL 2014
Listings

719.256.4198 www.YarbroughRealEstate.com

SOLD

Dara
Blumenhein
Associate Broker

New Listings
D
SOL

!

Magnificent Views!

D
SOL

!

Was $159,000

D
SOL

!

New Construction!

Great retreat home!
1468C Horseshoe Trail - $209,500
Spectacular 360 degree views,
immaculate, almost new 3 bd/2ba.
Large windows, granite counter tops,
hickory custom cabinets in kitchen
and bathrooms. 2 stone patios

764 Indian Hill OL - $229,000
This sunny 3 bedroom 2 bath ~1800+
sq. ft. home. 2 living areas- with
magnificent views from interior &
deck. Detached 576 sq.ft garage &
studio. Open plan & energy efficient.

New Listings

23 Acre Estate

Garage & Greenhouse

3705 Carefree Way - $177,000
This 1874 sf, 3 bdr/1.75 ba home
built in 1995 as a passive solar
home. Great value & offers lots of
space for price. Also includes the
upper adjacent lot to protect the
views to the mountains.

Historic Hotel

936 Spanish Creek Trail $139,000
1449 sf 1or 2 bd/1ba house on 1.57
acres backs to greenbelt and Spanish
Creek. Unique design w/ open floor
plan and rasta exterior walls. Passive
solar.

4376 E. Twinview OL - $239,000
Custom 1 1/2 story, 1350sf, 2 bdr,
1.75 ba, contemporary new
construction by Steve Elliott, long
time local builder. Exceptional
design w/ energy efficiency &
magnificent views. Backs to Cottonwood Creek greenbelt.

Retreat Property

WAS $990,000

2776 N. Carefree Way - $139,000
This 2-story, 2BD/1BA, 1338sf
wood & stone home set in the trees
high in Chalet II. Great mountain &
valley views, close to retreat
centers. A cozy mountain feel, very
private and quiet.

170 E. Golden - $239,000
This 3BD/2BA 1500sf home is
beautifully situated with attention to
detail. High ceilings, bright skylights
& fenced-in back yard make this a
must-see property!

345 S. Cedar - $189,000
A short walk to the post office,
coffee shops, restaurants and
shopping, this Victorian style
1434-sf home has three bedrooms
and two baths.

Commercial Properties
Residential + Restaurant + Office

On the creek

WAS $669,000

3926 Cordial Way - $599,000
Secluded 4100+sf home 4bd/3.5ba
550sf guest house plus 2 car
garage on 23.749 acres on
Cottonwood Creek. Lovely views
and privacy!

4460C Ridgecrest Way NOW $479,000
Residential Retreat Complex +
strawbale home, 4475sf, sep. office
building & 2 building lots. Labyrinth,
gardens, yurt, grow dome.
Beautiful!

370 S. Alder - $179,000
This recently renovated 5BD/2BA
1950sf house can be used as a
single-family dwelling or be divided
for duplex housing.

Downtown
Commercial
Lots

WAS 495,000

Professional Building

121 E. Galena - NOW $399,000
Premiere, newly renovated
downtown commercial bldg, incl.
upstairs apt. and 2 rentals 1st floor,
modern commercial kitchen.
3800sf. Great opportunity!

46 Camino Baca Grande - $257,000
Six-Unit professional center. 2 story
structure is ~2600 sf. and
conveniently located near the
entrance to the Baca on a nicely
treed 1.05 acre lot - plenty of
parking.

Was $459,000

Was $499,000

Was $349,000

786C Panorama Way - $427,000
This Lee Mitchell custom 3bd/2ba/
sunroom/library/balconies ~2400sf
home with fabulous gardens sits on
2.14 acres w 2-car garage/studio.

1234C Brookview - NOW $419,000
Lee Mitchell custom home. 2400sf
3BD/2.5BA/Office/attached 2 car
garage, balconies. Magnificent
Views.

4262C Serene Way - $299,900
Immaculate 2500SF 3- level home
on .98 acres 5bd/2.75ba. Custom
finishes, fire resistant, energy
efficient, magnificent views.

Lots 11 & 12 Blk 43 - $85,000
Rare opportunity to purchase 2
downtown commercial lots. 2 each
50 x 142. Utilities available. Prime
location for development.

Baca Grande Properties
Rustic Elegance

WAS 349,000

Custom Quality Home

Enchanted Castle

Willow Springs (Moffat) NOW $299,000
Fully restored former historic Forbes
Hotel. 9bd/3BA 3600sf; detached
22x24 studio, 500ft artesian well.
Great business potential for B&B,
hotel /retreat center.

637 Panorama Way - $699,000
Magnificent ~3000sf 3bd/3ba 1-1/2
story custom home with exquisite
detailing & beautiful woodwork. 750sf
det. garage w/studio apt. above. Stone
fireplace, net meter solar, Viking
appliances.

2795CR Brook Terrace - $499,500
The castle tucked away on a private
cul-de-sac on 2.765 wooded acres. 3
level stone & stucco with views to the
sky. Artistic with quality & attention to
detail.

923 Blue Spruce OL - $439,000
Handcrafted home w/ spectacular
views. ~2350sf on 1.93 acres.
2bd/2ba, spacious artist studio&
meditation room. Surround windows &
south facing 2nd floor deck.

Was $349,000

MILLION $ VIEWS!

A lovely sanctuary

2.5 acres

Was $295,000
Rustic meets Modern15.31 acres
Bonus Cabin/Studio

483C Point of Rock OL - $299,000
Teahen Construction, Beautiful
3bd/2ba 2-story home on 1.946
acres Attached 2 car garage,
detached studio. High energy
efficiency & quality throughout.

909C Brookview Way - $299,000
Home on 1.12 acres w/ spectacular
views at top of Baca iWaiting for the
right person to complete the vision.
2324 sf & & designed with 3bd/2ba.
Separate 576 sf guest house w/kitch.

3919 Cordial Way - $299,000
Two story, 3BD/2.5BA ~2400 sf home
has a walled courtyard & 4 intimate
decks w/ great views. Southwest style
home gracefully adorned with fine
details and finishes.

REDUCED! Was $275,000

New Construction
Reduced! Was $269,000

149 Moonlight Way - NOW $250,000
Beautiful 3bd/2ba 2118sf home w/ 2
living areas - extensively updated &
immaculate condition. Cathedral
ceilings & a wall of glass w/ great
views. Adjoins greenbelt & creek.

1647C Willow Creek Way - $249,000
Brand New Terrapin Construction.
1760sf 3bd/2ba home on 1.98
acres with 2 decks + flagstone
patio/walkways. Backs to Greenbelt.
Views.

1202 Hilltop Way - $295,000
Lee Mitchell custom-built, 3bd/2ba
home on 5-Chalet 1 lots. Master
Suite with walkin closet & luxury
bathroom. Fine finishes, radiant
floor heat & framed views.

22 Alpine Way - $295,000
CUSTOM 3bd/2.5ba/2 car garage
2232sf home close to town.
Screened porch & wrap deck.
Gracious Living with exceptional
views!

358 Birch Road - $289,000
Off grid home with 3bd/1.75ba, office,
2nd living room, modern efficient
kitchen & elegant bathrooms-an
inspired renovation. Natural light,
expansive & unobstructed views.

733C N. Rendezvous OL $270,000
This 1972sf 2bd/1.75ba/large
studio/office Southwestern style
strawbale home is located on 1.14
acres at end of secluded
cul-de-sac. Adjacent lots avail.

WAS $260,000

Includes Lot 1446

1564 Wagon Wheel Road - $249,000
A 2,192sf beautiful single level ranch
style home built in 1997 on 1.66
acres. 3bd/2ba, great room, living
room & 2 car attached garage. Well
and septic.

4511C Ridgecrest Way - $239,000
Straw bale home 1.59 acres Backs
to greenbelt and national park. 2
adjacent building lots available. Built
by Paul Koppana.

1447 Chaparral Way - $212,000
This 1440sf 2bd/2ba home-complete
remodel with bamboo flooring,
Jenn-Air stainless appliances, maple
cabinets, granite countertops,
travertine bathrooms, ma ba soak tub.

3356C Camino Del Rey - $210,000
2 story, 1981sf, 2bd/1.75ba home w/
passive solar sunroom - great views
on .864 acres . Master suite w/
clawfoot tub, pine floors, pellet stove.
Propane heat, great appliances.

2747CR Easy Way - $169,000
A unique 2 story, 1768sf , 3bd/2ba
home in Chalet 2, 1.86 acres. Brick
floors, rock walls, wood ceilings.
Passive solar w/ ETS heater, propane
heater & woodstove. Detached shed.

3766C Carefree Way - $159,000
Immaculate, cozy home, 950sf
2bd/1ba ranch-style house built by
Terrapin mid 2013. Magnificent
mountain and valley views.
Full-time residence or a vacation
getaway.

802 Holly Trail - $159,000
Solar electric~1,700sf strawbale
2bd/1ba fully passive solar with wood
burning stove. Large open living space
with beautiful views. Well and septic.

1573C Kings Hill OL - $159,000
Light & bright 3bd/2ba, 1480sf, 1.5
level stucco with large south facing
windows and view deck on .84 acres.
Easy access off paved road. Hot water
baseboard heat/passive solar.

Casita Park

Casita Park

Very Private - Was $297,000
1255C Eagle OL - $267,000
Beautiful 2075sf 2-story home with
2bd/2ba/office/sun room, Chalet I on
1.766 acres, private cul-de-sac.
Dramatic view windows,vaulted
ceilings, master suite w/soak tub.

Spacious & Gracious

3704 Carefree Way - $195,000
Immaculate like new 3
bd/1.75ba,1316sf home has wood
floors,stucco privacy wall, single car
garage, beautiful views of the
mountains.

WAS $215,000

Separate Office/Workshop

2664C Happy Hollow - $195,000
This spacious 2356sf home On 1.041
acres with 4bd/2ba, 2 separate dining
areas + gardens, carport & workshop!
Large windows-sunshine & awesome
views. Passive solar & woodstove.

3732C Cordial Way - $169,000
Private & unique hexagonal 2 bd, 1.75
ba home on 1.36 treed acres.
Separate 384sf. building incl. heated
& finished office & workshop/storage
area. Great views, wrap around deck.

Lots of Space

WAS $47,500

Log Home - WAS $139,000
1372 N Saddlerock Trail - $149,000
This 1960 sf 3 bed 1.75 bath has a
three room master suite & a 200sf
sunroom. Panoramic views of three
mountain ranges on 2.03 acres
bordering the Willow Creek greenbelt.
Well & septic.

1914 Lone Pine Way - $142,000
Built in 1999 this 2bd/1ba 1,000 sf
house is in a convenient location off
the main road in Chalet One with lots
of privacy. It is sunny and bright with
lots of windows & passive solar.
In-floor radiant heat.

98 Skyview Way - NOW $134,000
Built in 2002, this ~953 sf log home is
2 bedroom/1 bath down with large
~200sf loft up. Located close-in to
town and accessible by paved roads.

36 Camino Baca Grande - $115,000
This lovely chalet style home with
soaring windows and high ceilings has
3bd/1.75ba, a loft sitting area and
attached sunroom. Wood fireplace,
Toyostove heater.

381 Del Sol Lane - $69,999
Casita Park-Immaculate 3bd/2ba bath
1216 sf home located on 0.819 acres
(5 cons. lots). Includes attached 2 car
garage, storage + appliances.
Magnificent views & privacy.

13 Camino De La Plata - $43,500
980 sf duplex has two complete
fully functional separate units
(380sf. & 600sf). Decks, Storage
shed & landscaping. There are
beautiful views of the Sangre de
Cristo mountain range. Excellent
investment property!

SOLD over
$10 Million
in 2013!
Call Darlene
Today:

719.256.4198
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Selecting fruit trees for Crestone
A quick guide to what works

Carrie Caverly
Design Studio

by Matie Belle Lakish
If you would like to grow fruit
trees in the Crestone/Baca area,
you have plenty of choices, but you
must select carefully. Our Zone 3
to 4 weather can cause complications with some types of fruit, and
limit your success with other varieties. Apples and apricots are some
of the best fruit trees to consider.
Sour, or pie, cherries can do well,
and native plums suitable for jams
and jellies are also quite successful. Other fruits, such as peaches,
pears, domestic plums and sweet
cherries are less likely to survive
our cold winters, but some hardy
varieties may be successful.
When choosing apple trees,
you will need to select trees that
are hardy to zone 3 and also ones
that pollinate each other, as apple
trees require pollination by another
variety. Some older varieties such
as Winesap, Wealthy and Haralson
work well in this climate. Newer
varieties that should be successful
include Honeycrisp and State Fair.
Crab apples are also good pollinators for other apples. Your neighbor’s crab will do nicely. Most older
apple trees in downtown Crestone
are full-sized trees. Many residents are choosing dwarf or semidwarf trees, as they are easier to
maintain and harvest. However,
some dwarfing rootstocks are not
as hardy as standard trees. If the
rootstock, that is the part that the
desirable top is grafted onto, is not
hardy enough, the whole tree can
die.

Hardy apricots also do well
in the Crestone and Saguache
area. Apricots are self-fertile, but
benefit from another variety that
blooms at the same time. The biggest challenge is the early bloom
time. About 1 out of 3 or 4 years
apricots will actually bear fruit
here, primarily because late frosts
kill their early blooms most years.
When their flowers do survive the
early freezes, though, it is worth
the wait. I’ve been experimenting
with apricots, trying to find those
that bloom later than others, and
can offer suggestions on varieties.
Generally, apricot trees are smaller
than standard apples, and are not
grafted onto dwarfing rootstock.
Some old varieties grow in the valley and northern New Mexico. I
remember visiting one of the NM
pueblos and seeing small apricots
ripening on the windowsill of an
adobe wall. There is an ancient
apricot tree in the yard of the oldest church in Colorado in Conejos.
Seedlings from that tree have been
planted in Crestone. One variety
that is doing well in my orchard is
a Chinese, also known as Mormon,
Apricot.
Everyone knows that chokecherry is one of our native fruits,
and sour, or pie cherries do well
here also. Montmorency is the
standard, full-sized sour cherry,
but North Star is a dwarf that
should succeed as well. Bush cherries do very well, although most
fruits are small. Four years ago I
tried a Carmine Jewel bush cherry,

Architectural & Interior Design
Sustainable|Healthy|Energy Efficient
Commercial|Residential
New Construction|Renovations
303.885.8665|carriecaverly@gmail.com

website|carriecaverly.wordpress.com

Crestone Mountain
Builders llc
20 Years of Experience Building
in the San Luis Valley

Shane Caverly
(719) 239-4111
ShaneCaverly@gmail.com
CrestoneMountainBuilders.com
Now Offering Full Design Services!

New Construction : Renovations : Residential : Commercial

|Experienced | Local | Trusted | Insured|

Apple blossoms on a Crestone tree. Many varieties of fruit trees grow well here.

which promised full sized cherries
on a smaller plant. Last year I collected enough cherries to make a
pie. This year should be better.
Both peaches and pears are
challenged by our cold climate.
There is one pear tree on the courthouse lawn in Saguache, however,
so by selecting a hardy variety, you
may be successful. I do not know
what variety that tree is, but apparently it is self-pollinating. Kiefer is
the old-time standard self-pollinating hardy tree. Unfortunately, it is
not the most desirable because of
little, hard gritty cells that develop
in the fruit. The nation’s favorite,
Bartlett, is hardy on the western
slope, but not in the San Luis Valley.
Growing peaches and plums
have other issues in the valley, as
these fruit trees are a host for an
organism that attacks potatoes. For
that reason, if you live anywhere
close to commercial potato fields,
please do not grow these fruits.
Peaches are most at home in
zones 6 and up. Nevertheless, I am
trying them in the Baca. The most
successful so far is a Veteran peach
from my favorite orchard, Schlabach’s Nursery (2784 Murdock Rd.,
Medina, NY 14103). You might try
one of the other hardy varieties,
such as Reliance. Peaches do not
need a pollinator.
To plant young trees, dig a
large hole, add some well-aged
compost, about two shovelfuls, and
½ cup bone meal or other natural
mineral supplement, such as Ormus. Mix well with the native soil
in your hole. Scoop out sufficient
soil mix to accommodate the tree’s
roots. If it is a bare root tree, clip

off any broken roots, then mound
up the soil in the center of your
hole and spread the roots around
the mound. Cover with enough soil
to bring the tree to the same level
it was planted before. You can usually see a soil mark on the trunk.
Saturate the soil with water, mulch
to keep moist, and water twice a
week through the first summer and
into the fall. Prune back the top to
two, three, or four short branches.
If you buy the tree in a pot, such
as at Brady’s in Salida, there is no
need to spread the roots or trim
the top for the first year. Do water
frequently, however. If you would
like help with your young orchard,
please give me a call at 256-4252.

256-4252
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In Search of Economic Reality
All is well again in America
by Ed Lyell
Today it was reported that
the median family income was
up 30%, moving up from 27th in
the world in 2014 at $44,000 to
$57,000 in just one year. This was
because we have everyone working full time at the higher-end job
that they always wanted and were
qualified to do. Home foreclosures
have also stopped. With single-payer healthcare now in place, there
are no more personal bankruptcies
caused by medical costs. By eliminating investor-owned healthcare
insurance and providers, we returned to the mutual and nonprofit
healthcare industry of the 1960’s.
This brought our health costs down
by one half to match the European
average cost while providing costeffective universal access.
Meanwhile we were able to
reduce the US defense budget from
the $640 billion in 2014 down to
$400 billion because we stopped
being the world’s cop on our dime.
The reduced defense cost has permitted all qualified university students in America to go to college
free, including graduate school, as
European nations have been doing
for decades. This human capital investment will also make America
more economically competitive in
the future as we again start producing better-educated graduates
and the new innovations that they
will create. Children are also starting to achieve at top international
levels now that we have created innovative ways to help them learn
24/7 with technology, activity-based
learning, and whole communities
focused on helping everyone learn.
The super wealthy 1% is the
only unhappy group as America returned to the tax structure of sixty

years ago wherein the super-rich
paid 50% estate taxes and could not
hide their wealth off-shore. We also
eliminated all of their corporate
and personal tax deductions and
credits for entertainment, multiple
homes, yachts, and personal jets.
Going back to the corporate structure of the 1970s, with enforcement
by the Securities and Exchange
Commission, has reduced CEO
pay from 400 times their average
worker to 50 times as in Europe
and Japan. These savings brought
up wages for the bottom 90%. This
included adjusting the minimum
wage to what it purchased in 1980,
now about $18 per hour. Paying
living wages has also lowered the
need and cost of food stamps, housing subsidies, and welfare as we
stopped subsidizing the monopolistic, low wage exploitative Walmarts
of the nation. By eliminating corporate and wealthy-person deductions we now collect an additional
trillion dollars in taxes, permitting
us to fix our roads, bridges, and
public buildings. Rebuilding physical infrastructure has brought back
millions of well-paid construction
jobs in America. Forcing the cable
and internet provider companies
to become price-regulated monopolies, like electricity, has reduced
the cost of internet while bringing
us to the broadband speeds and
universal access of our economic
competitors in South Korea and
Europe. Providing universal access
to high speed internet is like bringing electricity to the country a hundred years ago and only hurts the
super wealthy who were enjoying
monopoly profits before the change.
The burden of this shift was
hardly felt by most Americans
since many of the super wealthy

$159,000
165
Moonlight
Overlook
Lovely home nestled in the
Juniper/Pinions near
Crestone Creek and
greenbelt, across from
Baca Park with
endless sunset views.
Large, fenced yard with
organic garden & fruit
trees. Greenhouse.
4BR/2BA, 2 upper
balconies, screened porch.
Call Vivia Lawson for further information

(719)256-5800

making billions from monopolies
in internet, cable, and healthcare
through for-profit companies were
foreign billionaires including oilrich Middle East dictators. With
better pipelines and safe oil and
gas mining, we also reduced our
need for imported oil and now use
those savings to grow our renewable energy industries including
wind, solar, tidal, and other long
term energy sources. Imposition of
the European-like carbon tax has
also provided incentives to shift innovation and investment to renewable energy sources. Eliminating
the annual $320 billion dollar tax
subsidies to the oil, gas and coal
industry is moving us to cost effective, environmental safer sustainable energy.
By regulating the food industry we now have safer and cheaper
food. We forced them to remove
brain addictive ingredients in our
processed food since they were
making everyone obese and sicker.
Eliminating the monopolies in the
beef, chicken and pork industries
brought back a market for healthier animal products also reducing
health care costs.
Paying higher wages has permitted people to work fewer hours,
allowing them to exercise more,
prepare healthier meals, help their
children learn and enjoy more
travel. That has also expanded our
tourism industry as Americans
can again take vacations and holidays like Europeans. Adopting the
healthy baby programs of northern
Europe by providing paid time off
for birth and the year after is permitting parents to help the very

young learn. This is already showing the seven-to-one cost benefits
of helping pre-school students develop skills and a love of learning.
This is expected to produce major
cost savings for school and college
in later years as we reduce school
dropouts and unskilled high school
graduates.
Perhaps the biggest improvement was to return the big banks
and stock market to its focus on
helping facilitate real industries
to innovate and expand. By taxing
financial transactions we reduced
the casino-like behavior of high
speed trading and mega-million
dollar bonuses for creating nearfraudulent derivatives. This has
raised another trillion dollars in
tax revenue. We also returned
the Glass-Stegall law separating
banks that take deposits from the
risker actions of investment banks.
Breaking up the huge banks has
also allowed community banks
to stay alive and grow local small
businesses.
OOPS! I just woke up and realized that all of the above was just
a dream, April Fools!
Ed Lyell is a professor of economics at Adams State University.
Reach him at www.edlyell.com or
edlyell@amigo.net.

Come hang out
with us

719.221.1301
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by Peter Anderson
(Note: What follows is a letter
to Jim Harrison, my favorite poet
and novelist, and one of the great
literary treasures we have here in
the Southwest. What do you say to
someone whose talents you admire
immensely, whose celebrity may be
a little daunting if you feel a little
shy, as I did, upon meeting such a
bigger-than-life-personality? Read
on to find out. If you have seen the
movie Legends of the Fall, you know
how well he tells a story, though
like a lot of movies, especially if you
read the book, it pales in comparison. And if you haven’t read Harrison, check out Brown Dog: Novellas
or The Shape of the Journey: New
and Collected Poems.)
Dear Jim:
You don’t know me and I really don’t know you, except in the
sense that I have devoured just
about everything of yours in print,
not to mention the great film about
you and Gary Snyder that came out
a while back. A few years ago, I was
driving my mom and my daughters
(now 10 and 14) through Patagonia, AZ on a spring break adventure. Knowing you lived up there
for at least part of the year, I was

thinking about all the great reads
you have given us over the years.
After picking up some groceries in
your town, I was walking out to my
car and there you were, sitting in
the driver’s seat of your rig with
the window rolled down in the adjacent parking space. Well, what do
you say to someone whose words
have been such great company
in any number of end-of-the-road
reading locales over the years? Not
much, as it turned out, in my case.
“Howdy,” I said. “Howdy,” I think
you said back.
I mentioned the occasion to
my mom and wife later that day
and they both wondered why I
hadn’t struck up more of a conversation with you. “I don’t know,” I
said. “I just didn’t want to bother
the guy. Besides what was there to
say? Hi, Jim. I’m Peter. I’m a big
fan?” I still feel that way, I guess,
but now, as we get ready to head
down your way for another spring
break, I’m thinking, “would I do it
any differently if I saw him again?”
And I think maybe I would. I would
at least want to tell you how much
your voice, your life in words, your
appreciation of and musings on so
many of the same things that have

made my life interesting—walking, rivers, birds, the road—have
meant, though I most likely would
not say what I wanted to say as well
as I can do it in writing. Hence, this
letter.
In all fairness, since you have
shared so much of your life in writing, I feel as though I should tell
you a little about who I am. I teach
writing at a small college (Adams
State) here in the San Luis Valley where I chose to settle fifteen
years ago after twenty-five years
or so of wanderings around the
West—river guiding, carpentering,
wilderness rangering, newshounding, teaching, editing, and writing
among other things. As someone
interested in Buddhism, you might
find our hometown of Crestone
amusing. We live at the base of the
Sangre de Cristos which has become, among other things, a mecca
for Buddhists of most every stripe.
There are two Zen centers here as
well as several Tibetan sanghas.
I’m not a Buddhist myself, though
as a Quaker—well, maybe more of
a honky-tonk Quaker—I feel pretty
sympatico with the Buddhist sensibility. But what really got us here
and caused us to stay were the
mountains in our back yard, several of the highest in the range—Kit

Carson, Crestone Peak, Crestone
Needle—which I’ve come to think
of as the poor man’s Tetons.
For a number of years I edited
a small magazine called Pilgrimage. The masthead laid out my interests pretty well—Story, Place,
Spirit, and Witness. I think I may
have sent you a copy at one time
since I included a few of your words
on the back cover. Anyhow, most of
what I am interested in is writing
about my place, my adopted home
here in the San Luis Valley, which
is one reason why writers like you
and Snyder (as well as Wendell
Berry, James Galvin, and others)
have been so important to me. But
for what it’s worth, none of their
words seemed quite as kindred as
yours.
Anyhow, enough about me,
as they say. I figured if I sent this
letter off I would at least complete
the incomplete experience of having met you, however briefly, on
my last trip to Patagonia. And if I
have the good fortune of running
into you again week after next, I
could at least say, “I’m the guy that
wrote you that letter from up in the
San Luis Valley. Thanks for all your
good work.”
All Best,
Peter

342 Santa Fe Ave. • Alamosa, CO 81101 • (719) 589-9228
Fax: (719) 589-0319 • info@oandvprinting.com • www.oandvprinting.com

www.krza.org

3223 MAIN - WEST HWY 160 - VILLA MALL - ALAMOSA

FOR ALL YOUR BIKING, HIKING
PACKING, CLIMBING, NEEDS
(719) 589-9759
www.KristiMountainSports.com
MOUNTAIN  ROAD  BMX
EXPERT FITTING
PROFESSIONAL REPAIRS
RENTALS
CAR RACKS
TRAIL INFORMATION
WE SERVICE ALL BRANDS

Holiday RV is your small town
dealer with big city selection!
NEW & USED CAMPERS in EVERY PRICE RANGE

Truck Campers, Travel Trailers & Fifth Wheels
Stop in and check out our
new line of

Retro Trailers!

HELMETS • GLOVES • SHORTS • SHOES • SEATS • TRAILERS • CAR RACKS • PARTS • USGS MAPS

FEATURES THAT WORK
QUALITY THAT LASTS
GREAT PRODUCTS AND
SERVICE SINCE 1969

719.539.3577

Highway 50 & 285, Poncha Springs, CO 81242

FOOTWEAR • TENTS • PACKS • FILTERS • STOVES • CLIMBING GEAR • SUNGLASSES • COMPASSES

www.holidayrv.net

sand dunes swimming pool

Poolside Cabana Available for 1/2 day and Full Day Rental
FULL FOOD MENU & WEEKLY SPECIALS

O p e n 1 0 am to 10pm , La p Swi m 9am-10am, Closed T hur sd ays
Ph o ne : 7 1 9- 378- 2807
A d d r e ss: 1 9 91 C o. R d. 63, H ooper , CO 81136

REGULAR ADMISSION RATES:
Adults - $12.00
Children (Ages 3-12) - $8.00
Seniors, College,Military (Ages 65+) - $10.00
Children 2 & Under - FREE

w w w. s a n d d u n e s p o o l . c o m
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by Suzanne McGregor
April is a very important
month for libraries across the
nation. Please help us celebrate
National Library Week, April
13-19, by making use of your library, one of the most valuable
resources available to our community members. For those of you
who have not had the opportunity

www.crestoneeagle.com

to visit us, please come check us
out. For a small rural library, we
have a great selection of books for
all ages, videos, magazines, and
reference materials. There is a
resource center with public computers connected to the Internet.
Printing, copying, faxing, laminating and interlibrary loan services
are available. And now that our
library is a member of a union catalog (AspenCat), you can manage
your account online. You can see
the items that you have checked
out with their due dates and order
books from 50 other libraries, and
they will be sent here. Staff members will be happy to help you set
up your account.
April is also the month for
celebrating Earth Day on Tuesday,

L O C A L

April 22. It is important for the
future custodians of our planet to
be introduced to its wonders at an
early age—and we are fortunate
that these wonders are right outside our front doors! The library
has many selections of “earthfriendly” books to guide children
and caregivers along the path, and
they will be displayed and available for you to get ideas on how to
care for our planet, now and in the
future.
And another special time for
our library—National Volunteer
Week, April 4-13. We would especially like to honor our Friends
of the Library members who have
worked diligently to make plans
for a new library in town. As they
can always use community sup-

port, please consider joining these
dedicated library-lovers. Ask at
the library for more information.
To the many other folks who have
done small tasks around the library just to help us out—many
thanks to you!
“At the dawn of the 21st century, where knowledge is literally
power, where it unlocks the gates
of opportunity and success, we all
have responsibilities as parents,
as librarians, as educators, as politicians, and as citizens to instill
in our children a love of reading so
that we can give them a chance to
fulfill their dreams.” —President
Barack Obama
Baca Grande Library, 2564100. Hours: Mon.-Fri. 11:30am5pm; Sat. 10am-2pm.

L O D g i n g

you can link to these lodging websites online at www.crestoneeagle.com

LOVER’S WAY B&B





Nestled in the woods you can

Room with bath
Private entrance
Quiet greenbelt location
Continental breakfast

719.256.5654
crestbon@yahoo.com

Spring
into
Crestone!

Welcome

Baca Townhouse No. 9

Two . Two . Two
Floors . Bedrooms . Baths
Accommodates two guests
In each of the two bedrooms
In a gentle and relaxed setting
$70 each bedroom each night
Internet Access/WiFi
Near the Desert Sage
Or an easy walk into Crestone
...
Mark Wingard, 505.983.1343
505.670.0126 (cell)

Casa del Soul

Downtown
Crestone
Lodging

mswingard@gmail.com
Advanced Reservations a Must

• Exclusive 1, 2 & 3 bedroom units,
with individual bathrooms
• Fully furnished kitchens
• Spacious and Private
• Beautiful views
• Long-term, Group, and Off-season
Rates Available

crestonebaca@gmail.com
719.256.4243
www.crestonebacagrande
accommodations.com
Reserve your breathing space today!

• Reasonable nightly and weekly rates
• cable • WiFi • smoke-free

719-256-5788

www.casadelsoul.net

Email: collcrestone@gmail.com
Web: www.collhouse.com

Enchanted Forest Bed &Breakfast

R E s er v e n o w
f or Grad u a t i o n
lod g i n g !

Rest, relax & rejuvenate in this magically enchanting setting










Ideally located
Amazing mountain views
Quiet, cozy & comfy
Private gardens
Ideal for retreats
Energy Healings on-site
Pet Friendly
Full kitchen, WiFi & Direct TV

C r e s t o n e C h a r t e r S c h o o l :
		 			 M a y 2 3

Call Anne 719-256-5768 • www.enchantedforestcrestone.net • enchantedforestcrestone.weebly.com

L O C A L

M o f f a t S c h o o l :
					 M a y

L O D g i n g

you can link to these lodging websites online at www.crestoneeagle.com
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Cordwood Building
continued from page B-1

system, where only occasional
caulking may be necessary should
any logs loosen in the mortar.
The thermal performance of
cordwood masonry is quite good.
The R-value depends on the thickness of the wall and the species of
wood used, but you can generally
expect about R-1 per inch. Combine this with the fact that all of
that isolated masonry holding the
wood in place on the inside acts as
thermal mass that will stabilize in-

terior temperatures, and you have
an outstanding wall system.
Since only short pieces of
wood are needed, and these can be
of any diameter, or even split into
smaller chunks, wood that might
have no other value than for firewood can be used. It is also possible
to incorporate other objects into a
cordwood wall, like colored glass
bottles connected together with a
metal sleeve, to add color and light.
I placed some surplus glass blocks
into the wall that I built.
When I look at all of the dead
standing Cottonwood trees we have

This is the appearance of the finished cordwood pantry wall where it connects to my
barn/garage building.

Here one finished outside cordwood wall and a partially finished interior wall are visible.

Classifieds
Buy - Sell - Rent
Trade - Wanted
Personal - & More!

$12 for the first 175 characters
+ $1 for 25 additional characters
+ $2 for live link online from our
website to your website or email.
This fee includes 30 days online
(from date of approval), and 1
month in the Eagle print version.
Payment must accompany ad.
Pay online or send to:
The Crestone Eagle,
Box 101, Crestone, CO, 81131
Deadline: Ads & payments must be
received by the 22nd of the month
to be included in the print version.

Classifieds Online
crestoneeagle.com!

Get us your classified + payment
and it will be listed online
within 2 business days.

Houses & Property for Sale

Perfect Crestone Home with
Retreat Space

Charming Light-filled Home for Sale: 1047
sq.ft warm, quiet, unique home on 4 acres
in Grants.24’round bedroom/sitting room,
lg.bath, ETS, woodstove, on-demand hot
water. Trail access, greenbelt. Full horse
set-up: 30′corral, hay barn, loafing shed.
Patio,Garden,Tool shed, Bunkhouse/retreat
space. $187,000. Shown by appt, showings
begin 4/7. Call Rebecca @970-903-9812
rebeccablueturtle@hotmail.com

Must see Large” Retreat House the
Sound of Willow Creek”

Amazing retreat house with sounds of a,
willow creek on 1 or 2 acres. 3100 sq
foot Private 6 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms,
meditation space, living room/ dining
room, decks, stucco, wood heat,etc.. Great
income property 275 k OBO. Call electrum
@ 719-588-2114 globalspirit13@gmail.
com

in the Crestone Baca region I see
a tremendous opportunity here
for natural building projects that
would utilize a resource that is otherwise going to waste. Cottonwood
is not great firewood because it is
too light and burns too fast to provide good BTU’s, but for cordwood
masonry this is exactly what is
desired. And the needed materials can be obtained for very little
money.
I should tell you that the ac-

tual process of construction is not
speedy. First you have to obtain and
process all of the cordwood just to
be ready to lay up the walls. Then
you have mix the mortar and sawdust insulation, and then fashion
the wall, complete with the pointing. All of this takes time, but once
the wall is up you are done with it.
I am quite pleased with how my
walls turned out, and I would definitely consider doing more cordwood masonry in the future.

New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
GREAT LOTS FOR SALE

GREAT LOTS FOR SALE. Chalet II, lot
2212, Spanish Creek Frontage! Tap paid,
WS, $12,500. Chalet I, lot 574, greenbelt,
spectacular views, $6,500. Lot 528,
Panorama & Moonlight, WS, $3000. OBO.
Call 588-8727.

Chalet I Creek Lot

Chalet 1 Creek Lot 1501 in the Trees Tap Fee
Paid water, sewer, electric, & Phone service
Available. 15k OBO Possible financing. Call
Electrum 719-588-2114 globalspirit13@
gmail.com

Chalet I Lot for Sale

Chalet I Lot-quiet and high with lovely
views. 1734 Willow Creek Way (Overlook.)
$9950 obo. Taxes, water, and POA paid.
303-759-9179 or melanacat@aol.com

RARE CREEK LOTS

cottonwood creek+greenbelt lots, Grants
and Chalet. two homes for sale. Crestone
med-density lots; call for details/pricing/
locations. 719-496-0975; soularquest@
gmail.com.

Mobile Home For Sale in Alamosa

Nice 12 x 50 2-bdrm mobile home for sale
in Alamosa, Colorado good condition-new
appliances Call to come see and make an
offer. 719-588-8965

Great house for Sale in Chalet I

Great houseFor Sale: 3 BR, 1.5 BA 1600
sq ft home in Chalet I, recently remodeled
completely including laminate flooring,
carpeting, plumbing, electrical and stucco
exterior, $160,000, call 719-588-3243 for
details.

For Sale – Great Views!

For sale by owner, 3 BR, 2 BA home in
chalet I on 2.79 acres (5 consolidated
lots) with detached 1 car garage, fantastic
views of both mountains and valley, now
$220,000,call 588-3243 for details.

*RARE LOVELY LOTS IN-TOWN,
GREAT NEIGHBORHOOD!*

TWO DEVELOPED,TREED,NEIGHBORING
LOTS,EASTSIDE, TOWN OF CRESTONE.
Convenience of in-town, but quiet and
private with great neighbors! 1/2 block to
Award-winning Crestone Charter School.
Water and grid power installed on both lots.
New storage sheds,highly efficient sunken
sustainably-built greenhouse,new large
quonset building with hot water heat in-floor.
High privacy fence surrounding all of one lot.
1/2 acre with greenhouse,shed,water,power:
$72,000. 1/2 acre, with shed and large
quonset dwelling: $99,000. Email to arrange
an appointment to see. mesa_verde_
sagrada@hotmail.com

Cozy Cottage for Rent

Cozy Comfortable Cottage nestled in the
trees in a very peaceful setting w/amazing
valley & mountain views. Close to all spiritual
centers. Nightly, B&B, weekly & Long-term.
719 256 5768 Enchantedforestcrestone.
net/annekellycrestone@yahoo.com

CASITA PARK, House for rent.

Big, bright, very clean, 3/2. Available Now
Large eat in kitchen with Island,, Spacious
Master bathroom . Well insulated, Quiet
area, Can be partially furnished.Propane
heat, stove, and hot water. Non smoker, no
pets $600 + utilities. Propane deposit and
Security deposit required. 256-5110

Classifieds...
continued to
Page B-18

Houses for Rent

Just in time for garden season!

3 bedroom house in Chalet 2 w org.
garden,wood stove & solar heat for rent
while for sale. $875 a month + utilities.
$1100 security deposit & references. From
May 1. Call Anna Louise 970-290-7710,
annalouise55@gmail.com

Large Furnished Log Cabin Studio

Chimney
Sweep
Service

GREAT VIEWS – Kitchenette, Loft Sleeping
Area, Quiet/Secluded, Wifi, STEAM
SHOWER! Southern Porch, Short/long term
rates, Pics: www.thelongandshortofrenting.
com 719-256-4585

Chimney
Sweep
Service
by David Lindsey
It’s the season to let us
sweep our way
into your hearth.

256-4400

Sponsored by Shangrilah Stove & Spa
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...Classifieds
continued from
Page B-17
Ch I Home for Lease

Spacious 3Br, 2 BA home in Chalet I for
rent, available May 1st, on 2+ acres with
detached 1 car garage. $975/mo. plus
utilities. Call 719-588-3243

fine homes for rent

4 houses: 2bd/2b Victorian; 2bd2b
strawbale; 3bd/1&1/2b new construction;
1bd/1b log cabin; longterm, 1st-lastsecurity.pricing&details: 719-496-0975,
soularquest@gmail.com.

1 BR, SUBLIMELY FURN. RETREAT
HOME

Fab fenced grounds w/ water feature,
wood stove, GREAT kitchen, GREAT views,
writers/meditators’ dream Avail. May 1
Pics/rates: www.thelongandshortofrenting.
com, 719-256-4585

Beautiful Rental Available Now

Chalet 1 – Beautiful 3BR/2 BA, woodstove &
propane heat, jetted tub, W/D, wraparound
deck w/ great views., N/S/P, 1 year lease, $750
+ utils. 719-937-7786/96. Photos at www.
crestonegenie.com/houses-for-rent.html

beautiful house Chalet II

Spacious 4bd+loft. radiant heat/woodstove,
Jacuzzi tub, greenhouse. NO POT Growing.
pets ok. Price drop to $800/mo while house
4 sale w/s/g paid. $1000 deposit. Susie 707476-8823 sshope32@gmail.com

Beautifully Furnished 2 BR/2BA
Home in Grants

www.crestoneeagle.com

New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
Apartments/Rooms/Misc. for Rent

STUDIO APARTMENT IN MOFFAT

STUDIO APARTMENT IN MOFFAT. Available
April 1st. Behind the Mirage. Private and
quiet. Nice yard/garden space. Water and
electric included. $450.00/month 719-5807602 or coffeegirl@miragetradingco.com

Temple Guest House

Temple Guest house: for practitioners,
rooms to let, $30 nightly, kitchen , laundry.
33 Sunset O.L., 256-4247.

Cozy, Sunny Apt avail April

Furnished studio apt for rent. 650 sq ft, private
entrance, nestled in cottonwoods next to
stream. Ideal for 1 or 2. Mainroom, kitchen,
bath w deep soaking tub. w/d. No pets, no
smoking. References. First,last,security.
$550/month + propane.719-793-7931
sandother1@gmail.com.

THE DOME HOME: ROOM TO
RENT AS OF APRIL 1

Beautiful shared space in a private house
with women. Full kitchen, Laundry, 2
shared baths, WiFi, TV, no contract. Nonsmoking, no pets. Call for rates by monthly
rental: Sophia - 719-256-5825.
House Rental Wanted

Short-Term Rentals Needed

Short-Term Rentals Needed. The Crestone
College of Structural Integration will be
hosting classes in 2014, and we are putting
together a housing list for our students. Class
dates will be 3/24-4/24, 5/25-31, 7/7-8/27,
10/6-11/26. If you have a furnished rental,
and want to be included on our housing list,
please send rental info to info@crestonesi.org

Good renter available!

Perfect get-away for writers/retreats…
mtn/valley views, W/D, East/West patios,
soaking tub, walk-in closet, Pics/Rates:
www.thelongandshortofrenting.com 719
256 4585

Unfurnished house/studio for long-term
rental. I have loved living in Crestone for the
past 8.5 years and have good references to
offer. I have 2 cats and Shila:719-937-7688

Nice Casita Mobile

Services

Split Level! Casita Mobile, open and sunny
3bed/2bath, washer/dryer, well insulated,
thermopaned windows, on paved road, less
dust. Available in May. $525 256-5334.

Crestone beachfront property for
sale

Well above high tide line. Plan for global
warming now. 111-222-3333

Affordable Renewable Energy

Offset the cost of your utility bills with Solar
Electric or with Solar Heating and Domestic
systems. Efficient, cost effective, reliable
and professional service. Call Talmath with
New Gen Energy at (719) 588-8276 or visit
us online: newgenenergy.com

NOTICE OF MAIL BALLOT ELECTION
§1-13.5-1105(2)(d), 1-13.5-502
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN, and particularly, to the electors
of the Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District of Saguache County,
State of Colorado:
NOTICE IS HEREBY given that a regular election of the Baca
Grande Water and Sanitation District shall be held on Tuesday, May 6,
2014, from 7:00 a.m. until 7:00 p.m. The election is being conducted as
a mail ballot election. Mail ballots are required to be mailed to eligible
electors between 22 and 15 days prior to the election date.
At said election, the electors of the District shall vote for Directors
to serve the following terms of office on the Board of Directors of the
District:
The names of persons nominated as Director for a FOUR-Year Term
(for two vacant seats to be voted upon):
Martin C. Macaulay
Michael Scully
The names of persons nominated as Director for a TWO-Year Term
(for one vacant seat to be voted upon):
Vicki Matthews
Stephen A. Smilack
Electors may apply for mail ballots and return voted mail ballots
at the following location: Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District Office, 57 Baca Grant Way South, Crestone, CO 81131.
The Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District Office is open Monday through Friday, between the hours of 9:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., beginning at least 22 days prior to Election Day (April 14th) and from 7:00
a.m. until 7:00 p.m. on Election Day (May 6th).
Baca Grande Water and Sanitation District
By:
/s/ AJ Beckman
Designated Election Official
Phone: 303-987-0835
Published in: The Crestone Eagle, Published on: April 1, 2014

Licensed Real Estate Appraisal

The Light Body

Licensed Real Estate Appraiser with 25
years experience, many years experience
in Crestone. Don Root. 937-7796 or 720244-1097. donald.root@yahoo.com.

The Light Body, Missing Color Analysis
and Restorative Treatment. Donation. The
Matrix Light Chamber. 719-937-7755. Nate.

Project Manager Available

Looking to build or expand? Project
manager with 30+ years design/build
experience.
Professional/Fast/Reliable/
Crew. How may we be of service? Wonder
Bob 719-937-3052

Professional Stucco Crew. Time to give a
new look on your house. All paper, wire
& 3 layers of Natural or Synthetic longlasting Stucco. Free estimates & total
Bid call Electrum @ 719 588-2114 or
globalspirit13@gmail.com

Craig Electric Services

Help Wanted

Craig Electric for all your electrical needs.
Prompt, reliable, generous rates. Contact
Steve at 256-5951, sdossenback@gmail.com

Looking for a Healthcare
Practitioner?

Looking for a health care practitioner in
Crestone? Massage therapists, herbalists,
energy healers, doulas, and more. Also
lodging, hot springs, gift certificates. www.
crestonehealers.com.

Bob’s Repairs and Maintenance

Bob’s Repairs and maintenance around
your home, 30 years experience in framing
interior trim, decks, fencing, door and
windows. 719-256-5253.

Outlets, Wiring, Network and
Satellite: Home and Office

Need Phone Outlets added to your house
or office? I do Phone, Computer Network,
Satellite TV and Stereo wiring. New
construction, existing, troubleshooting.
Call Dennis 256-4110

IT’S TAX TIME AGAIN!

David W. Walker, Accountant, 36 years
experience. Financial Planning, Business
Consulting, Monthly Accounts, Income
Taxes. Call for appointment in your area:
719-379-2988.

Computer Service/Repairs

Computer Service/Repairs—22 years
Computer Technician with full shop in
the Baca. Windows, VIRUS fixes and
prevention, networking. Call Dennis 2564110

PAINTING – TILING – CARPENTRY

Years of Experience, Free Estimates.
Michael (719) 480-5703

Professional Stucco Free Estimate

Part-Time Office Assistant Wanted

Crestone Performances is looking for a parttime office assistant. Hours would be flexible.
You would need good computer skills, phone
skills and general office skills. Familiarity with
non-profits would be a plus. This job would
be stressful at times, confusing at times but
also unbelievably rewarding. There’s nothing
neater than making a bunch of folks, young to
old, really happy. If you are interested. Please
send a letter of interest and a resume to: P.O.
box 6, Crestone Co 81131 or email crestfest@
crestfest.org.

Hiring Youth Work Force Assistant

CCC Youth Work Force Assistant. Town of
Crestone is hiring! Seasonal position at 5-7
hr/wk @ $10/hr. Excellent communication
skills & customer service a must.
Contact Town Hall for job description &
application. 108 W. Galena Ave. 719-2564313 crestone@fairpoint.net.

Tired of Working for $7.25 an
hour? Customer Service Rep Job

FT and PT positions avialable for
proofread.. One opening only. (Fast paste
work enviorment. Prefer someone with
good communication skills, , and who can
speak Australian. Mail resumay to Crestone,
CO 81131 Starting pay $7 per hour.

Event Coordinator Needed

The Town of Crestone is seeking someone
to coordinate the Towns’ 4th of July event
which includes a 5k race, parade, and
vendors and music in the park. The ideal
candidate will have previous experience at
event coordination. Please send a letter of
interest which includes related experience
to Akia Tanara, Town Administrator,
Crestone Town Hall, P.O. Box 64. Crestone,
CO 81131 or crestonemgr@fairpoint.net.
Deadline April 18, 2014.

Caregiver wanted

Builder Since 1976

Richard & Elinor Laurie

719.256.4032

• New homes • Additions

Terrapin
Enterprise,
• Remodels
• DecksInc.

elinor1320@fairpoint.net
Licensed and Insured

Your web property*
is an investment…
not an expense.

Spiritual being in a weakened physical body
looking for a part-time caregiver to join
vibrant team. Strong back and references
required. 256-5900 or aliyalex@fairpoint.net
Misc. Wanted

WANTED: Bodhisattvas

For the benefit of all beings, starting with
all beings here and now! tinyurl.com/
Bodhisattvas

SPRING FUND DRIVE
APRIL 5-19, 2014
PLEDGE YOUR SUPPORT TODAY!
1-800-290-0887
WWW.KRZA.ORG

*What in the world is a “web property”?
call or scan to find out...

719.239.3300
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New Classifieds online daily. Check www.crestoneeagle.com!
cat-sitter needed

Misc. for Sale

Bids Needed for Roof Job

Brand new unopened cartridges for HP
printer (ours died). HP74 (originally
$15.99) $12.00. HP75 (originally
$20.99) $17.00. One each. The Crestone
Eagle 256-4956 or janet@crestoneeagle.
com.

Former Crestone resident now in Salida
needs occasional cat-sitting person. Please
inquire at 719-221-1243.
Saguache County Government is
accepting bids for a new roof for the
Saguache County Social Services building
in Saguache Colorado. The piece needing
replaced will be approx. 21 ft. X 31 ft.
Bids submitted must include proof of
liability and workers compensation
insurance coverage. For further
information contact Santiago Garcia at
719-221-3172. Bids are due by 3:00 PM
March 13, 2014.

Discounted printer cartridges

FIREWOOD

Firewood ~ 2 – 4 Cord Loads ~ $175.00
per Cord ~ Plus Delivery ~ Well Seasoned
Firewood $225.00 per Cord ~ Cash Only,
no check or credit cards ~ Call or Text
719-395-6253
Found

Found at the FreeBox:

Humor is emotional chaos
remembered in tranquility.

—James Thurber

$500 in cash. Found in left pocket of
brown Carhartt workpants. To claim,
please identify what was in the right
pocket.  email.  info@freeboxfool.org

Free

Furniture For Sale

Solid oak hutch with lighted glass front
cabinets, $450 Call 719-588-3243

Wood Cook Stove and Hay for Sale

FOR SALE: 40+ bales of hay, barn-stored
in the Grants, certified weed-free.$10.00/
bale. Antique “Wonder” Wood Cookstove
w/ bread warmers.$200.00 970-9039812

Local Rugs For Sale:

Handcrafted and cured bear skin rugs
made from Crestone/Baca bears. The
easy and safe way to invite habitat
hindered & hungry bears to your home.
Black, brown and reddish furs. A great
way to show your friends and neighbors
just how much you love bears. Email:
thisiswhathappenstotrasheatingbears@
fool.com
Community Service

Designing the Earth Anew
Together:

We have to first together decide what the
ideal world should be, before we can
together start creating it!www.ModelEarth.
Org

FREE!

Free concrete pavers (11) with wooden
frame. Works for hearth, wide step, ?? Free
shepherd’s stove, old with firebox and
cookbox. 256-4755

Free Pup

Lovable one-year old boxer/bloodhound
mix male pup needs and safe and happy
home. Going to school abroad and sadly
can keep him. Great with kids. Can email
picture. Call 913-475-8404.

Free Manure

Free horse manure. Call the Baca Grande
Stables to arrange pick up. 256-6200.

CB Village – Local Help, Give &
Receive

CB Village is a local time bank where you
can help others and gain credit for future
help when you need it. Go to www.cbvillage.
net or call 480-8757 to join for free.

FREE PUPPIES:

1/2 Cocker Spaniel, 1/2 sneaky neighbor’s
dog, able to jump really tall fences.
Available 4/1/13
Personals

Need a Caregiver?

I can help you find a local caregiver for
you or a loved one. I have several names
and numbers of individuals with a variety
of skills and experience. (I am also looking
for more trained caregivers/CNA) For inhome assistance, elderly care, ongoing
illness, etc. email Marta at martashoman@
gmail.com

It’s Over

To Fast Boy, you have until April 1 to
come get your dirty dog, your laundry,
your girlfriend’s laundry (think I didn’t
know?), your broken pickup truck,
(yeah, I’m the one who broke the
windshield),  what’s left of your laptop
(you can see those photos on FB).  I’m
keeping the cat—and the weed.  Don’t
call.  I’ve got your phone. —NoFool
Womyn.

Building our community one project at a time since 1993

Potter Excavation, Inc.

PO Box 523

719-256-4063

You Have Friends
in High Places!

When the lights go out, SLVREC’s linemen head out into the
elements. Whether they are climbing poles, restoring power or
clearing tree limbs to prevent future outages, they are always
working to keep the lights on for you! On April 18, National
Lineman Appreciation Day, please take a moment to thank the
linemen at SLVREC who brave the elements and work long hours to
keep power flowing to our homes each and every day. Please post
your words of appreciation to our linemen on our Facebook page!
Find us at www.facebook.com/SLVREC.
Also, please check our Facebook page for information on outages, updates on company news, projects and other programs at
your electric cooperative!

719-852-3538 800-332-7634
P.O. Box 3625

Monte Vista, CO 81144
www.slvrec.com power@slvrec.com

TM

We have special greeting ad rates. Tell someone:
Happy birthday
Thank you

Congratulations

I love you

Call 256-4956 — ads@crestoneeagle.com
Located 2 miles west of Monte Vista at 3625 Hwy. 160 W.

Your continuing support is appreciated!
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Crestone-Baca
Weather Report

Ask

the
Weatherman
by Keno
Where is the best location
to place my outside thermometer?
Location is very important if
you want correct readings. First,
you never want to place your sensor under a tree, as the tree will act
as a blanket at night and the temperature reading displayed will be
a few degrees too warm. The best
spot for your sensor is in the open,
on a pole that is at least 30’ away
from your house or any other buildings, and also away from any trees,
with a sun deflector over it (the best
ones are honeycomb-shaped, but
you can buy cheaper ones that still
should work). But for most people,
30’ away from their house doesn’t
work, so the next best bet is to place
your sensor at the north end of your
house, where the sun never—or
rarely—shines. Place the sensor on
a pole in the ground, about 5’ away
from the house (again, the north
end), and make sure the pole is at
least 2 to 4 feet off the ground, and
that sunlight doesn’t hit the sensor.
You can also place it directly on
the side of your house, as most folks
do, if there isn’t any other place for



map courtesy of www.nws.noaa.gov

it to go (just make sure it’s nowhere
near any heat vents). If you do attach it to your home, try to put it as
many inches away from the house
as you can. If you’re within 4” of the
house, then the reading will be one
or two degrees too warm from heat
coming off the house.
What can you tell me about
NOAA radio?
NOAA radio, which is officially called “NOAA Weather Radio
All Hazards” (NWR), is a network

Crestone Conglomerate
LarryCalloway.com
a reporter’s blog…

Subscribe to The Eagle
To start or renew your subscription, go to
www.crestoneeagle.com/pay or send payment to:
The Crestone Eagle • P.O. Box 101 • Crestone, Colorado 81131

PAPER:
(Oldie but goodie!)

❑ $20 - 12 issues, Bulk mail
(takes 2-3 weeks out of state)
❑  $32 - 12 issues, First class

DIGITAL:
(Best value!)

❑ Just $15 for 12 issues .pdf file
❑ $5 add’l with paper subscription
Go digital with The Crestone Eagle!

❍ I am a new subscriber   ❍ Just a renewal ❍ I love the Crestone Eagle
Name: _______________________ Email: _____________________
Mailing Address: __________________________________________

of radio stations broadcasting continuous weather information in all
50 states, from the nearest National
Weather Service office. For Crestone
and the entire San Luis Valley, our
broadcasts come from our National
Weather Service office in Pueblo,
and are broadcast on WXM54 at
162.475 MHz on the VHF public
service band. Known as the “Voice
of NOAA’s National Weather Service,” NWR is provided as a public
service by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration,
which is part of the Department of
Commerce. NWR broadcasts NWS
warnings, watches, forecasts and
other hazard information 24 hours
a day. It also broadcasts alerts of
non-weather emergencies such as
national security, natural, environmental and public safety.
Before 1997, NWR programming was conducted by a local meteorologist recording each message
and setting up a looping broadcast
cycle. Around 1998, an unlimitedvocabulary phonetic synthesizer
was employed. This male voice
was named “NOAA’s Perfect Paul”
although it quickly acquired several nicknames for its mechanically
awkward pronunciation, including “Imperfect Paul”, and “Igor”.
In 2002, improvements to the voice
were made and produced a greatly
improved male voice nicknamed
“Tom”, along with one female voice
named “Donna”.
So if you ever wish to get updated weather forecasts for our
area, 24/7, turn in to our local
NOAA radio and check it out.
Note: For current Crestone weather
conditions visit Keno’s web site:
www.keno.org/vws.

• STRAWBALE CONSTRUCTION
•• NATURAL
NATURAL & NONTOXIC FINISHES
•• PASSIVE
PASSIVE AND
AND ACTIVE SOLAR
CONVENTIONAL CONSTRUCTION
•• CONVENTIONAL
REMODELS
•• REMODELS

PAULKINCAID
KINCAIDKOPPANA
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CO81131
81131
CRESTONE,
719937
2567756
4505
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PAULKOPPANA@YAHOO.COM
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by Keno
February 21 to March 20
Total precipitation for period:
Liquid precip: 0.36”
Snow: 3.7”
Measurable precipitation fell on 6
days.
Measurable snow fell on 6 days.
A trace of snow fell on 5 days.
A trace of rain fell on 1 day.
One thunder snow storm occurred.
No measurable rain or hail fell.
Total precipitation year to date:
Since Jan 1: 0.94”
Total snow to date:
Since Jan 1: 14.6”
Snow Season *: 57.6”
*Snow season runs from July 1 to
June 30
Temperatures for the period:
High temp: 60.0°F on March 10
Low temp: 11.1°F on March 12
Avg. high: 47.1°F
Avg. low: 21.4°F
Number of days with the high
temperature at or above 50°: 8
Number of days with the low temperature below 32°: all 28 days
Winds for the period:
Avg. speed: 3.0 mph		
Highest gust: 34 mph on March 17
Main direction: Out of the east.
Weather summary:
Temperatures were above
normal and precipitation was well
below normal. There weren’t any
weather records set and little to
report other than the first and only
trace of rain of the year fell for a
few minutes on March 1, and we
saw 2 days with the humidity falling below 10% (on March 10 and
20). Plus the first thunderstorm
of the year also hit, on March 7,
but it didn’t rain, but snowed as it
took place.
Outlook for April:
April is our fourth wettest
month of the year, with an average of 1.22 inches of precipitation
expected to fall, and an average
snowfall of 10.2 inches, making it
the second snowiest month of the
year. The most snow ever in April
took place in 2009, when 47.3
inches fell. The most precip took
place in 1990 when 3.41 inches
fell.
Temperature-wise, the average highs and lows for the first
week in April are 52° and 24°, and
by the end of the month it warms
up to average highs of 61° and lows
of 31°. The warmest high ever for
April was set on April 30, 1992, at
80°, and the coldest reading was
reached twice, first on April 5,
1983, and then tied on April 12,
1997, at 6°.
The 31-day outlook for April
is calling for slightly above normal
temps with average precip expected.
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